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ANNOUNCEMENT
On November 4th the Tampa Bay Hotel will
open its 1924-25 season, and during the months
of November and December will operate on the
European plan only. Commencing with January, and continuing until closing date, will
operate on American plan exclusively.

Tampa Bay Hotel
TAMPA, FLORIDA
W. F. Adams, Pres.

H. A. Haskell, Mgr.

. ·.

Outdoors
... on ...

GREAT POWER made Florida the world beyond
the house, where year-round, open air living is
the heritage of all.. Davis Islands offers bounteously of this great out-of-doors where expanses of sky
and water diffuse in inspiring splendor.
The attractive features and enhanced beauties of
island abode, the rare advantages of healthful environment and the added interest of that little romanceful
something which attaches itself to life on an island, are
among the answers to the spontaneous popularity of
Davis Islands.
All in all, Davis Islands seem so particularly suited
to provide an atmosphere of residential richness that it
is little wonder it is so unanimously the choice as a
setting for distinguished Tampa homes.

A

D. P. DAVIS PROPERTIES
Tampa-Florida's Year-Round City

l

Come to

lBlEA<CH 1PARK.
The Beautiful
Here, within fifteen minutes of downtown Tampa-overlooking the broad expanses of the bay, is a delightful haven for
your family.
The clean, pure, healthful atmosphere
-the shady restfulness of age-old trees and
the delightful beauty of this residential
suburb insures the Health and Happiness of
your loved ones.
,
Here is exclusiveness without seclusion
-among friendly folks who love their
homes and the distinction of their surroundings.

BEACH
PARK
On Old Tampa Bay
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An unusually good Commercial City with ~our railroads, and numerous boat lines to river and
seaboard points brings low freight rates and splendid transportation facilities.
Unexcelled labor conditions.
Living in Palatka is much cheaper than in most Florida Cities.
At the crossing of two State Highways on which a million and a half dollars is being expended on
paving and bridges.
Half million on Municipal improvements.
Land values at present very low.
Largest woodworking plants in the Southeast.
Surrounding Country produces immense quantities of various farm products and fruits .

PALATKA DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

LEAVITT LAND COMPANY

Industrial locations on both railroad and river.

We offer several thousand acres in Putnam County.
Timber land, grove land, colonization land, and
land suitable fo r general farming . Many tracts on
new state roads.

Homes sold on the installment plan.
Irish potato farms at reasonable prices.

A few

We are also developing a thirty-acre sub-division within the city limits for fine homes.
We offer for investment $30,000 or part, 7 %
first mortgage bonds secured by city property.
We are glad to answer your questions about
Palatka and its possibilities.

Improvements now being made opening up territory previously inaccessible.
Splendid markets and transportation.
plan for homeseekers.

LEAVITT LAND COMPANY

PALATKA DEVELOPMENT CO.
PALATKA,

Realtors

PALATKA, FLORIDA

FLORIDA

WILSON CYPRESS COMPANY
PALATKA, FLORIDA
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cypress Lumber-Rough and Dressed
-Shingles and Lath

At Your Service

PALATKA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
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Easy finance

Florida Banana Plantations
PRODUCE MONTHLY INCOMES

Six Valuable Banana Facts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The banana plant bears in 9 to 12 months.
Bananas mature each month in the year.
Each plant bears one bunch the first year and three bunches
each year thereafter.
Bananas are planted 400 bulbs to the acre.
Bunches weigh from 40 to 100 pounds each.
Bananas sell at wholesale from 6c to Sc per pound.

OWN A FIVE-ACRE PLANTATION
On Our Extended Payment Plan
Our 5-acre Commercial Banana Plantations , now being planted in one
of the most fertile vaHey s , a s sure t he owner a s ubstantial income, while
the in vestment is limited.
The location i s near Winter Haven on rich muck lands most adaptable
to banana culture. Climate and fres h~wa ter lakes make our planting ideal,
practically eliminating the fear of killing frost •.
Supervis ing the entire d evelopm e nt is a practical banana grower with
years of valuable experience, a ss uring the mos t success ful methods of
planting and cultivation.

Abundant Success Awaits the Grower of Florida Bananas
This is your opportunity to get in on what will without doubt b e one
of the State's greatest indu s tries. We will prepare, plant and deed to you
one of our 5-acre Banana Plantation s for a very reasonable down payment,
with balance on easy t erms which enable the buyer to realize some returns
from his inves tment to apply on deferred payments.
Our plan has received hi g h es t endorsement and will stand complete
investigation . W e invite you to communicate with us and will gladly
explain , without obligating you in any way, h ow you can secure a s hare
of the big profits being made from Fl orida banana growing. Write today
for our illustrated booklet and other informa tion .
Branch Offices:
227 Central Ave., St. Petersburg, Fla.; 116 W. Lafayette St., Tampa,
Fla.; 10 Oak St., Orlando, Fla. ; 114 S. Florida Ave., Lakeland, Fla.
Wide-awake Sales Representatives write us
Some good territory available

Taylor-Alexander Company
"THE ORIGINAL BANANA PLANTATION DEVELOPERS"
Winter Haven, Florida. Beymer Bldg.

3,000 Acres on Beautiful Lake Marian
(Eastern Polk County)
Comprising orange groves, dairy land, vegetable land, beautiful lake front home sites, business district and hundreds
of busineu and building lots for all purposes. This mapificent tract is located on the famous ridge of Florida, three
miles east of Lake Hamilton, four miles S. E. of Haines City, on the banks of beautiful Lake Marian, in "IMPERIAL"
Polk County. The elevation among the very highest in the state, and good roads are on every hand.

HOMESEEKERS-WE CAN SURELY MEET YOUR EXACTING REQUIREMENTS
A land of peace and plenty-cooled by lake breezes and salt air, shaded by stately oaks and pines, a hundred years in
the growing.
Orange, Grapefruit, Avocado Pear groves, and Banana plantations deYeloped to a state of bearing for the business or
professional man. Guaranteed and sold on easy terms. BACKED BY SUBSTANTIAL BUSINESS MEN. MONEY
BACK IF NOT SATISFIED.

A Townsite Has Been
Valuable Land for Raising
Grapefruit, oranges, pears , bananas
and all varieties of truck crops can
be selected from this tract. Big profit
from the dairy business and a ready
market awaits you. Why not come?

To Northern Bu)?ers
Lov» R. R. Fares
Good for 21 days. Now until Dec.
2, 1924.
Write us for particulars.

Plotted with a business square; Parks, Circles and Boulevards have been surveyed
and are ready for sale.

Recreation Park and Depot
Located
Shade trees and shrubbery will be set.
Boating, bathing, fishing and hunting;
10-minute drive to 18-hole golf course on
banks of Lake Hamilton.
Hundreds of people from States farther
north are located in this vicinity.

LAKE MARIAN GROVES CORPORATION
FRANK G. HUGHES, Director of Sales
Winter Haven, Florida
Representatives Wanted
Help us secure the B- line from Tampa to Melbourne, saving 70 miles on the round trip-all
paved but 45 miles

Opportunity is again knockinsr at your
door.
Will you answer her call?
Come to the land of sunshine and
flowers, where health and happiness
are always a ss ured.

Lake Marian Groves Corporation,
Winter Haven, Florida:
Please mail folder and full information regarding your land. groves,
town and lake-front lots.
Print your
Name ................................................ .
Address ........... ....... ........... ... .................. .. .
City ................. .. ... .......... .................... ..... .
State ................... ..... .. ........ .. ................... -
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Home Comforts in Florida
Cold weather is the exception rather than the rule during the winter months in
Florida, but when the cold days do come some heating system for the home is
just as necessary as in the Northern States. For real comfort in the Florida Home
a heating system that is clean and may be quickly lighted and easily extinguished
is advisable. Also one in which the temperature may be readily controlled. Cold
spells in Florida usually last from two to four days and the best heating system
to use is one which is instantly available for use when needed and which may be
forgotten as far as annoyance and expense is concerned as soon as the cold period
is over.
Kleen-Heet Oil Burners are ideal for providing comfort in the Florida Home during
cold weather. They should be seriously considered by every Florida home owner
who desires to be comfortable during the cold days.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT KLEEN-HEET
RELIABILITY
By actual operation in the homes of many thousands of users, Kleen-Heet has proved its correctness of design, its simplicity of operation. Kleen-Heet has the simplest mechanism of any
automatic oil burner made. Having fewer parts than any other, naturally there are fewer
things that could conceivably require attention.

EASE OF CONTROL
The Kleen-Heet thermostat in the living room is all you need know about to assure constant, controlled heat to your family all through the winter.
This thermostat can be set for any temperature that you wish. Then forget about it. KleenHeet does the rest-it is automatically controlled by the thermostat so that it maintains that
exact degree of heat.
Thus when a cold snap comes, Kleen-Heet feeds more oil into the burner to counteract the
outside temperature. And on warmer days, less heat being required, the oil flow is curtailed, so that without waste, the same temperature indoors continues.
Should the warmth in the house exceed by one degree the temperature you have set, KleenHeet stops itself, · and continues when the proper heat is again reached. It stabilizes itself
a utom,atically. It relieves y ou of all thinking.

WHY WOMEN LIKE KLEEN-HEET
Women like oil hea t for m a ny reasons. And Kleen-Heet, because of all oil burners, has
proved the most trustworthy a nd reliable. They have found Kleen-Heet fulfills all claim3
m a de for it. Tha t it is simple in operation, dependable under all conditions. That it never
requires attention.
They appreciate it when they see how much long er things are clean-curtains, hangings,
wallpaper, when Kleen-Heet is used.
They like the economies that these things effect.
But best of all they like a home which is cosy and warm at all times, day and night. And
the freedom fr om fear that the fire may g o out while they are alone in the house.
When you put in Kleen-Heet, you simply buy heating service for life, and comfort and cleanliness in perpetuity.

LET US SEND YOU FULL PARTICULARS REGARDING KLEEN-HEET SYSTEMS FOR FLORIDA HOMES

KlLEEN~HEET
Automatic Oil Burning Systems
SKINNER MACHINERY CO.
Dunedin, Florida
6

VILLA D'ESTE
Hotel and Ap~rtments

Operated by Carpenter
Overlooking Bap Biscayne

Complete, N ew, Comfortable

All accommodations have individual bath rooms.

Many have private sun verandas or bal-

conies; some have private parlors. Rooms for one person, and two and three persons, with
single, double or twin beds. Suites and connecting rooms for three or more persons. Some
accommodations have fully equipped kitchens ; all details of housekeeping being provided
and mai,ntained. Rooms for maids and chauffeurs.

Rates from Three Dollars per day for one person
Restaurant

Breakfast Room

Garage Arrangements

"A Guest 's Desire Fulfilled 1s Personal Pleas ure"
Your Patronage Invited

Telegraph for Reservations

Northeast Second Avenue at Eighth Street Through to Bayshore Drive
Miami Real Estate Co., Owners.

Frederick H. Carpenter, Manager.
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Suburb ol
two Cities
Midway between

Tampa and
St. Petersburg ·

Harry E. Prettyman
INCORTORATE'D
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BITHLO
The Commercial Center of "East Orange"the largest half of Orange County
Bithlo is the only Town Development in the fast growing "East Orange.''
Bithlo is on the Florida East Coast Railroad, where the Orlando-East Coast
Boulevard intersects it. This branch railroad extends from New Smyrna to
Okeechobee City, a distance of about 150 miles. The road is being extended
from Okeechobee to Miami at a cost of millions of dollars and upon completion Bithlo will have a main line railroad.
A 1 6 -foot brick road has been completed from Bithlo north to the County
line, connecting up with the hard-surfaced road into Sanford.
The Orlando-East Coast Boulevard connecting Orlando with Cocoa Beach
and Titusville Beach by Bithlo is to be completed about November.
The Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co., has just constructed a telephone line
from Orlando to the East Coast through Bithlo.
Bithlo is about 9 miles from the St. Johns River, 2 miles from Lake Pickett.
affording splendid fishing, and is 18 miles from the East Coast.
Nature provides a natural drainage system at Bithlo in the form of branches
and creeks that take all surplus water off as rapidly as water is drained from
any Florida city.
Bithlo is surrounded by thousands of acres of as rich trucking and general farming land as can be found in Orange County. Many farmers are now preparing land for cultivation.
Thousands of lots have been sold in Bithlo to individuals from all parts of
America. A percentage of the property owners will surely develop their
property.
There are thousands of acres of virgin timbered lands surrounding Bithlo
that will be turpentined and sawmilled.
Bithlo is suburban to no other city and is so situated as to best serve Eastern
Orange County, being 18 miles East of Orlando, 21 miles West of Titusville,
40 miles South of New Smyrna, I 00 miles North of Okeechobee.
Bithlo is an incorporated municipality, having two miles of paved streets. The
town has voted a bond issue for paving 4 1.-4 miles of additional paved
streets this summer.
Improvements mean that real estate will advance, hence profits to the investors.
Allow us to show Bithlo to you without expense or obligation. Then you
are in position to judge of our investment opportunities.
Cars leave our office at 9:30 every day.

Bailey Development Co.
115 N. Orange Ave.

-:-

Orlando, Florida
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THE RITZ HOTEL
MIAMI, FLORIDA

.

~

Miami's Newest Commercial Hotel

OPENS DECEMBER 15th

New, modern, fireproof structure. Steam heated.
room has hot and cold water and bath.

Every

Distinctively fur~

nished. Lounge and mezzanine off lobby. Long distance
telephone service from every room.

Rates reasonable.

In the Heart of Miami's Business, Shopping
and Amusement District
East Flagler Street, Between First and Second Avenues

STAUSS-BROWN CORPORATION, Lessees
P. J. Davis Construction Co., Builders
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Introducing---...
South Florida's
Foremost Advertising
Agency
DIRECT BY MAIL
ADVERTISING
PUBLICITY
CAMPAIGNS
PERSONALIZED
PUBLICITY
PROGRAMME
DIRECTORS
ADVERTISING
NOVELTIES
SLIDE &
TRAILERS
OUTDOOR
BULLETINS

n cu([dvertising

PAUL

that Pays "

I. MAJEWSKI

ADV. SYSTEM

Second Floor Citizens Bank Building

WEST PALM BEACH
FLORIDA

ll

SUNSET PARK
ON OLD TAMPA BAY
"~mer£ca' s

Bay

if :A(_gple/'

The Paramount Sub.d ivision of Ta111pa
Sunset Park has been truly called "Nature's Beauty Spot." A beautiful beach
front, a picturesque stream, tidewater lakes, winding roads and the luxuriant
growth of trees and foliage combine to make Sunset Park one of the most
attractive places in or near Tampa.
Nature left little . to be wished for in Sunset Park and this natural beauty in
addition to the many improvements underway, makes the development an
ideal place for home or investment.
Improvements include water and electricity and five-fe et concrete sidewalks.
Roads are two-inch sheet asphalt on a six-inch rock base and will be twentyfour feet from curb to curb. Numerous parks are planned for, two of which
will border tidewater lakes. The beach front banks are to be developed with
a two to one slope-riprapped and cemented. A superior method of development which has proven popular in high class beach properties. A bathing
beach will be developed, with a commodious club house, as a gathering place
for the residents of Sunset Park.
Sunset Park offers excellent investment opportunities. Its strategic location
-right . in the path of progress between Gandy Bridge and the heart of
Tampa-means that as development progresses, values will rise very rapidly .
Sunset Park improvements are well underway and Gandy Bridge opens in a
few weeks.
Sunset Park will be restricted according to the plans followed by the leading
and most successful subdivisions in America. All houses to be of either
stone, brick, concrete or hollow tile construction. Restrictions vary according
to location. There will be real homes and real people in Sunset Park.
Restrictions have been so carefully planned that your neighbors will be the
kind of people you want for neighbors.
If you are planning to have an ideal home in Florida see Sunset Park.

If

you care to make an investment that will pay quick dividends, Sunset Park
offers you a splendid opportunity. Prices are reasonable and terms are easy.

We want to tell you more about Sunset Park. When you VIsit Tampa let
us show you that we have not exaggerated one bit the natural beauty of the
place or the many improvements underway. And in the meantime let us
send you our literature or any particulars you may desire.

CHAS.

P. GLOVER REALTY co.
TAMPA, FLORIDA

513 Tampa Street
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Phone 2236

SUNSET ON LAKE HOWARD AT WINTER HAVEN

~fAMPA-FLORIDA'S

YEAR-ROUND CITY

1-Pal ms in front of the Tampa
Bay Hotel. 2-Sunset on Tampa's
"Bay of Naples."
3-Along the
Bayshore Boulevard.
4--Tamp3
Street looking north.

7-Entrance to Fairgrounds, where the South
Florida Fair is held every
February. to-Ships from
the Seven Seas are found
in the harbor.

8-Shuffleboard is a popular game with winter visitors. 9-Mme. Scoville's
dancers practicing on the
beach. It-Loading phos·
••r"~"'= phate for export.

Photographs 7 and 9 (C) Burgert Bros .

Thos. W. Hewlett
R. S. Hanford
S. C. Singleton

Florida Citrus and Health
We often hear the thought conveyed that if Florida had
nothing but a wonderful climate, this in itself would be
sufficient to make it the best State in the Country. And
this with reason for Florida sunshine has given health and
life to many thousands of people. But Florida has another
great asset capable of giving health, happiness and longer
life to humanity, with the added advantage that this healthgiving medium can be taken to those who need it wherever
they may be. We refer to the health-giving qualities of
Florida oranges and grapefruit and to Florida's great citrus
industry.
-· ·
We hope that when The Florida Development Board or
any other agency in Florida is ready to advertise the State
of Florida on a large scale, that much copy will be devoted
to telling everyone in the United States just how healthful
Florida oranges and grapefruit really are. This would serve
a two-fold purpose. It would be the means of encouraging
people to eat more Florida citrus fruits and thus increase
consumption to the benefit of the grower; and would give
health and cheer and life to thousands of people who are
not as yet aware that there is more health in the juice from
a few dozen Florida oranges or grapefruit, than there is in
all the patent medicines they could carry away from a drug
store. And this last, if nothing else were accomplished,
would be to the everlasting credit of our State.
The Atlantic Coast Line Railway Company has been
doing some splendid work in this connection for several
years. Through their Passenger Traffic Department they
have broadcasted the food and health values of Florida
citrus fruits in many parts of the Country. Among the
mediums used to pass on this information is a most attractive little folder with reproductions in four colors of Florida
oranges and grapefruit. The following extracts from this
folder we know will be of interest to all of our readers:
THE FLORIDA ORANGE: We are tempted to sing a
paean of praise-but, here, superlatives are unnecessary.
Florida Oranges have 40 to 60 per cent more juice than
other varieties; and the essence of an Orange is in the juice.
They are more highly flavored. They are sun-ripened
and rain-watered for which no equal substitutes have been
developed by man.
Florida is the natural home of the Orange, a fact proven
by the existence of thousands of wild trees.
HOW TO EAT AN ORANGE: The proper way is to
drink the juice. Take Orange from ice, cut in half, squeeze
through strainer into a thin glass.
One dozen medium sized Floridas will make one quart
of juice. Prepare this at night, place on ice, and serve the
next morning. This is guaranteed to give tone to the family
for the tasks of the day.
THE FLORIDA GRAPEFRUIT: The Florida Grapefruit's mission in life is to please the palate, and provide
for the breakfast table one of the tenderest, juiciest and
most delightful fruit foods known to man. Florida grapefruit is fast becoming the staple breakfast food of a generation which is wisely eliminating meat from the first meal of
the day.

Editor
Managing Editor
Associate Editor
Since Florida supplies the only grapefruit worthy of the
name, no time need be lost in making comparative claims.
Grapefruit reaches greatest perfection when allowed to ripen
on the tree. This is possible because Florida is near the
great consuming markets. Consequently grapefruit in prime
condition is available to most of the population of North
America.
HOW TO EAT GRAPEFRUIT: When properly chilled,
cut in half. Remove core and seeds, separate inner meat
from outer membrane and rind; serve either with or without
sugar or salt, according to individual taste.
CANNED GRAPEFRUIT: Canned Florida grapefruit is
now available to the housewife in search of a new delicacy
..for her table. Only perfect tree ripened fruit is used for
canning. The hearts, separated from rind and membranes,
are canned under modern sanitary conditions in factories
located in the shadow of the groves. There are epicures
who prefer the canned grapefruit, and eat it from choice,
even when fresh fruit is at hand. Canned grapefruit may
be obtained at any first class food store.
CITRUS FRUITS contain invaluable food elements.
Health authorities are now agreed that most ailments are
traceable to the stomach, and that no food is quite so essential in keeping this important part of the human body
functioning properly as fresh ripe Citrus Fruits.

Royal S. Copeland, M. D., U. S. Senator, N . Y.:
"Citrus Fruits contain food elements invaluable to the human
family. An infant having Orange juice daily is given a chance
of growth far greater than that possessed by the child deprived
of this wonderful food."

From Dr. E. L. Eggleston, Eminent Dietetic Authority, Battle
Creek Sanitarium, Battle Creek, Mich.:
"The u se of Citrus Fruits has done a great deal to prevent
certain nutritional disorders-but even yet they could be more
freely used to advantage. Since they require practically no digestion they are indispensable in the sick rooom."

For Children Underweight
From Fort Dodge, Iowa, "Messenger":
"At Carpenter and Pleasant Valley Schools underweight childr en were divided into two groups, one of which was given a half
pint of milk each morning and the other ail Orange. After two
weeks it was found that the children on milk diet had gained an
average of 10 ounces, while children eating an Orange daily had
gained an average of 18 ounces."

From Another Health Authority:
"Nothing clears the complexion like a glass of Orange juice
daily."
In the interest of your health eat fresh sun-ripened Florida
Oranges and Florida Grapefruit and supply them to those
you love.

Transformed by Transportation
James W. Brooks has caught the true spirit of Florida and
has pleasingly expressed it in an introductory article in the
Florida number of The American Motorist, the national publication of the American Automobile Association. The artide
is entitled "Under The Palms-In Florida", and gives much
food for thought in the realization of just how much transportation has meant and always will mean to progress.

15

miles out, for Nature's challange to beauty and harmony
has been accepted in Florida with a universality and geouineness of spirit as displayed nowhere else in America. With
all of this there are the schools, and churches and public
auditoriums, and all Nature herself as the recreation center.
If you want to experience the real swing of 'mass action
for good,· that experience awaits you in Florida.
"Again, with Florida only 15 percent complete-as estiThe introductory articl'e in this Florida number of The mated by some-why not all this astounding enterprise?
American Motorist by Mr. James W. Brooks, who as a With room for a hundred more cities the size of Jacksonspecial writer for the American Automobile Association ville, why not? With timber and other building material
spent two months touring Florida while gathering data for sufficient to erect homes for ten million more people, why
this issue follows:
not? With 9,500 miles of water front and room enough
"Evening bells were ringing as our car rolled through for a million more homes on seashore, river and inland
the gates of that ancient city (Saint Augustine) and the lake, why not? With twenty million acres of land yet
people of a new age were moving about under the palms. available for cultivation and paved roads going in, why
Light rains were falling on Matanzas Bay next morning. not? And with all of this, a climate so perfect that superlative description f a I l s
Sportive fish shot over the
short of actuality.
waves in silvered splashes
"Small wonder indeed,
and a school of porpoises
WE STEER BY THE STARS
that old conceptions of
were at play in the wake
public and private enterof passing boats.
In
By KEN CLOUD
prise fail-in Florida !
front of the hotel, over·
"These points are given
looking the bay, stood a
ETEORS are beautiful, but we steer by the stars," so runs
here as a sign on the road
long line of motor cars
an old proverb. 1Tin the dark skies that overcast the toilthat you are presently to
-wheeled couriers of the
some, trying, tiring, .forward path of man's progress, there
come upon facts that w1il
new age-bearing numare stars to guide him. Courage, faith, optimism, stick-to-it-iveset you to thinking with :\
bered legends from many
ness they are. Sometimes they burn dimly, somet~mes brightly.
truer understanding of the
States.
But by bearing directly upon them, the final landmg place wdl
relation which transporta"Down the road a short
be the right one.
tion holds to all progress.
distance facing a public
At moments there are meteors-brilliantly, blindly beautiful.
When you do come upon
square, stood a monument
They cast a ruddy glow over the surroundings. They compel
these facts you will realize
where, according to best
attention and their momentary brightness lures men from proper
that nature has been
tradition, Ponce de Leon
paths to those falsely colored ones which appear to be e(J,ftier to
patient indeed in setting
and his followers stepped
follow than the right ones.
a continual feast of fruit
ashore with shouts of
and flowers during all
'Pascual de flo res!' four
In an instant, their kindly, keen light is gone. Utter and total
these four hundred years.
hundred and eleven years
oblivion ensues. Their followers flounder. Steps must be reago last Easter Sunday.
taken. Unchartered paths retraced. Valiant effort must be made
to get back under the guidance of the solid, stolid, staid stars,
"Four hundred a n d
silently sending forth the message- "Here is your path."
eleven years I and in that
In Appreciation
time, what?
The other fellow's path is not ours. The roads to success ?re
We rather expected
"I shall refrain with
devious and many. We travel ours alone. If we have the fa£th,
that the first issue of
considerable
difficulty
the courage, the optimism and stick-to-it-ive-ness we can reach
Suniland would meet with
from letting this story run
our ultimate goal, over our path. If we have not, we chase from
a favorable reception
ahead of itself, for there
one path to another and our progress is of a forward nature i'!st
wherever it appeared but
are things about Florida's
so long, and the path is shown clearly to us by the fleetmg
we hardly anticipated the
new discovery that press
brilliance of the meteor.
veritable flood of congrafor the telling - things
The man, or firm, who makes the most progress and the easiest
tulatory letters we have
that were shut out by al·
is that one which picks out one star and steers by it, in spite of
received since our magamost five hundred intereverything.
zine of Fl'orida made its
vening years from the
first bow. As we stated
vision of those early day
last month if we can make
arrivals; things that are
still hidden from sight except to the favored few upon whom friends for the magazine itself through any merit there may
fortune has smiled in turning their cars toward this southern be in its pages we will have been sufficiently rewarded, and
the friendship we appear to have inculcated in the minds of
clime.
"Old conceptions of progress fail, in Florida. The crea- a great many people would indicate that our reward is astive, constructive and administrative energies of man are suming huge proportions.
It is not the policy of Suniland to publish letters from
doubling back to the starting point on this hemisphere with
readers
whether of praise or criticism and we have not time
a cumulative experience gained in the building of a republic
to the shores of the Pacific. One needs to know this to to answer every letter we have received commending the
understand some of the daring things that are being done first number of Suniland, but it would seem ungracious indeed if we did not take the opportunity here to thank all
in Florida today. If another island is needed to add one
of our friends for their expressions of appreciation. Nothmore jewel to some city, it is built. If bits of Spain need to
ing is more helpful in the building of a magazine such as
be transported in some architect's brain to complete a
we plan for Suniland to be than a few words of helpful enMoorish setting in the landscape, it is done. If man wants couragement. We hope our readers will feel free at all
to transform a forest into a city, roads go in, palmetto roots times to write their opinions to us whether they be in favor
come out, and the city with homes and playgrounds and of our policies or pages or include constructive criticism.
civic center appears. If a four thousand acre farm n:eeds to
We are deeply appreciative of every expression of
be cross-sectioned with flower-lined roads, there is no hesi- friendship and goodwill we have received and in answer
tancy about that. Building restrictions follow the pavement, we present the second issue of Suniland which we believe
not to the edges of the city, but five, ten and even fi~een you will like equally as well as you did the first.
Nowhere in this Country is this being demonstrated just so
much as in Florida. Transportation is the keynote of Flor·
ida's prosperity and Florida is fortunate that plans for fu·
ture transportation facilities are being made to keep pace
with all other developments. Suniland will have much to
say about transportation facilities in Florida in future
issues and in the meantime commends the November
issue of The American Motorist to our readers attention.
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TAMPA

A Narrative History of Tampa and the Tampa Bay Section
By FRANK

G.

HEATON

•

Recent Photographs by Burgert Brothers and Dudl ey Read

LTHOUGH the advent of the first
Spaniards in the region bordering
Tampa Bay was almost coincident
with the arrival of the Spanish at St.
Augustine, Tampa's real history, the story
of white settlement of the lands around '
the head of the great bay, is a chronicle
of a single century. Pedro de Menendez
and his men founded the first Spanish posts
and settlements on the East Coast in 1512.
Pamphilio de Narvaez and his tiny fleet
sailed into Tampa Bay sixteen years later,
in 1528, naming the majestic body of
water Bahia de Espiritu Santo, because of
its discovery on that church holy day as
weil as because of its vast extent and its
beauty of water and shore.
Not much else beside traditions tells of
the eJCact landing place of de Narvaez.
Most of the old accounts have it that he
entered a great bay and landed on the
shore. As the late C. E. Harrison, to whom
this writer is indebted for much of the
material contained herein, wrote, this is
no guide at all, because it would have been
difficult for an explorer to have touched
the shore anywhere between
Cape Sable and the Perdido
without being in sight of a bay
of some kind or size. However,
it is more than likely, by reason
of the prominence given in the
accounts of the de Narvaez expedition to the mention of the
bay, that it was specially conspicuous because of its size or
because of some striking natural
features.
Only two large bays indent the
Gulf Coast line of peninsular
Florida - Charlotte Harbor and
Tampa Bay, as they are known
today. Many reasons, found in
the chronicles of the de Narvaez
expedition, eliminate the former.
Likewise, considering the fact
that the Spanish explorer was an
experienced navigator, familiar
with the methods of determining
channels and the safest and most
practicable ways into and out of
strange and uncharted places, no
real importance can be attached
to the legend that his first landing place was on the bluff overlooking what is now known as
Clearwater Harbor-cut off from the Gulf by narrow and tortuous
passes and great shallows over
which even the small vessels of
the Spanish fleet could have
sailed only at imminent risk of
disaster and with interminable
difficulty. The entrance to Tampa
Bay, on the other hand, is broad
and inviting, and so it must have
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been even on the day when de Narvaez first
spied the openings between the keys, and
glimpsed the immense expanse within.
Simple reason indicates that it was
Tampa Bay that Spanish keels first furrowed on this pioneer exploration of the
Gulf Coast of the great peninsula. That
the landing must have been at or near
the head of one of the two bodies of water
into which the bay is divided is also the
reasonable supposition.
Of course it was gold that the Spaniards
sought. The dazzling conquests of Pizarro
and Cortez in Mexico and Peru, and the
fabulous treasures of gold and silver and
precious stones taken back to Spain by
these conquistadores and those who followed them had inflamed the minds of all
.Spaniards-nay, of all the people of
Europe; the new lands across the sea, the
El Dorado of the western world, according
to the general belief, were paved with
golden sands and walled with gem incrusted golden reefs.
De Narvaez and his three hundred adventurers sought gold; all they found, when

Lookinll' North in Franklin Street

they left the little fleet at anchor and
plunged northward through the wilderness,
was death, and scattered, lonely ·graves
under the pines and palms and cypresses.
Perhaps a score out of the three hundred
found their way back; certain it is that
the chronicle of the de Narvaez expedition
ends in a tale of disaster, and the first
Spaniards to land on the Gulf Coast of
Florida, giving a location but not yet a
name to the region where is built the
Tampa of today and the populous country
surrounding it, vanished from history's
pages.
Eleven years latG!r, in 1539, the next
Spanish ships entered the great bay that
de Narvaez had discovered. This time one
of the conquistadores, Hernando de Soto,
who had been a companion of Pizarro in
Peru, sharing with him in the pillage of
the treasure of the Incas, headed an expedition of six hundred and twenty soldiers
and sailors that sailed past what is now
known as Egmont Key and entered the
great bay. From a•l most contemporary
Spanish chronicles it appears certain that
De Soto and his forces landed
somewher ~ near the head of the
present Otd Tampa Bay, probably at or near the present site of
Safety Harbor. Maps of the bay
and its surroundings, either
drawn by cartographers with de
Soto, or by other map makers
from descriptions given by survivors of this expedition, show
the topography of the coast, the
form of the bay, the location of
streams, and the division of the
upper bay into two great bodies,
with a degree of accuracy that
is surprising, in view of the
grotesque mapping of other parts
of the new world.
De Soto and his men found,
as de Narvaez had not, an IRdian town not many miles from
the expedition's place of landing,
and this town; principal village
of the most powerful Indian tribe
of Florida and seat of its cacique
· or .·.'c hief, appears jn':almest all of
the old Spanish and many of the
French, English and Portuguese
maps under the name of Tocobago. Velasco, one of the best
known Spanish geographers, in
a work on the geography of Florida and the West Indies, published in 1571, shows Tampa Bay
and the village of Tocobago,
calling the place the city of a
chief whose people were the most
powerful in all that land save
only the Caloosas, whose country
was the land around Bahia de
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time, ever had ·even imagined, b eneath the
waters of the greatest river any man of
the expedition ever had seen .
And for n early three hundred years, so
far a3 r ecorded hi story is concerned,
Tampa Bay, or Bahia de E spiritu Santo,
was unseen by white men, its waters rippled only by the canoe of the Indian, its
shores an unbroken expanse of wilderness,
its silences punctuated only by the cries of
gulls and t erns, the song of mocking birds,
the shrieks of parrakeet s that until within
the memory of living Floridians dwelt in
un counted thousands in the for ests.
During that time the vicissitudes of
Florida had included passage from Spanish
possession to that of England, and then
back again into Spanish hands. France,
first disputant with Castile for possession
of the southern la nds of the N ew World,

Contrasting pictures of Florida Avenue. The one
above, taken in 1884, shows a erove on the block
n ow occupied by the Hillsboro Hotel. The recent
picture presents the modern hotel building and the
magnificent Cathedral which supplanted the wooden
church in the picture above.

Carlos, now Charlotte Harbo r .
The
Caloosas, according to Velasco, wer e a
trib e whose men averaged more than six
feet tall. Spanish an d English writers
spoke of them as cannibals and the "Carlos
anthropophagi," or man-eaters.
A s r ecently as 1837, Daniel C. Brinton
in his "Notes on the Ftorida P eninsula,"
r ef er s to Tocobago, which at that time, he
said, was marked only by the r emains of an
immense shell mound, one of the "kitchen
· midd ens" left as silent mementoes of the
gargantuan appetites for shellfish possessed
by the primitive inhabita nts of the Gulf
Coast of Florida. In Williams's "Flori da, "
also published in 183 7, occurs the statement: " Ha lley's Keys are a range of ~and
islands extendin g in front of Tocobago or
St. Joseph's Bay.
From Tocobago to
Tampa ther e is a boat channel behind these
keys, but at some places it is very shoal
at low wat er ." So far as th is writer has
been able to discover, th e reference her e
to "Tampa" by Williams is the first use of
the name except in documents and r ecords
r elative to the establishment of the military post of Fort Brooke. Williams speaks
of Ta mpa as a small vitlage of about 100
souls, around Fort Brooke, which was
established on March 5, 18 23, four years
after the purchase of Florida from Spain
by the United States.
But to r eturn to de Soto and his imposing forc e. The doughty Hernando, his
mind full of memories of the golden
trea sures of the P eruvian Incas, and inflamed by the wild tales of Cabeza de
Vaca, one of the f ew survivors of the de
Narvaez expedition, tarried not long on
the shores of the gr eat bay, but likewise
plunged into the wildern ess in search of
gold and of a fabl ed "Fountain of Youth,"
said by de Vaca to lie somewhere, vaguely,
to the north or northwest. De Vaca, whose
name in English, is "Head of Cow," seems
to have b een one of those peculiarly depraved individuals who, victim of almost
unimaginable and unsurvivable hardships,
could not resist the impulse to send other s
into th e same danger s. At any rate, de
Soto 's expedition was organized and went
forth largely on the strength of de Vaca's
purely fanciful tales of the unimagined
wealth oi Florida. The wealth was there,
waiting for the hand of man directed by
r eal intelligence to r each out and pluck it;
but it was not the wealth described by
de Vaca; and de So to and his men failed
to find it.
In the chronicles of Spanish exploration
an d exploitation of the lands of the N ew
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Worid, de Vaca has gone down as the
Spanish Munchausen; de Soto and his men
take their places as valiant and intrepid
venturer s into th e unknown, misled by the
wild tales of those whose perverted minds
seemed only to seek to entrap others in
the dangers and difficulties they themselves
had endured and from which they had
barely escaped with their li ves.
De Soto's chronicles of his explorations show that after landing, probably at
or n ear the site of the present Safety
Harbor, h e marched with his men toward
the northeast. At a spot believed to be
n ear the present site of Tampa de Soto
met and held a council with chief s and
h ead men of the India n tribes then occupying the country. Tradition and study of
de Soto's reports an d maps, place the location of this meeting on or close to the
present Plant Park, and a hu ge oak in the
park, called "the De Soto Oak," is h eld to
be the tree under which the conference
was held. Whether this be true or not,
none can say ; if it cannot be established
as fact, also it cannot b e disproved. But
the oak is there, of size and antiquity sufficient, apparently, to have been an outstanding fe ature of the forest when de
Soto and his men met and counselled with
the Indians n early four centuries ago.
At any rate, de Soto and his followers,
including some of the first flo'wer of
.Spanish aristocracy and the boldest and
most adventurous spirts of Christendom,
marched into the wilderness, untrodden
until then by the f eet of any whites save
de Narvaez and his m en; plunged in,
marched on and on, seekin g the fabl ed
E l Dorado, the land of gold, and the mythical Fountain of Youth, that always wer e
just over the horizon's rim, always just
beyond. And so they too pass out of the
chronicle of Florida, their leader to find
se pulchre such as no white man, to that

had disappeared from th e scen e, r eappeared
a nd again vanished. Spain had sunk from
her pr oud place as undisputed mistress of
the seas and sover eign of th e great er part
of th e world to a p.ace subordinate to that
of the English. Th.e Spanish treasure fl eets
had vanish ed ; no more the vast riches of
Mexico and Peru poured into Spanish
coffer s. Pirates and buccaneer s of the
Spanish Main , a s well as British ships,
plundered and pillaged and slew and
burned on sea and land. And through it
all; through the overturning of governments and the fall of kingdoms, the establishment of n ew form s of government, wars
and r evolutions, Tampa Bay s,ept un der
the golden Florida sun, waiting for th e day
that was to come.
At last the intermittent warlare that had
been waged along the Florida-Georg ia border for years was en ded; the American
colonists and the Spanish adventurer s and
r efu gees from the more northern countries
ceased fightin g , and a treaty was concluded
between the United States and Spain,
wher eby the latter ceded to the young r epublic all of the country now known as
Florida, r eceiving in payment $5,000,000
-less t han on e-eighth of t:Je assessed value
of property in the present city of Tampa.
This was in 1819, though the actual transf er of authority, or as it was called, " the
change of fla gs," did not occur until F ebruary, 18 21 , at the time of the formal ratification of the treat y by the United States
and Spain.
In the events leading up to this transfer
of t erritory and authority the figur e of
Andrew Jackson looms large . It was "Old
Hickory" who chased the mar auding Creeks
and Seminoles across what then was an
international boundary, pursuing them to
the Ever glades, and driving the Creeks
from their hunting grounds in Georg ia and
Alabama, hee(! ing not at all the fact that

he was in terr.i tory b elong ing to a foreign
power. Nor d1d he h eed the pleas of ' the
two Englishmen, Arbuthnot and Ambrist er,
fomenters of trouble between the Indians
and the Americans. To their demands for
a fair trial, General Jackson characteristically retorted, " Yes, you shall have a fair
trial, but by the. et ernal you shall ·hang,"
~nd han?: they d1d, though this paragraph
m the h1story of the United States usually

Looking South in Franklin Street toward the 14 Garrison."'
The picture, taken forty years ago, shows the old courthouse
which was moved in 1890 to make way for the presen t building shown in the recent picture.

is slurred over as not one of which to be expedition was attacked by an overpower- ing force of Indians led by Osceola himself.
proud .
.
Meanwhile, though a few scattered ad- Major Dade's force had halted on the shore·
venturers, among them r eal pioneers as of a small Jake or pond and the soldiers
well as ·others who sought the wilderness were preparing breakfast when the Indian
for the sake of safety, had pen etrated into attack was launched with the suddenness
what is now known as South Florida, no of a thunderbolt.
occupation of the site of the city of Tampa
"The unseen red men," says Mr. Harriis recorded in anything save tradition. The son in a story of the Dade massacr e, "dealt
Seminoles were falling back before the death to the blue-clad soldier s, who met it
advancing whites; the buccaneers of the with as dauntless a front as was ever
Gulf and the Spanish Main had practically presented on any battlefield. The comvanished. It was not until in December, mander was appealed to by his scouts, who
1823, that the r eal settlement of Tampa were familiar with savage warfare, to avail
b egan, when American troops under Col- himself of the tactics of the en emy an d
onel Brooke sailed into Tampa Bay, and take advantage of the trees and underrecognizing the strategic advantages of the growth; but in his unfamiliarity with the
location as a base for expeditions against field and with the nature of the foe he was
hostile Indians, establish ed Fort Brooke. facing, h e scorned to do anything that in
The site of the army post was at the mouth his opinion looked like shrinking from the
o f the Hillsborough River, and its location en emy.
"On through the open pine woods, in
gave to that section of the city the name
by which it is commonly known to the close formation, the little company pressed,
present day-"the Garrison."
encompassed by death and gTowing sma ller
Indian warfare and the story of numer- and f ewer in numbers with every moment.
ous expeditions from Fort Brooke, sent out At last, after going but a little farther, it
against the Seminoles and their kinsmen, was det ermined to make a stand: In a
the Creeks, marked all the early years of Florida pine woods, on the edge of a small
the army post, then the farthest south of pond that they imag ined wou ld prove a
American military occupation. It was from barrier on one side to the advance of the
Fort Brooke that the ill-fated expedition eavages, the r emnant halted , and, cutting
headed by Major Francis L. Dade started down pine trees, began throwing up a little
to the r elief o~ Fort King, b eseiged by breastwork facing away from the pond.
Osceola and his tribesm en. The story of But the tiny lake was so shallow that its
the ambush of Dade's force of 117 m en expected protection proved a delu sion. The
a nd officers is perhaps the darkest page in whooping savages, taking to the open,
the history of the South Florida of that rushed into the water, firing as they came
far distant past. Setting out on Christmas straig ht into the unprotected r ear of the
morning, 1835 , the expedition marched little forc e of soldiers, of whom by now
a.ong the Hillsborough River to the point only a f ew were left. Major Dade's men
where the Seaboard Air Line railroad now were now semi-circled by a cordon of fir e
crosses the river. Ther e the force turned from which there was no escape. Two
toward the north, through the present Dade small fi eld pieces which accompanied the
. City section, crossing the Withlacoochee command had been used from the beginRiver and proceeding to the east ern bank ning with what effect was possible, but this
of the Little Withlacoochee, wher e in the was small, as the hidden savages concenearly morning of December 28, 1835, the trated their fir e on the gunner s who

manned the pieces an d they fell one after
another at their posts. H er e in the little
log breastwork the two guns were fir ed for
the last time, as the last cannoneers fell
besid e them. Not many years ago the
scars made by these two guns were visible
on the trunks of the pine trees' growing at
the spot wh ~ r El the massacre occurredn early ·all too high to do harm.
"All was over. The :relief prayed for
n ever came from the south to the waiting
garrison at Fort King. The men who made
up the column that had started from Fort
Brooke oniy a ;.ew days b efore were dead
along the bloodsta ined wilderness wayall save one. In some miraculous way a
scout, Ransome Clarke, not one of the soldiers, found a way to conceal himself when
the last rush of the triumphant savages
came, and, desperately wounded as he was,
after the enemy had departed to r ejoin the
Indian besieger s at Fort King , Clarke,
crawling and stumbling along the weary,
track.ess road , r eached Fort Brooke six
days aft er he had marched out with the
exped ition, bringing back the first tidings
of the cat astrophe that has come down in
history to later generations as " Dade's
massacre."
The Fort King of that day was n ear the
present site of Ocala, and hi story r elates,
a long with the story of the ill-fated r elief
expedition, that Osceola and h1s savages
fail ed to overcome the defenders of the
fort and finally was forced to abandon the
attack.
During the seven years ot war with the
Seminoles, which began in 1835 and continued until 184 2, Fort Brooke was garrisoned with number s varying as expeditions
were sent out into the Indian country and
r eturned to their base. Fort Brooke was a
base of operations against the Seminoles
and Creeks of the southern peninsula and
without it the task of sub a uing the Indians
would have b een indefinite.y prolonged.
Naturall y, with the arrival of the troops
and the establishment of the army post,
a number of civilians came, some bringing
their famil.i es, and these formed the nucleus
of the population of the coming metropolis
of South Florida. Among the first who
came was Robert Jackson, a hospital steward. He married Miss Nancy Collier and
they r eared a numerous family, many of
the m embers of which sur vive. Member s
of the Jackson family, among Tampa's
first-born, wer e Oscar, who removed to
Georg ia short.y after the war between the
states and n ever r eturned to Tampa to r eside; John; Rob ert A., a form er sheriff of
Hillsborough County, and Captain William
P. Jackson; Mrs. Cardy, a daughter; and
Mrs. Cordelia Barclay, who removed to
Indiana soon after her marriage.
Another of the "first inhabitants" was
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William G. Ferris, who came with the
troops in 1823 as a sutler and later became
one of the most prominent merchants of
this section. He and his wife long since
passed to their rewards. Of six children,
the three sons left sons who still are residents of South Florida, one, Rawson, remaining in Tampa.
The Collier family, of which Mrs. Jackson
was a member, came with the soldiers, but
the family name has not been perpetuated
because there was but one son, John, who
left no children. Seven daughters, however, married and reared families, descendants of many of whom still are residents
of Tampa.
The massacre of Major Dade and his entire command sounded the alarm all over
the south, and regiments of volunteers,
mounted and infantry, were raised in several states to hasten to the assistance of

village" to characterize the town; because
there never was a time in the history of
the settlement, from the coming of the
first white men, when fishing was foilowed
as a business by any portion of its population save only those who supplied the
market from day to day. Fishing as a
commercial enterprise was started in
Tampa within comparatively recent years
by John Savarese and the Mcilvaine brothers, who operated on a large scale, shipping
fish all over this part of the country.
From its first settlement Tampa has been
the trading and supply point for the extensive territory of nearly 200 miles north and
south, and from the Gulf Coast to and beyond the Kissimmee River. Several large
mercantile concerns were established here
early in the history of the town; and
wagons came from all over the region mentioned, drawn, in the early days, by from
four to eight
yoke of oxen,
and taking from
one to two or
three weeks to
make the round
trip with their
loads of supplies.
Among those who

a tract of forty acres immediately adjoining to tlie north the reservation occupied
by Fort Brooke, the tract beginning at
Whiting street on the south, bounded on
the west by the Hillsborough River, extending to a point a little north of Cass
street east to a line that runs through a
tier of lots east of . Morgan street. The
tract was surveyed and laid out by John
Johnson in 1849. In the following year this
tract was increased by the addition of land
to the northward, this being known as the
survey of 1850; while in 1853 still another
addition was made, the three tracts being
combined in what is known as Jackson's
general survey and map of 1853.
The first public building erected in the
Tampa of that day was the Masonic lodge
building on the northeast corner of Franklin and Whiting streets. The first Methodist church also was built in the same year,
at the northeast corner of Lafayette and
Morgan streets. The church was built by
Morris T. Givens, who with L. G. Lesley,
had come to Tampa a short time before
and who were two of the first trustees of
the church. Louis Bell, one of the first
settlers in the village growing up around
the Garrison, whose wife was a member of
the Collier family, likewise pioneers, was

established stores with large and diversified
stocks during this period were Kennedy &
Darling, whose store was at the corner of
Whiting and Marion streets; C. L. Frieble,
at the corner of Washington and Franklin
streets; W. G. Ferris, at the corner of
Washington and Monroe streets, the latter
being the Florida avenue of today; and
John Jackson, at Washington and Tampa
streets.
Among those who cast their lots with
the first settlers of the village that wa1
to grow into the metropolis of the present
day were Thomas F. Kennedy, Andrew
Henderson, James McKay, John T. Givens,
Judge Jackson, Judge Simon Turman, the
advent of all of whom was in the period
between about 1846 and 1849; and about
the same time came the originals of the
Mitchell and the Spencer families, whose
sons and daughters, grandsons and granddaughters, are among Tampa's foremost
citizens. Among these descendants of the
Tampans of an earlier day are editors,
bankers, lawyers, jurists, merchants, farmers, stockmen-in fact, men in every walk
of life, and all occupying honored positions
in the business, commercial and civic affairs
of the city.
It was not until in 1849 that the federal
government donated to Hillsborough County

the first bricklayer in Tampa, and made
and laid the first bricks in the village.
Interesting in connection with this little
Methodist church, the first of that denomination in Tampa, was the fact that it
filled an important place a short time later
in the religious life of an officer in the
United States army who arose to prominence and became distinguished alike in his
military career and for his spirit of sincere
religious philanthropy. This was General
0. 0. Howard, then a lieutenant at Fort
Brooke, who was converted at the altar of
the little church. Visiting the edifice many
years later, General Howard declared that
he dated the beginning of his religious life
from the time when he was a worshipper
at this little church. It also is of interest
to note that one of the men who built it,
L. G. Lesley, was both a soldier and a
minister, having held the rank of captain
and later becoming a minister.
The first Baptist church to be built in
Tampa was erected in 1853, at the southeast corner of Tampa and Twiggs streets,
the building remaining there until well
within the memory of scores of the older
residents of Tampa, being replaced by the
red brick structure at the corner of Lafayette street and Plant avenue, which in
turn has just been succeeded by the new

Lafayette Street, Tampa's main east and west artery
today, and (at right) thirty years ago. The older
picture shows the corner of Lafayette and Franklin
Streets, and the Hyde Park section across the
river in which there were at that time barely a
dozen houses.

the scattered settlers of Florida. One of
these regiments was formed in .south
Carolina, the state whose people ever have
been ready to enact the role of gamecock.
Among these South Carolinians was John
T. Givens, when a youth of less than
twenty years. He returned with his regiment to South Ca-rolina after the expiration
of his term of enlistment, and was married
in the same year, 1836, to Miss Nancy
Walker, then only fifteen years old. They
came to Florida, settling first in Madison
County, and coming to Tampa in December of 1848, their older children being
born in Madison County and the younger
in Tampa, where their descendants still
live. The Givens home was built at the
southwest corner of Lafayette and Morgan
streets, on the site of the present Castle
Hall of the Knights of Pythias; though one
of the daughters, Mrs. R. B. 'fhomas, a few
. years ago still owned and resided on a part
of the original lot on which the old home
was built.
The interval between the seven years'
war with the Seminoles that ended in 1842,
and the final war with the same Indians
in 1856, was marked by the setting of a
brisk tide of immigration into the growing
young town that then was beginning to be
known as "Tampa Bay," and into the
region surrounding it. Many of the founders of the families that are reckoned among
the earliest came in during that period.
It is the habit of many persons in writing
of the days that they call the "early days,"
but which really were the intermediate
days, to refer to the Tampa of that period
as "a little fishing village." It is one of
the unexplained mysteries why these
writers have fixed upon the term "fishing
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church edifice on the opposite corner of
the same streets.
Although Hillsborough County was first
organized in 1834 under the territorial
form of government, and was named in
honor of the Earl of Hillsborough, English
nobleman to whom his government had
granted an immense tract of land during
British sovereignty of Florida, it was not
until 1849 that the federal government
granted the original forty-acre tract as the
county seat. Meanwhile, in 1847, following
the admission of Florida as a state, the
county was reorganized and first steps
were taken toward formation of a permanent county government.
The first court house in Tampa was an
humble structure, built near what was then
the eastern end of Lafayette street. A few
years later it was replaced by a bui1ding
of somewhat larger proportions, but which
still lacked all the elements of architectural
dignity and elegance usually associated
with such structures. The second court
house later was removed to the southeast
corner of Zack and Franklin streets, location of the present store of Maas's haberdashery, and subsequently it was occupied
by J. H. Krause as a store building for
many years. It was again removed, this
time to the northeast corner of Florida

the part of the whites was impossible.
Remnants of the Seminoles remain, government wards on reservations to the north
and south of the great lake.
Among the families that came to the
growing village of Tampa during the period beginning about 1847 were many
whose names are borne by some of Tampa's
foremost business and professional men today. One of these was the Knight family,
a son, Joel Knight, marrying a daughter of
the Mitchell family. Descendants of this
union include A. J. Knight, H. L. Knight
and C. L. Knight. A sister of Joel Knight
became the wife of Dr. Todd, one of the
best known physicians in this section at
that time. A brother, Jesse Knight, moved
to Manatee County, where his descendants
are numerous; while still other descendants
helped to settle DeSoto County.
Others who came to Tampa during the
early '50s were E. A. Clarke, C. L. Friebel,
Henry Proseus, Alexander Martin, J. T.
Magbee, the Wilder family, and
others.
By this tim e
Tampa had attained the proportions of a r eal
village. Washing-

There was no bridge across the Hillsborough River, communication between the
two shores being by means of ferries.
South Florida's last Indian war broke out
on Christmas eve, 1855, wh:-n a band of
Seminoles under Chief Billy Bowlegs attacked a force of Federal troops under
Lieutenant Hotstaff, severely wounding the
commander and inflicting less serious
wounds on others of the force. This Indian outbreak was due to the government's
reopening of the old military road from
Tampa to the Kissimmee River region, pursuant to plans for establishment of a complete cordon of military posts across the
peninsula, designed to confine the Indians
to the southern part of the state. Military activities, including surveys of the
land held by the Indians to be their own
hunting grounds, brought about this conflict, which was not ended until 1857, when
a delegation known as the ,s even Indians
from the Indian Territory arrived at Fort

Tampa Bay Hotel and bridges over the Hillsborough
River thirty years ago and today. In front of the
hotel stands the "de Soto oak," under which the
explorer held a council with the Indians nearly
four centuries ago.

avenue and Zack street, and the present
Krause building replaced it at the Franklin
street corner.
Hillsborough County's third court house
was erected on the site of the present
court house, the entire square by that time
having been obtained by the county for the
purpose . This third court house was built
about 1852, and stood until 1890, when it
was removed to make way for the present
structure, completed in 1891.
During the period of Tampa's early
growth, beginning about 1849, many of
those who found ed the city's older families
arrived in the village. This influx continued even during the last Seminole war
in 1856, when the Indians at last were
subdued and driven into the recesses of the
Everglades-altough it cannot truthfully
be said that the Seminoles and the remnants of their Creek brethren ever were
actually conquered. The Indians were
driven back by the increasing numbers of
whites and by the relentless campaigns
waged against them by overwhelming
forces of soldiers, but no man can say that
the tribe ever surrendered or gave any
token of submission beyond the retreat into
the vast expanse of unknown land around
Lake Okeechobee, where further pursuit on

ton street had become the real business
thoroughfare, and a number of stores,
carrying large stocks of goods had been
established. Besides those mentioned already, E. A. Clarke owned a store at the
southeast ,corner of Washington and Marion
streets; -C. L. Friebel's store was at the
northea t cor.ner of Washington and Franklin streets and there were, among others
the. establishments of W. G. Ferris, James
McKay, John Jackson, Kennedy & Darling,
and others, serving a trade t erritory which
has remained the special field of Tampa
merchants until the present time.
The first cemetery in Tampa was established in 1850, being the one now known
as Oaklawn, though it was given no name
when it was dedicated.
Of course, during this entire period of
early growth, Tampa had no streets save
the narrow thoroughfares of sand, over
which in some places quantities of shell
had been spread. Narrow plank sidewalks
served as footways in the business section;
farther out, the paths and walks were sand
or shell, according to the desire of individual property owners. According to the
recollection of persons still living, in the
early '50s Tampa still had not a sin"gle
brick building, r esidence or otherwise.

Brooke to endeavor to induce their Everglades brethren to cease fighting and accompany their predecessors to the lands beyond the Mississippi. In the prosecution of
this campaign, volunteer companies organized in Hillsborough, Manatee and Benton
(now Hernando) Counties had prominent
parts, their work being far more effective
than that of the regular troops, who were
unaccustomed to such warfare. Commanding these volunteer companies were such
men as Captains L. G. Lesley, F. M. Durrance, William M. Kendrick and Avery M.
Johnson. The first companies were enlisted for a period of six .months; but, the
war being unconcluded in that time, other
commands were enrolled, captained by S.
L. Sparkman, Robert Bullock and Avery
Johnson, in addition to those reorganized
and still commanded by the captains of the
original volunteer commands. Billy Bowlegs's Seminoles finally were rounded up,
after many of the tribesmen had been
hunted like wild animals in the recesses of
the wilderness. The Indians were assembled at Fort Brooke, and at last were
placed aboard ship in Hillsborough Bay,
the shores surrounding the bay, and the
mouth of Hillsborough River being the last
Florida scenes they gazed upon before they
began the long journey toward the n ew
lands.
However, Tampa enjoyed only a short
era of peace, after the last Seminole war.
Then the impending conflict between the
North and South cast its shadows even
across this r emote outpost of the United
States-soon to be disunited in the ruin
and horrors of four years of internecine
warfare. Several of Tampa's young men,
anxious to join in the conflict, went to
F ernandina, where they enlisted in the
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This monument at the en trance to
the Memorial Highway bears the
inscription: " Dedicated as a Road
of Remembrance to those who
gave the ir lives for L!.berty in th e
World War."

Tampa's soldier s r eturned to their homes after the surrender at Appomattox, they did not find the scenes of destruction and ruin that marked
the war-torn r egions farther north.
Soon after the close of the war Tampa experienced another era of
growth. It was at this time that a family destined to leave its lasting
impress on the town r emoved to Tampa from Hernando County-the
family of Perry G. Wall. His sons were William W. Wall and Dr. John
P. Wall. The former was the father of Perry G. and J . Edgar Wap,
the first the present mayor of Tampa. The third son of the first Perry
G. Wall was Judge Joseph B. Wall, whose only daughter is the wife of
Judge Charles B. Parkhill.
Quoting again from Mr. Harrison's admirable historical narrative of
Tampa:
"There are three episodes in the history of Tampa that should have
mention, at least. They stand out with too great prominence to be
slurred over. They are : the coming of the railroads, the acquisition of
title by private citizens to the Fort Brooke military reservation, and the
creation of a deep-water port. Another is the establishment here of the
beginnings of Tampa's gr eat cigar manufacturing industry.
"The original line of the present Seaboard Air Line Railroad in
Florida, from F ernandina on the Atlantic Coast to Cedar Keys on the
Gulf-which road then was called the Florida Railroad- was constructed in 1858. It was under a charter that called for the building of
a line of railroad from F ernandina to the waters of Tampa Bay, with a
branch line to Cedar Keys. However, the branch was built many years
before the main line was constructed from Waldo southward. Hon. D.
L. Yul ee , United States Senator, politician and promoter, was the president of the railroad company, and it was due to him that Tampa had to
wait almost a generation for h er first railroad. This fact accounts for
the extreme popularity ( ?) of Senator Yulee in the Tampa of those
days, where he once was hanged an d
burned in effigy. The r ailroad came
at last, but it was not Yulee's road
that reached Tampa first .
"Tampa's first railroad, when it
was built, was called the South Florida Railroad. It ext ended from Tampa
to Sanford, where it connected with
the Jacksonville, Tampa and Key
West Railroad. The South Florida
Railroa d was built as a narrow gauge
lin e, but after its acquisition by the
Plant System it was made standard
gauge, and later became a part of the
Atlantic Coast Line. This line was
built from both ends simultaneously,
and when the two ends met it was •
opened for traffic in January, 1884.
"The Yulee road, as it continued
to be called for many years after the
death of its proj ector, encountered

First Florida Infantry, organized
for service in Virginia.
In September, 1861, a company known as the Sunny South
Guards, commanded by Captain
John T. Lesley, was muster ed
into the service of the Confederacy, a b eautiful silk flag being
presented to the company by a
bevy of the most beautiful girls
of the village, the cer emony taking place under the moss-draped
oaks at the Garrison. Later, five
other companies, making six in
all, were formed in Tampa and
surrounding territory, all serving
in Virginia and on the battlefields
of the west. A small garrison of
Confederate troops was maintained at Fort Brooke during the
war and until Finnegan's Brigade was or~ered into ~he
Shenandoah Valley in 1864, when the garnson was Withdrawn, going with the brigade. Entrance to Tampa Bay
was blockaded at the beginning of the war, and the
blockade was maintained until the close of hostilities.
During this blockade F ederal gunboats generally r emained near the entrance to the bay, coming up toward
the village occasionally. A watch was maintained in the
cupola of the court house, and whenever the g unboats
were spied coming up the bay the old bell was rung as a
warning to the populace to seek shelter. During this
period the village was bombarded on several occasions,
the gunboats usually taking up stations on the western
side of the bay, and on the eastern side n ear Hooker 's
Point, from which stations they would send a cross fire
into the village. Invariably, however, the attacking ships
would fire a single gun as a warning, and then wait long
enough for the women and children to r each places of
saf ety before beginning to shell the village. Getting out
of the way usually meant going up into the heavy woods that
cover ed the section now known as Tampa Heights. So far as can
be learned, no material damage ever was done in these bombardments, and it is certain that no lives were lost.
It was not until in 1864, after the Confederate garrison had
been withdrawn from Fort Brooke, that a forc e of F ederals under
General Woodberry landed at Hooker's Point and marched into
the town, capturing it without r esistance. All public property
belonging to the Confederacy, of course, was seized, but General
Woodberry, who commanded the expedition in person, respected
private property by reason of the intercession of Ossian B. Hart,
a Southern loyalist living in Tampa, who became governor of
Florida during the r econstruction period. So it' was that when
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Tampa Rotary Club has lined this
15-mile highway with oleanders
and oaks, making it one of the
most beautiful roads in Florida.

Loading Cargo for Export at Tampa's N e w Municipal Docks

manv vicissitudes, changes in owner ship and management, and
fluctuations of financial fortun es. Its construction proceeded int ermittently; the first stage in its slow progr ess toward Tampa
was from Waldo to Ocala. Then, after a long r est, it came a f ew
miles farth er and stopped at Wildwood. By degrees it reached
as far as Plant City, and then, having come so close, by a final
spurt it reached Tampa in 1889.
"Opening of the South Florida Railroad gave n ew life to
Tampa and the advent of the Yulee road, now part of the Seaboard Air Line, gave additional ·impetus to the growth of the city
that by that time was beginning to be called the metropolis of
South Florida. Between the coming of the two railroads occurred
the beginning of the gr eat industry that has been and continues

to be the basis of Tampa's financial and industrial prosperity-the manufacture of clear Havana cigars ; an industry that has grown from .the beginning in the hands of V. Martinez Ybor (for whom Ybor C1ty was
named), Sanchez, Haya, and other pioneers of th e great industry of today."
First steps toward incorporation of the town of Tampa-reverting for a
moment to the years prece ding the advent of the railroads-were taken
in the year of the great California gold rush, 1849, when a "mass m eeting" of citizens was h eld . At this m eeting a vote was taken on the proposal to incorporate. The vote was unanimous, all fourteen of the citizens
at the mass meeting voting in the affirmative. However, incorporation of
the village as the town of Tampa was not completed until in 1855, such
were the difficulties and hardships attending communication with and travel
to and from the Capital. At the time of that first mass meeting the
population of Tampa was 185 p ersons by actual count.
By 1864 the population of th e town of Tampa had grown to more than
fiv e hundred, or including slaves in the census, to nearly six hundred.
Among these were P. Hayman and family of six; H . Prose us and family of
five ; Dr. Crichton; J. A. DeLaunay and family of six; L. G. Covacevich (one
of the earlier of big merchants of Tampa) and family of eight; R. B. Turner
and family of six; Joe Grillon and family of four, and many other names
still familiar in Tampa and born e by m embers of families prominent in the
city's social and civic affairs. Judge Turman was one of Tampa's slave
owners at that time. So was Captain L. G. Lesley, Jud ge Magbee , William
Cunningham, W. B. Hooker, R. B. Thomas, 0. B. Hart, T. P . Kennedy, M.
Post, Dr. Branch, J. McCarty, Colonel Cooley, James McKay, C. L. Friebel,
W. G. F erris, Dr. Todd, William Ashby, E. A. Clark e, and numerous others.
It is a far cry from the Ta mpa of that day, down throu gh the years,
to the little town the railroad s found in 1885 and in 1889 , and on to the
present time. In the years that have elapsed, the cigar industry planted
here more than forty years ago has grown from a f eeble infant to a giant,
and Tampa now produces more clear Havana cigar s each . year than are
produced by any other city in the world ,
not even excluding Havana -itself. Such
is the magnitude of this industry today
that a single concern, one of the mail
order cigar companies, pays in postage
more than one-half of the postal r eceipts of the T~mpa post office.
In the years b etween had cpme the
br ief confl.ict b etween the United States
and Spain, when Tampa for the fir. t
time assumed international importance
and took its place on the front pages of
the n ewspapers as the port of embarkation and debarkation of American troops
departing for or r eturning from Cuba.
It was from Tampa that Theodore
Roosevelt's ·Rough Riders sailed for the
island; and it was at Tampa that a majority of the South ern troops were encamped on their way to and from th e
~.c e n es of action with W eyler's armies.
Those were great days," say Tampans
whose residence h ere extends that far
back; and many are th e tales that are
Tampa ship s m ore ph o s phate t h an
any other port in the w orld

O ne o f the Phos pha t e P lan ts About Thirty Miles fro m T amp a

still told of the stirring spring, summer and autumn "when the
soldiets were in Tampa ."
At that time the city had not a single paved street. All of the
city's thoroughfares were either deep sand or sand with a covering of shell. F ew brick sidewalks ' had -been built; most of the
walks, even in the downtown section, were of planks. A "dummy"
line ran from Tampa to Ybor City-cars drawn by a nondescript
engine propelled by steam. Only a f ew brick buildings had been
erected, frame construction b eing the rule, and most of the buildings wer e two and three-story structures. A wooden bridge
spanned the Hillsborough River at Lafayette Street. P lant Park

T a mpa manufac t ures more clear
Havana cigars than any other city
i n the world-more than 2,000,000
per day.

was a dream of H enry Bradley Plant. The Tampa Bay
Hotel, crowned with its Moorish minaret s, stood in the
midst of what was almost a
wilderness, but what now has
developed as the Hyde Park
section of the city. Farther
down the shores of Hillsborough Bay was nothing but
woods, with two or three
homes surrounded by small
groves of orange and grapefruit trees. Residential development of Tampa at that
time was a ll toward the
H eights section and the business section extended barely
as far north along Franklin
Street as Zack.
But with the close of
the Spanish-American War
Tampa began to grow. Within a few years the old plank
sidewalks began to b e replaced by brick pavements; the sand
streets gave way to brick; substantial business structures took
the place of the old fram e buildings. After many vicissitudes,
the infant street railway line passed into the ownership of the
Stone and Webst er interests, to be developed to its present
status as one of the most important electric light, power and
tra:ction concerns of the South, and the only street railway
system of any magnitude in the country now remaining on a
five-cent-fare basis.
Events of these later days are too recent, and too fresh in
the memory of persons now living, to be more than contemporaneous history. Lapse of years must be permitted to gain the
proper perspective, to allow events of the present to mellow
into the history of a generation or two hence.
Adoption by Tampa of the commission-manager form of
g?vernment, for example, an epoch-making event in the city's
h1story, occurred only four years ago; entrance of Tampa in
the field of mu.nicipal ownership of public utilities through the
purchase of the c1ty water works plant and system occurred little
more than a year ago; and so n ew to Tam pans is the idea of
present-day construction that the building of a twelve-story hotel
or office stru cture is an event.
Today the assessed valuation Of r eal estate within the exp.a nd ed
limits of the city of Tampa is n early $40,000,000-eight times as
much as the United States paid to Spain for the whole state of
Florida in 1819.
Today Tampa has 115 miles of paved streets, with more pavement being laid in a week, at the present time, than was laid in a
(Continued on page 78 )
whole year when many of
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Confessions at An Ex-Rum Runner
The Spirit of Adventure Drew Me Into the Game Sags
\\ CAPTAIN M c SWEENE Y"
AM NOT going to be so indiscreet as
'glades, Bimini and British Guinea. Uncle advantage. Jack London and Joseph Conto here set down my real name, and
Sam hasn't yet induced John Bull to hit rad have been my favorite authors of sea
that for obvious reasons. I have sold
the saw-dust trail, or to see his point of stories and I also found time to read some
my schooners and am now out of the
view so as to agree to plug up his rum history and works of a heavy nature. I am
rum-running game, but a lawyer friend of holes.
not much of a writer although I hope to be
mine tells me that there is no such thing
When a man starts out to write his auto- able some day to turn out some sea stories
as a Statute of Limitations for offenses biography, I believe it is the proper thing which will win the commendation of the
against Federal law, no matter how un- to give a little account of his early life, so literary critics. I expect to glean a little
popular they may be with certain classes, as to give a better slant at the man himself. excitement out of these "Confessions" and
and should Uncle Sam dig up some evi- My father was a seaman before me; in fact, hope they will prove interesting to the
dence and take a notion to go after me I he still follows the sea, as chief engineer readers of Suniland Magazine. As I have
couldn't knock him out of court on the of some freighter. He belongs to the ty;>e adopted Florida as my permanent home, I
that never becomes closely attached to his am glad that they are to appear in a Florida
ground that it was an ancient grudge.
Therefore, I am~ going to write this series family, and it was my pleasure to invite magazine.
As I told you before, I'm riding tG double
of "Confessions" under the name of "Cap- him to leave the house I built for my
tain McSweeney," even if my ticket isn't mother when he returned one season and anchors now and out of the rum-running
mistook it for a seaman's institute. "Out- profession for the time being. If I were
framed in a chart-room right now.
What is more to the point, I may take side for you," I told him, "and please don't to start yarning about all my experiences,
the preliminaries would be too long, so I
hold again some year when stocks are not slam the door as you go out."
You may brand this as filial impiety, but will only tell you two or three incidents
so plentiful and authorities not so well
taken care of as they are now. I like a that's the way I felt toward the old sea- which induced me to join the nimble-keeled
little dash of excitement in my business; I wolf. I had grown up much as other gentry that ke ep our "Dry Navy" busy.
I cherish a pet thelike the exhilaration
ory that the Irish are
of a chase every now
about the unluckiest
and then, just as I enpeople on the face of
joyed taking a sportthe globe. The day
ing chance with the
that anyone shows me
elements as master of
a genuinely lucky
a twelve-thousand ton
Mick, on that day I'm
ship. Constant calm
going to show you
weather is like surwhite blackbirds.
burbia-just a trifle
Moreover, I am firmly
dull, and I believe
convinced that the
every deep-sea captain
Irish descend from on e
that is accumulating
of the long-lost tribes
barnacles in some
of Israel, and I gather
snug harbor will put
this from the way they
his hand on his heart
demand eye for eye
and say the same
and tooth for tooth,
thing, much as he may
as old man Moses says
have cussed the sea
is proper. They bewhile on it.
lieve in first-hand jusSo I keep in touch
tice, in other words.
with my old cronies;
By way of proving
I have my confidential
this and introducing
list of customers, and
I have what I ardently wished f or-title to a nice home in Miami-my bank book
some of my friends,
I maintain my place
contains a story full of interest, and I am pointe d out as a canny business man
I'm going to tell you
in Rum Row much as
how I come to have
a retired broker keeps
youngsters do whose father is away at sea a price placed on my head in old Blighty.
his seat on the Stock Exchange.
Well, I have gotten what I ardently most of the time. I went to school spas- About five years ago, while master of the
wished for, a fee simple title to a nice home modically, making trips to Europe as cabin- "Stafford," a freighter of 8,600 tons burin Miami and some other property scat- boy or what-not in vacation time, until I den, I was just getting ready to clear from
tered along the East Coast. I used to say, became too important and worldly-wise to Liverpool for Boston, after a trip that had
coming back from foreign countries, that waste my time on the stay-at-homes. After been so pleasant that I had begun to think
I wouldn't trade the whole of Europe for that I drifted around for a few years, the "Limeys" were not half so bad as
a single acre of Florida land, and I still never making more than one voyage on a mother used to paint them.
I had a number of things to attend
stick to my original story. My bank book ship-a "tripper' in fo'c'sle parlance. I
contains a story full of interest; Eduordo, have made the rounds of lighthouses in to before we could cast off the lines.
my Goo-goo cabin-boy, is now my chauffeur weather far below zero. I have shipped on Among other things, I had a date with a
and I am pointed out as a canny business ore carriers through the Lakes, killed seals chestnut-haired English girl in the agent's
on the Labrador coast, sweltered in the office.
man.
Sulu Sea, had my turn at diving and had
I was in my bathrobe shaving and cleanThe ghosts of the past are dead. Only a
few days ago a Miami newspaper had me
the keel of the ship settle on the airpipe, ing up with particular care when a couple
written up in their "Who's Who"-fawncy! and of co_urse did my hitch in the navy. of the King's customs officers caine in and
A rabbit jumped over my grave when I The select piece of tattooing on my arm sat down on the divan in my cabin . We
saw the photo they had with it-the picture which keeps my sleeves rolled down in sum- chinned a bit, and then one of them asked:
would have made a Y. M. C. A. secretary mertime is not the only one on my body.
"Have you any bloody fags with you,
In the late war I rated the gold braid skipper?"
look like convict number 9099.
Looks like I'm securely anchored, though of a lieutenant-commander-quite a wide
"I guess I have a package or so left that
~ can spare you," I told them, and broke
my wife would never suspect that I'm pluck- gap, eh?
Although I received but little schooling out a couple of cartons of tailor-mades
ing at the line. I know from experience
that the best of steel cables will chafe in I believe I made up for it by years of read- that I carried for this purpose in my desk
two, and the most honest manila rope made ing on the long trips as mate and captain drawer. Then I offered them a smoke from
will part when you least expect it. The of big freighters. In sailing through the · an open pack I had before me. After they
great open places are dangerously close seven seas I had unlimited opportunity to had lit up I turned over to them a typeat hand, and by that I mean the sea, the read and I used much of my time to good written list of articles in the slop-chest

I
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and other customs requirements.
They
glanced over these and asked me if there
were any other things I wished to declare.
"That's all," I told them.
"How about those rifles, skipper?" asked
one of the men, pointing to a rack of five
Navy Springfields.
I explained that they were furnished for
the purpose of exploding floating mines.
"Y' don't mind if we take a look around
the cabin before we leave? Formality,
purely."
"Sure not," I told them, though the request was a little out of the ordinary.
"Meanwhile, if you'll excuse me, I will
finish cleaning up, so as to get ashore."
They looked around a bit and went out,
wishing me a pleasant voyage. I thanked
them.
Then one of these thugs, a fellow with
loose-hanging jowls and the watery eye of
a bloodhound, poked his head in the door
again.
"Capting," he bawled, "what did you sye
your nyme might be?"
I told him my real name.
"It doesn't happen that you're a bloody
Sinn F einer?" he called back at me.
Well a devilish stubborness overtook me
at this: Why answer dizzy questions, I
says to myself, me a good American citizen,
even if my family name does appear several
times in the list of the Irish r:eerage. So I
came back at him with an answer which
could easily leave room for doubt, at that.
"Since you ask me," I says, "it might so
happen that I am one of those things. And
what of it?"
"That being the case," says the bloodhound, "we'll have to trouble you for those
rifles. They might come in handy for some
of your friends." And with that he started
for them, and inspector number two followed him in.
Well, a volcano broke into eruption inside of me with red, spouting fire. I could
have killed joyfully. I put myself before
the gun rack, stretching my arms across
them and told those hulks they'd have to
get the guns over my dead body. I told
them in brogue, which comes back to me
when I get my "Irish" up.
Bloodhound came on and I squared off,
my fist itching for the point of his jaw.
His jowls had hardened and I could see 'em
twitching. He came in swinging distance
and I let go my arm like a catapult. My
fingers cracked as they landed, and my man
went to his corner crumpled up like a mealsack.

(C) Underwood & Underwood
Just before we arrived in port 700 cases of good Scotch were seized from the "Admiral Schley"

Hildebrand, my second-mate, was taking
care of Customs Officer number two by this
time, and not finding it much of a job inasmuch as Hildebrand is six foot three of
gristle, with the reach of a gorilla.
"Now," I says, to the fellow in the corner,
"this is the way Americans surrender their
guns-about like they did at Bunker Hill."
With that I snapped out the firing m echanism of each of the rifles, one by one, and,
with my bathrobe flying to the breeze, went
out to the wing of the bridge and pitched
'em into the drink. I came back, slapping
my hands together to rid myself of the gun
oil and as though the incident was finish ed.
"Mr. Hildebralld," I told my mate,
"kindly conduct these gentlemen down the
gangplank." It seems as though Hildebrand
over-exerted himself in these courtesies,
and thus gained about five extra counts in
the indictment.
Just before sailing-time, it seemed that

(C) Underwood & Underwood
In Havana last winter demijohns of Bin were piled fifteen feet high during the dock strike

the entire Briti~ h army came down on the
dock and placed Hildebrand and myself
under arrest. We were conducted to a
slimy jail cell, where the watchmen walked
up and down all night passing remarks
about "bloody, impudent Yanks." But we
had worse cuss-words than that at our
command.
. Of course the ship's agents were workmg hard to get us bail and out of that
hole, but they didn't manage it in time
The next morning we were slioved into th~
co_urt-room in a cage like wild beasts and
tned, for an even hundred offenses against
t~e peace and dignity of the British Empire. My undeclared cigarettes were even
mentioned among_ those present.
Our lawyrs, speaking mainly for the ship
and her cargo, managed to get us off with
a fine (which the agents paid) and some
sort ?f indeterminate sentence, whereby I
was hkely to be picked up if ever I set foot
on British soil again, and a severe reprimand from "me Ludd," the Judge.
So much for that. The scene now shifts
to one of our own Atlantic ports. The
ti~e , may~e ~ix m?nths later. An English
ship captam IS ragmg and tearing his hair
~efore the .c ollector of the port, protesting
Irately agamst search and seizure and the
fining of his vessel.
"Have you people gone mad?" so MacCarthy told me the skipper went on. "I've
been coming into your bally port for thirty
years now and never been insulted like
this. I have carried anything I saw fit in
my slop-chest. Nobody ever bothered to
seal it up, or ever looked twice at my
declarations."
Mac grinned at him and shrugged his
shoulders, which only made the Limey madder. Finally, Mac thought he would make
him an explanation.
"Captain," he told him, "I give you my
word there isn't any personal feeling in this
matter, but if it will help to clear up the
mystery you are just paying for a sorry
trick on an American captain in the old
country-a man who happens to be a good
friend of this office. This is the nature of
a reprisal, an eye for an eye. We wouldn't
have any difficulty in finding a long list of
customs violations (Continued on page 80)
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HEREVER one turns today in
this magnificent state of Florida
one sees opportunity. Years ago
when I first came to Florida most
residents of the state, and the winter visitors also, failed to see any opportunities.
'\11 they saw was wilderness. But this
wilderness has been supplanted by opportunity. T en years from today opportunity
will be supplanted by fruition. And those
who will allow themselves to be guided
by the vision of far-sighted men and what
the next ten years in the state of Florida
will m ean , will rightfully r eap the harvest
of their judgment--their competence.
The opportunity that exists in Florida
may b e translated into one of several
things. As in t he case of thousands of men
and women in the past decade, the n ext
decade will fin d other thousands of men
and women who will invest in r eal estate
and watch the value of their property grow
with each year, if indeed not each month.
The continuous growth and the number of
people who came to Florida to stay permanently is one of the great and all-important factors b ehind the steady and substantial increase in land values.
Another big factor is the increase in the
number of yearly visitors to Florida. These
people mu st b e housed and f ed and they

W

must be entertained. The rapidly
gr owing popularity of the stat e as
the winter playg round of the
nation has been
one of the manv
vital and important condition s
which hav e
brought opportunity to the state
and promoted and encouraged developments of a thousand different kinds. I am
informed that the permanent population of
the state of Florida today is approximately
one and one-quar t er millions. Judging the
future by the past, it is not difficult to
foret ell that the n ext t en years will witness
a very substantial increase in the number
of people who make their permanent homes
in Florida. My own opinion is that the
number of people that are in the state
today will be doubled.
Two decades ago Florida numbered less
than a half million inhabitants; barely
$25,000,000 was invest ed in the industries
of the state; less than $35, 000,000 in the
value of the annual output of its inher ent
activities. Today a capital investment of

Soreno Hotel, St. Petersburg
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over $3 00 ,000,000 is distributed over 2,5 81
establishments, and more than $1,000,000,000 is the true value of the improved property which, through ord erly though rapid
growth, now hou ses the thriving, energetic
population of Florida, and the great and
diversified industries that mark its commercial and agricultural greatn ess.
Consider for a moment that Florida is
the leading state in the production of turp entine and rosin and in the manufacture
of high grade cigars; ninth in the producttion of f ertilizer s; t enth in the production
of lumber; and that it is the chief source
of the world's supply of phosphate rock.
In 1900 the value of the mineral products
of the' state was $3 ,326,517 and in 1920
this value had grown to $22,924,000. In
1900 the National Banks of Florida had
r esources of $9,642,703; whereas in 1922
this fi gure had swelled to $146,076,000.
The deposits of National Banks had increased from $6,435,441 to $103,227,000. ·
The deposits of all other banks had increased from $3,714,831 to $99,224,000.
In 1900 the state expended $765, 800 in
building schools and in 1920 $6,593 ,100
was expended for this work.
The agricultural growth of Florida is
little short of astonishing in its sweeping
development. The total wealth of farms
in 1920 was $3 13,201,717. While 17.2 per
cent of the land area was in farms yet that
percentage amounts to only 6,046,691
acres. In 1922 the value of crops and
livestock was estimated at $1 56 ,500,000 ,
a n increase of 131 per cent over 1912 .
In s.t eadily increa sing abundance, Florida produces oranges, grapefruit, pineapples, avocados, C()J;"n, . potatoes, sugarcane, colton, peanuts, strawberri e·s, tomatoes, and general farm and truck produce.
The total area of the state is 58,66 6
square miles, which is as large as N ew
York, Mississippi and Rhode I sla n d combin ed.
Thus in twenty years Florida's popula-

the most magnificent
hotels, a partments
and bu sin ess buildings in the stat e of
Florida, photograph s
of three of which
appear in this article.
With these
buildings as secur- ·
ity, we have created
first mortgage r eal
estate bonds which
have been sold to
private investors, to
b ank~ in stitutions
and t ru st ees.
The bu i ld e r s of
th ese prop e rti es
have found it profitable t o engage in
buil d in g construction of the character mentioned and
to pay the existing
and legal rates of
int e r est in thi s
s tat e, which for
m a n y y e ars h as
b ee n 8 p e r ce n t .
owhere else in t he
United S tate s is
ther e a similar opportunity on the par t
of the investing public to secure 8 per
cent with such an
absolute assura nce
of security as can
be obtained in Florida. Here we have
a great and growing
state with a continHenrietta Apartments, Miami
ual enchantment in
t ion incr eased f rom 528,000 to 968,000 ; property and building values. Here is a state
its property valua tions increased from wher e many of th e wealthiest people in the
$111,000 ,000 to $445 ,000,000; its lan ds United States make their winter homes and
increased in va lue per acre from $12 to make large investments as well. We have
$5 4 ; its farm property, worth $53,000 ,000 only to delve a little into the financial history of Florida for the last few years to
in 1900, is now worth $330,000,000.
This is undisputable evidence of the sub- learn that men who have made conspicuous
stantial growth and development which the successes in other sections of ·the country
whole state has undergone during these have come to Florida to invest substantially
and permanently in differ ent sections of
past t wenty years.
Ther e is ever y indication that this same the state. This, too, spells opportunity.
It is my opinion that the investment
growth will continue. Many cities and
counties which have been lying dormant opportunities of Florida are three-foldFirst-To the investor in land and
while other sections of the state have been
growing, have r ecently awakened to their buildings.
opportunities. Ther e is now the hum of a
Second-To the investor in business and
g r eat progressive movement all over the industrial enterprises.
state. There is hardly a town of any size
Third-To the investor who wants as
which is not going forward with steady high a rate of interest as can be obtained
strides. The n ext decade will see just as with absolute safety, through investment
wonderful growth as has the past.
in high grad e first mortgage bonds.
What does this mean? It m eans the continued development and expansion of the
state. It means a n ever ceasing commercial
growth and activity. It means the development and cultivation of all of the untilled
and fertile soil, which, within another fifty
years, will make Florida the richest and
most prosperous state in the Union. It
means the er ection of thousands upon
thousands of additional winter residences
for winter visitors. It means the er ection
of thousands upon thousands of additional
r esidences 'to house the families that will
come to Florida to live. It means the erection of hundreds upon hundreds of additional hotels, apartment structures, office
and commercial buildings. It m.eans business activity of every description.
I can b est discuss the investment opportunities of the state of Florida by dwelling
just a little upon my per sonal experiences
and the experiences of. my organization,
which during the past two decades has
been instrumental in making known to the
United States the r emarkable growth of
our state and the phenomenal strides of
progress and prosperity which have marked
our commercial and industrial history. W e
have finan ced the construction of m::my
El Verano Hotel,

The first and second classes of investors
naturall y are ver y important to the third
class, because an investor in bonds secured
by property in the ~tate of Florida must
depend upon the vision and capital investment of the la nd developer, the builder
and business man who create the wealth
and supply the basis for the enterprises
against which these high-grade bonds can
be created. It should be borne in mind
that both the land developer, the builder
~nd the business man when they engage
m development work, usually invest ver y
substantially and heavily with their own
money. These men help to build the wealth
of Florida. They help to develop the
wealth already in the state and which needs
development. The outside investor who
places his money in these undertakings is
an equally important factor in the growth
development and prosperity thus fo stereci
and initiat ed.
As I look back to the early days and to
the difficulties and obstacles which confront ed the pioneers who la id the foundation for the early success of Florida, I
cannot help but pay tribute to the courage
and the indefati gable labor which, was so
cheerfully and willingly extended in helping to build that f oundation which, once
est ablished, made sure that the destiny of
Florida could not be turned aside. Florida
may well be called the last of the Frontier
States-one of the last sections in the
United States which still offers large r ewards f or pioneer effort.
The investment opportunities in the state
are limitless. Whether one calls the opportunity that I have been trying to describe
an investment opportunity or an opportunity of any other kind or character, th e
fact r emains that it is opportunity of the
broadest and most f ertile kind. RegardleEs
of how the investment is made, any investment in this state, if it is properly safeguarded, and properly surrounded by the
sound principles of business safet y, must
net the investor a bigger r eturn than he
could hope to secure in any other section
of the United States.
The investment opportunities in Florida
are not limited to any one avenue of activity or to any one particular kind of
investment. They are as broad and as
great as the earth itself. They offer an
opportunity for r eward which it would be
difficult to duplicate in any other section.
I mean reward for individual effort, individual enterprise and individual vision. It
is a matter of common knowledge that the
greatest opportunities for financial compensation and renumeration are offered by
what might be termed pioneer development,
and this is really what Florida offers.

West Palm Beach
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When The Heart Calls
A Tale of the Indian River
By B. F. BORCHARDT
Illustrated By Kenneth Friedman
N THE FALL of 1909 three close
friends and college-mates, myself one
of them, r eceived simultaneous invitations from Dess Mi!lroy's father to be
the guest of his son aboard their houseboat on a cruise down the East Coast of
Florida.
Dess had been suffering from a malady
which the physicians had not entirely diagnosed but was slowly regaining his
strength and taking some interest in life.
There was contained in the father's letter
a note of helplessness of· the man, accustomed to the power of money, who has suddenly discovered that it will not buy everything · but as far as I ever learned no one
of us' raised an objection and the reunion
was a joyous one. Dess, stretched out in h!s
wicker deck chair, transparently pale, h1s
usual fastidious languor emphasized by his
illness, was naturally the object of every
solicitude from us. We joked him, laughed
with him, we argued pro and con, took
sides, agreed and disagreed with him, vieing with each other in our efforts to keep
him interest ed. Dess convalescent was an
added diversion.
say that he had
Per sonally I would
gorged at the table of the savants and come
away second-best with a bad case of mental indigestion.
With an ardor n ever
known in college days he had devoured
treatises on astral forces, the phenomena of
telepathy, ext eriorization, Profesor Charpentier's "N-Rays," spiritualism. His outlook on the universe had changed appreciably in that he had become acutely introspective with an attitude of reverence
toward the unsubstantial and imaginary.
So it was small wonder the men of
medicine had failed to put their finger on
the malady.
In the cozily fitted gasoline-driven
houseboat, we cruised blissfully through
the intricate marshy waterways where we
could see the marsh-hens slyly stalking to
their nests, or beyond, at sunset, graceful
white herons alighting into the bosom of
their famili es.
Sometimes we tied up
lightly near firm land, where we could
hear the weird concert of the night voices
in the thick hammocks, often, charmed to
silence by the ecstatic nocturne of a mock·
ing bird.
Morning came with a crash. We made
early starts surprising huge late-sleeping
alligators that flung themselves into the
water on our approach with one lash of
their powerful tails.
At New Smyrna, a swarthy walrus-mustachied Minorcan-Sanchez by name-was
signed on as a deck-hand. He r egaled us
with tales of the haunted ruins of forts
built and occupied by the early Spaniards,
and the remains of mills and houses used
by Minorcan settlers in the early part of
the eighteenth century. He told us that
the spirit of the stern, domineering Doctor
Turnbull, unpopular promoter of the
colony, brooded about the overgrown
coquina rocks and vine-clad arches. On
stormy nights other pale, gibbering ghosts
trooped in to harangue the doughty Scotchman. One of these was the Minorcan
hangman, forc ed to execute his compatriots,
who snarled at and pointed an accusing,
vaporous finger at the leader of the enterprise.

I
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"You -all put dose books back whar you git
dem," the old negro c ommanded quaveringly

Continuing our way, we passed through a
canal, Venice-like, the main throughfare
of a little village, and floated upon the
serene bosom of the mystic Indian River.
When dusk spread its thin mantle over the
universe all of us were imbued with the
sense of the uncanny that derived from the
bat-like folding to sleep of nature.
We an.chored one day near the eastern
bank of the river and opposite an old homestead which, even at our distance wore a
general air of
desertion. A moody,
weatherbeaten house of two stories (large
for a Florida home of that period) stood
nested in a clump of veteran live oaks.
We always welcomed an opportunity to
get ashore and stretch our legs, so we manned the row-boat that had watched so faithfully at the st ern of the houseboat, and
soon were wandering in the grove of stunted, gnarled and unkempt orange trees.
There sat the house in the morning light,
wan, bedraggled but bravely hopeful, like
a sick man after a bad night. A grizzled
oak had shoved a limb through an upstairs
window, and it required but little imagination to picture first the t ender leaves caressing the window-pane, till calloused and unanswered it had violated the privacy of the
chamber.
Futher to the r ear of the estate a sight
greeted us, the cheerfulness .of which contrasted with the gloomy neglect. Two
large flowinr: artesian wells were lavishing

their limpid contents on the thankless soil.
It had been very difficult for us to obtain fresh water, the Indian River being in
reality a narrow sound of salt water. We
had been sending the launch sometimes as
far as twenty miles to obtain a brackish
barrel or so of it, and for the purpose of
washing we had been put on an allowance.
"Her e we tarry," Dess exclaimed after
virtually saturating ourselves, inside and
out, with excellent water, "You anglers,
break out your fishing gear; ye mighty
hunters, polish up your guns. It will require a day or so for us to wash the salt
crust from our bodies, replenish the scuttlebutts and freshen up fore and aft.
"Who do you suppose the old manse belongs to?" he speculated, "Undoubtedly
locked up this many a year-not a sign of
a living being around. Let's take a peep
inside."
We did this, standing on a fallen limb
to raise our eyes above the level of the
window sill.
It was a library and study with books
ranged around two walls from the floor
higher than a man's head. A flat-topped
mahogany
desk littered with
dusty
envelopes, and correspondence, probably
just as the owner had left it, stood against
one of the other walls. There were some
obscure oil paintings, both of scenes and
personages. A decorative archery bow and
quiver of arrows spoke of by-gone days
when a spirited miss, with careful and mischievous aim, may, on a wager have ruined
the hat of her young gallant.
Conrad Atkins, our voracious bookman,
drew his breath sharply.
"Look," he cried, "A banquet before us
in the wilderness! Books: I'm perishing for
the sight of 'em. 'Breaking and entering'
the lawyers call this, but here g-oes."
"Wait a minute," cried Van Ness reprov-

ingly, "What do you think we are-secondstory men?"
"Too late, my friend," Conrad answered,
and almost at his touch the rotted window
frame fell out. We managed to save the
glass from being broken. "Which is the
graver sacrilege, the condemning of these
masterpieces to a tomb of silence, or the
Christ-like act of disentombing them?"
With such specious logic he clambered
into the room and was soon occupied in
taking books from their places, scanning
their covers and contents with the greedy
ecstasy of the gold-seeker who has blunderered on its hiding place.
Rare tooled
volumes of the classics, the essayists, the
works of the philosophers! Emboldened
by his eagerness we all made ourselves
accessories by following him into the house.
We, too, soon became engrossed in the
funishings of the room in puiling out
boo 1(s, admiring or reading sketches of
the 1 n.
; resently Dess halted us with an exclamauion.
"Listen to this, fellows," he called, waving a yellow manuscript. "Here's an intimate touch of the owner himself, entitled
'Night Thoughts'. I found it stuck in this
book. Listen:
"May 7th, 1859, How weary, yet how
mentally alert I am-on the qui vive for
every sound of the night. My lamp gutters,
the fantastic shadows dance in the corners.
My books look down at me somberly in the
half-light regarding me sympathetically,
firm friends that they have always been.
"Ah, Marie, Marie, whisper to me again.
Say to me in that loved tone: 'Chan boy,
I love you. I believe in you. I trust you.'
Recall to me, dear, the days in which we
were held in a silken web of happiness; the
days in which you saw only the gold and
none of the dross in me.
"Despicable coward and weakling that I
was, chained and shackled by smug family
traditions; fettered by the apron strings of
my mother! You, Marie dearest, through
whose veins coursed the blood of princes
I have foregone, ruined by my vacillation,
my course of indecision, my servility to
parental dictation. Too late, have I broken
those bonds. I have lost you. Condemned
you to wander broken-hearted through the
world, your life withered by the breath of
scandal.
"Else, dear, we might now be seated
side by side in the secure shade of the
big oak, looking out on the moon-drenched
palms and the glistening fillet of river shading to its able velvet border on the other
side. With you in my arms, heart's desire,
we would drink in the night fragrances that
woo and wed-ah, why should I be denied
my heart's desire?
"I have seen thee since, Marie, communed
with thee, pale lady of my dreams; thou
hast come beside me, trailing mystery as
a robe behind thee, but when I have sought
to fold thee to my heart, my arms have
closed on emptiness.
"May 30th-June is at hand. The last
belated raft duck has left the cove. My
red-crested whooping crane hops about the
garden on his splintered leg, much more
resigned to his fate, with something of a
look of self-im~olation, in his eyes, as
though reconciled to his lameness. How
his more fortunate comrades gibber and
chatter in the reeds at dusk, with that
wierd clattering of beak for a finish, as
though the rattling of dead men's bones!
Small wonder they say that the river is
haunted, and that the natives, Indians,
white and black, have the appearance of
people who have looked upon the sea-serpent.
"Uncle Henry, the darkies used to say,
was lured to his death by mystic strains
from the harp of a river-siren. I would not
swear that I have not also heard them in
my lonely hours. The house they say is
haunted. Yea, so It is; by the shades of an

undone man, long departed, and by the unceasing regrets of his morbid nephew.
"Marie has come to see me. In a voice
clear, but brittle, like fine-spun glass, she
recited to me Shelly's exquisite .Serenade;
"I arise from dreams of thee
In the first sleep of night
When the winds are breathing low,
And the stars are shining bright.
I arise from dreams of thee,
And a spirit in my feet
Has led me-who knows how?To thy chamber- window sweet:
"The wandering airs they faint
On the dark, the silent streamThe champak odors fail
Like sweet thoughts in a dream;
The nightingale's complaint,
It dies upon her heart,
As I must die on thine,
0, beloved as thou art;
"0, lift me from the grass;
I die, I faint, I fail;
Let thy love in kisses rain
On my lips and eyelids pale.
My cheek is cold and white, alas;
My heart beats loud and fast;
0, press it close to thine again,
Where it will break at last."
A sudden panic seized Atkins, such as
the most daring house-breaker is sometimes
subject to.
"Let's go fellows," he said, his arm full
of books.
We became infected with his uneasiness
and came to the window close behind him.

a simple enough matter to appease him.
with his long background of humility.
"You live on the place, don't you
Uncle?" Dess asked him condescendingly.
The old man nodded. "We won't enter the
house since you have orders to keep people out, but we will need some suppliesfresh milk, butter, eggs-and plenty of this
fine water."
The old man appeared pleased at the
prospect of selling his produce at fancy
figures.
"I kin fu'nish you all dat, suh. I has
my cabin back of dose yar Spanish bay'nets, y' kaint see hit fum yere. I has my
cow an' chickens dar. Marse Chan, when
he die leave me in cha'ge an' tell me doan'
let nobuddy come en de house, doan' kyer
who hit is. An," said the old man, shaking
his head with conviction, "I'se done my
bes' ef I does say it myseff. I gits you de
aigs an'milk; mebbe you all lak some prime
wil' honey,' kase I jes cut a big bee-tree."
"Put that on the list too," said Dess as
we started to stroll back to the waterside.

44
Marse Chan war holdin' in his arms
de mos' beautiful lady I ever seed."

There we looked into the business end of
an antiquated shot-gun wielded my a
bowed, grey-headed negro, whose watery
faded eyes were alert with determination.
Back of him, a second line of defense,
stood a stalwart, sullen buck, his son with
his gun also in readiness.
"You-all put dose books right back whar
you git dem, white folks," the old man
commanded
quaveringly, and Conrad
obeyed without parley. As we came out
of the window, looking and feeling like
shamefaced schoolboys, I offered some sort
of broken and inconsequential apology.
"The house seemed deserted and rotting,
we didn't see anyone around, so we went in
to · take a look. No harm done, I believe."
The old man wiped his brow with grave
concern. "Hit's de fust time ennybuddy's
been in dere sence Marse Chan die, an~
somepin' turrible am sure boun' ter happen." Turning to his son, he directed.
"Henry, you git some boa'ds an nail de
window up."
• We felt relieved that he had lowered his
gun without taking a pot shot at us; it was

Then, turning with sudden curiosity, he
asked:
"What is the history of the place, Uncle?
You say it hasn't been opened since the
Civil war?"
"Dat's right, sah," said the old man with
a quaint smile, wherein his discolored
broken teeth were contrasted with the
white of his beard. "Effen you-all come to
my shack so's I kin put up dis gun .an' git
you-all some o'anges, I tell hit to you-all
fum sta't to finish.'' He waited politely for
us to follow him through the opening in
the wind-break of guavas and Spanish
bayonets which hid his cabin. We sat on
the edge of his little porch while he went
in to make good his promise regarding the
oranges, returning with a sack of russets.
Then as he occupied the home-made chair
we had left for him, we started peeling the
juicy fruit, waiting for him to begin.
"Hit was all along ob me, dat Marse
Chan come down yere.'
"Marse Chan an' ole Missus, his mudder,
ain't nuver git along together. Dey was
(Continued on page 72)
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MIAMI and its TWIN CITIES
THE NATION 'S WINTER SPORTS CENTER
By SHE L T 0 N

S.

MATLACK

N eck and neck finishes by the world's fast~st horses will be seen at Hialeah track

T

HAT Miami, and its t win cities Miami
Beach and Hialeah, will be the winter
sport's center of the entire United
States is an assured fact. On beautiful
Biscayne Bay the sea son's great motorboat
a nd airplane r egatta will be held, and at
Hialeah will be the greatest gathering of
thoroughbred race horses in the history of
racing. And if this is not enough to satisfy
the sports lover there will be championship
golf tournaments, grayhoun d ra ces, the
Spanish game of Jai-alai, auto polo, horse
polo, swimming and other water sports.
The preparations on a most pret entious
scale which have been going on all summer
are about complet e. A magnificent horse
racing plant, with a perfect track, grandstand and club buildings, has just been
complet ed at a cost exceeding $600,000 .
The stables and quarters at this plant have
been built to accommodate 1,500 horses,
their trainer s and attendants. Then, in
addition, ther e have been er ected private
stables for the use of Harry Payne Whitney and other wealthy owner s of the
world's gr eatest strings of r ace horses. The
Florida East Coast railway has constructed
a special track from its main line into the
r acing plant near Little River, and many

Exciting Start of a Greyhound Race

on the Hialeah track
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horses and their train er s havealready arrived to beginconditioning their entries
prior to the racing season. This will begin
January 15, and last 51 days.
The Miami Jockey Club has been asked
by many inter est ed persons why, with the
plans for the opening of the winter sea son
on November 1, underwa y, the racing
sea son cannot be started at an earlier date.
The answer is that late fall racing events
are being held at several Northern tracks
and that the same horses wiil be brought
to Miami in November and then thorou ghly
conditioned in the balmy Florida climate
for about six or eight weeks befor e the
Miami racing sea son begins.
The principal other spectacular sporting
event which will hold the attention of the
public will be the Annual Midwinter
Motorboat and Airplane Regatta, held off
Miami Beach during March, in which the
fa st est motorboats in the world compet e,
and in which world's r ecords have been
broken. In connection with this event is
the awarding of the Glenn H. Curtiss
trophy, a g old and silver engraved loving
cup of great value, to the aviator making
the f astest time.
During the entire tourist season there
will be dail y gr·e yhound races at the
Hialeah dog track. These races attra ct
thousands of persons st eadily, many of
whom become confirmed fans. Another
sport which has attracted much attention
and won many devotees is the Spanish
ja i-alai, a combination of baseball and
t ennis, which is played daily at Hialeah.
Daily during the winter season, also, there
is horse polo at some one of the many
courses in Miami or Miami Beach, with
frequent auto polo-a sport which is thrilling because of the many spills and danger
to the drivers of the cars in case of seriou s
accident.
Ther e are also eight golf courses and· a
large number of t ennis courses, and these
attract the leading stars of the nation for
frequent tournaments. Last winter the
men's and women's Olympic swimming
t eams came to Miami Beach to get in condition, and the r ecord they made in Europe
leads r esidents to believe that tlie swimming in Miami was what put them in such
fin e trim an d that they will a gain train

her e. Jack Dempsey, world's champion
heavyweight fighter , spent last winter in
Miami, and is spending the present winter
ther e preparing for his anticipated match
with Harry Wills, the negro boxer who
r ecently def eated Louis Angel Firpo.
Dempsey is a familiar figure on the golf
links at Miami.
In consideration of this sporting program
offered, in addition to the many natural
other attractions, the East Coast cities,
an d Mia mi in particular, have been preparing all summer for a winter season that
would beg in November 1 instead of
December 1, and last from one to two
months longer in the spring. In fact, evidences of a gen eral demand for a len gthen ed sea son wer e evident last year, when
many who came early and stayed late
finally decided to try out the Florida summers, about which so much mis-information
ha d been extant. Those who yielded to this
desire have decided that Florida is g ood
the year 'round and man y are making
their permanent r esidences here.
For those who come and go, however,
because the importance of their business
keeps them in the North for a portion of
the year, the fin est through · railroad

AquaplaninJr is one of the most
exciting- sports at Miam i B each

Edsel Ford's speedboat A-999 leading other competitors in the Mid-winter Motorboat Regatta at Miami

schedules ever known in Florida have bee n
arrang-ed, starting- earlier and last~n g
long-er, and providing de luxe service with
a greater number of trains. Hotels are
opening a month earli er and band concerts
and similar attractions in all cities and
towns have been moved up to conform to
the new situation. The whole of Florida is
bound to profit by the longer-season movement inaug-urated last year, and which has
resulted in this n ew and better program
on the part of the hotels and transportation
companies. On the first of October, a
month ahead of the scheduled tourist
season, it was claimed that Miami had
more visitors than it entertained during the
heart of the tourist season last January
and February, and this is taken to be a
condition tJ1at probably is true to some
extent in most other Florida cities. It is
the belief of Miamians that the new racetrack will be one of the strongest drawing
cards yet advanced, and that many persons
who have h er etofore sought that sport in
Mexico and Cuba during th e winter months
will come to Miami instead, particularly
because it is the determination of the
Miami Jockey Club to have the best horses
in the country.
There can be no gainsaying that Miami
has set her cap to be the nation's sporting
center during the winter months of
1924-2 5. The Miami Jockey Club, organized last winter, with many of the leading
figures of the sport wond as officers, has
spent the summer preparing what, it is
claimed, will b e the fastest mile track in
the country. This work has been in the
hands of experts, and the tra::k when
opened will be in charge of reputable and
experienced racing men. J. M. Smoot,
president, and Luke A. Cassady, manager,
r eached Miami about the middle of !::>ept ember to supervise the final touch es on
the track and grandstand, and to clear the
way for the opening of the season. According to their statement, the leading racing
men of the country are greatly interested
in the Miami track, and it is certain that
a majority of them will be r epresented.
The g-randstand, just complet ed, has a
capacity of 5,000, while the c1ubhouse adjoining it, on which work is now in
progress, will seat 1,000 more, and on terraces and promenade floor between the
two ther e will be space for from 8,000 to
10,000 more. Twenty acres have been
reserved for automobile parking- space. The
Miami Jockey Club is chartered for 99
years from November 10, 1923. Its plant
comprises 13 8 acres of land at Hialeah and
the cost of im.p:r;o:vements, not includingthe value of the land is considerably more
than $600,000: An important f eature of
the racetrack is that the presence of fin e

g-razing land and the splendid climate will
r esult in many horses being sent here for
conditioning both b efor e and after the
Miami racing season.
Officers of the Miami Jockey Club are:
J. M. Smoot, Buffalo, N. Y., president;
Luke A. Cassady, Laurel Park, Md., manager; A . J. Cleary, Miami, vice-president
and trea surer ; James H. Bright, pioneer
Miami developer, secretary.
Directors:
Norman E. Mack, Buffalo, N. Y. ; Charles
H. Brown, Tampa, Fla. ; Edward Statts
Luther, New York City; Frank Fortune
Pulver, St. P et ersburg, Fla.; Charles D.
Newton, N ew York City; H. Montgomery
Gerrans, Buffalo, N. Y.; John I. Day, turf
ed itor of the Morning Telegraph, N ew
York; Benjamin Block, N ew York. Tentative r eservations for stabling at the track
have been r eceived from the most promin ent owners of thorou ghbred horses in the
country. Many lesser known stables are
included, but among the b est known are:
George D. Widener, Philadelphia; A. J.
Joyner, trainer.
Admiral Carey T. Grayson, Salubria
stables; W. P. Burch, trainer.
Samuel D. Ross; W. P. Burch, trainer.
Edward F. Whitney; New York; Willi e
Ir vine, trainer.
Harry Payne Whitney, New York;
James Rowe, trainer.
Richard T. Wilson; T. J. H ealey, trainer.
Benjamin Block, New York; Fred Billaw, trainer.
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William Daniel; A. J . Blakeley, trainer.
E. R. Bradley, Idle Hour Farm stables;
Barry .Shannon, trainer.
E. T. Simms, Xalpa Farms; Ray Waldren, trainer.
B. Viavadou, Riviera stables; Fred Tyrol,
trainer.
Walter J. Salmon, N ew York; Tom
H ealey, trainer.
P. A. Joyce, Triple Springs Farm, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; J. Boden, trainer.
Willis Sharpe Kilmer, Binghampton, N.
Y.; J. I. Smith, trainer.
J. S. Cosden; William Darth, trainer.
Mrs. William K. Vander bilt, Fair stables;
Max Hurst, trainer.
George W. Loft; Max Hurst, trainer.
Mrs. Payne Whitney, Greentree stables;
Scott Harlan, trainer.
Frank J. Farrel1, N ew York; Willie
Knapp, trainer.
·
"Bud" Fisher, N ew York; Alex Gordon,
trainer.
Audl ey Farms, B. B. and Mountford
Jones, Bristow, Okla.
J. E. Madden, Lexington, Ky.; William
Walker, trainer.
J. K. L. Ross, Montreal, Can .; Henry
McDaniels, trainer.
A. L. Aster, New York; Fred Kraft,
trainer .
Samuel H . Harris, New York; Max
Hu rst, trainer .
That these reservations and others which
are being rece ived will make the winter
race m eet at Miami the world's g-reatest
gathering of thoroughbred horses is the
opinion of those in charge of the track.
Arrang-ements for a de luxe Pullman
train to be operated between Palm Beach
and the Hialeah racetrack daily were made
at a r ecent conference of railroad and
racing officials held in Miami. The train,
which will have dining car, parlor and o)?servation service, will leave Palm Beach
about noon and reach there on the return
at 7:30p. m.
A similar special train will be operated
between Miami and the Hialeah t r ack, but
will not be on so elaborate a scale, as the
distance from Miami to Hialeah is only
e ig-ht mi~\ 3 by automobile and only 11 miles
by railroad, and most of the racing- fans
w ill g-o in automobiles.
In addition to the racetrack a number of
other n ew amusement features will be
presented the public in Miami this winter,
including the Jimmie Hodges cafe clamant
and a pleasure park, winter g-arden and
scenic railway at Hialeah and an auditorium at Miami Beach at which persons
fond of skating may do so on artificial ice
froz en for that particular purpose. There
are already a large number of dancing
pavilions, many of them · over the water,
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and many places wher e roller skating can
be enjoyed .
. Yachti:J;g is one of the principal attractiOns wh1ch draws the tourist to Miami,
and every winter th e harbor is fill ed with
millionaire craft from every port in the
world. The favorite anchorage for these
is opposite the Flamingo hotel, near the
course laid out for the annual motorboat
regatta. Many anchor in other parts of
the harbor. Hundreds of houseboats have
been in the habit each year of tieing up
to th e waterfront between the causeway
and Royal Palm Hotel. These boats will
now find other places in the bay or river
as th e city is filling in thi·s section to ~
distance of 1,000 f eet from shore and
pl~ns to make it a magnificent park with
dr1ves, walks, plazas, pavilions and fountains. The park will be placed in charge
of a noted landscape artist, who wiJ! develop. it ~Ion~ the most fascinating lines,
plantmg 1t With palms, f erns and flow ers.
Fishing is a sport which appeals strongl y
to a large number of visitors, and this can
be enjoyed with little trouble either by
casting . hook .an~ line fr?m th~ causeway
co~n e ctmg. Miami and Miami Beach or by
gomg out mto the ocean on any one of th e
numerous boats which
may b e charter ed .
Good catches are th e
rule on these trips, and
it is said that visitors
n ever
r eturn disappointed.
Often th ey
a r e surprised and almost overjoyed both
with th e variety and
size of their catch.
P er sons inter ested in
t r opical life und er th e
Gulf Stream may visit
th e magnificent natural
coral r ee f bottoms,
seen either through a
glass-bottomed boat or
over the side of any
o r dinary boat. The
water in places is shallo w for miles out, and
of a crystal clearn ess,
enabling the spectator
to watch fish swimming
about
at
v arious
Jack Dempsey on the
depths. Ther e is also
links at Miami
maintained at Miami
Beach an aquarium,
said to be one of the
b est in .the world, at which a wide variet y
of specimen s a r e to be found. Specimen s
of sea lif e are ca u ght ever y autumn and
placed in tanks, and r eleased at the end
of the season . Experts claim, the r ea son
for a fresh supply of th e finny tribe each
season is tha t th e fish g radually lose their
natural b eautiful tints when confined in
artificial environment, and it is th e desire
to preser ve them in their natural state a .:;
an educational treat to tourists students
and school children, who are admitted at
r egular inter vals fr ee of charg e.
. Many J?er sons who do not care to engage
m athletics for professional purposes, or
who may not be inter est ed in the champions ~hei_Tiselves , are n evertheless highly
enthusiastic over the daily surf bathing,
and the fre e classes in physical instruction
organized and maintained at Miami Beach .
These are joined annually by thousand.:;
of winter visitors, who during their stay
in Miami Beach develop muscles and
healthy coats of tan, and otherwise get
themselves in the best of condition to withstand the distressing heat of Northern
summers, to which many have to r eturn
for business r easoRs. Many famili es out
for a winter vacation have acquired th e
habit of practically living in bathing suits
and have gained h.:.alth, strength and endurance thereby, as the weather in Miami
is such that there is not a day in th e year
~2

Polo at one or more of the Miami courses is a daily attraction

that a dip in the surf will not prove plea sant . Frequent b eauty competitions, at
which handsome silver cups and other trophies are awarded, are among the feature s
of Miami's summer seashore life.
Aside from the annual airplane races
held in connection with the midwinter r egatta in March, a eroplaning is popular with
a great many persons. There is a commercial flying field at Hialeah, n ear Miami ,
well supplied with land planes by Glenn
Curtiss, developer of the art of flying .
Pleasure flights around Miami and over t he
nearby everglades and sugar plantat io ns
may be enjoyed for a nominal sum, or th e
planes may be charter ed for flig hts for
longer dista nces. The landing fi eld is one of
the b est and is shortly to be one of the links
in aerial mail ser vice from N ew York to
Florida points. In addition to the land
planes, seaplanes are always at anchor n ear
Royal Palm hotel, and may b e cha rter ed
for trips t o Bimini, Nassau or Havana.
Motor ing in a nd around Mia mi is a
pl ea sure which draws automobile owner s
from a ll sections of th e country. Ther e
are many beautiful drives which may be
taken through rich f arming lands border ed
by trees la den with ripening fruit, among
them the Dixie Highway south of Miami
to Ro yal Palm Park, wher e is to be found
species of plants and trees which, until r ecently, had b een consider ed to b e extinct
in continental America. This is a rare
treat for the naturalist. Those who desire
may continue the drive all the way t o
Cape Sable, the southernmost point in t he
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United Sta t es. In a nother year or so th e
Tamiami T rail across th e E verglades between Miami an d Tampa wi1l be complete,
and the motorist will then b e a ble to traverse a r a pidly developing section. Work
also is in prog r ess for an over sea s automobile highway from Florida to K ey W est,
which will traver se the same route as th e
Florida East Coast r ailway. Ther e will be
only one span wher e f errying will be n ecessary, and the roa d will b e finish ed all th e
way in about three yea n . It w.ill be complet ed as far a s Key Largo, the world's
most famou s fishing grounds, in about one
year. The Miami Motor Club is this year
devoting it s en ergies to supplying all
A. A. A. m ember s who may r equ est it,
complet e inf ormation r egard ing sporting
events in Miami, on th e theory tha t p er sons
inter est ed in motoring also are inte r est ed
in other sports.
Sporting events durin g the summer
months a re scatter ed throu ghout the various northern and middle-west ern states, but
during the winter months, when the cold
weather a nd froz en water s ma k e racing
and other sports a n impossibility in th e
Noi'th, the sport lovers w ill find everything
in the line of sports in Florida-the winter
playground of the Nation. Mia mi and its
twin cities-Miami Beach and Hialeahwill b e the center of the attractions with
other Florida cities, Tampa, St. P et er sburg,
Daytona, a nd many smaller ones, followin g
in h er lead with sporting events full of
inter est to the winte r visitor s and p erm an ent r esidents.

Yachts, larre and smaU, come to Miami every winter

Lawn Bowling Is a Great Sport Among the T ourists at St. Petersburg

They Begin Starting for Suniland
When Wintry Winds Hit the North
By FRANK S. WING
WAY up yonder in the North, grim
winter is approaching. Summer is
a memory and autumn has marched
through fields and woods with her
flaming banners of yellow and scarlet.
There is a sharp tang to the air of an
earry morning. Perhaps the first frost
has arrived. The sky has lost its intimate
warmness and is aloofly drab. The songbirds have departed. The grass is bleached,
with the dark earth showing below.
Through the tree limbs and telegraph
wires the whistle of the wind has lifted
at least an octave. Its tune is foreboding,
no longer sounding of cheery companionship.
Johnny and little Edna are in school.
Big brother is at college or work. Big
sister is either at a finishing school or so
busy about her social affairs that she is
seldom at home, save at mealtime. Somehow, the house seems lonesome.
From the cellar comes the melodious
profanity of father. With fingers already
torn from putting up storm doors he has
knocked over and broken his last bottle
of hootch while trying to fix the furnace
grating. He shows up at the top of the
cellar- stairs, red-faced from suppressed
expletives. Nor is his ire diminished when
he steps on a roller skate, left there by
Johnny, and vanishes down the stairs with
the rapidity of a magician's trick.
.
Mother exhumes him, applies the arnica
at needed places, 'and finally soothes him.
And that night Jack Frost pays his first
visit of the season, leaves icy embroideries
about the window panes and bows off
stage to an overture of crashing window
blinds and a screaming northwest breeze.
Next day, father limps downstairs, seats
himself stiffly at the breakfast table, and
says sullenly:
"Elizabeth, let's go away from here."
"Where to?" demands Elizabeth.
"Florida," says father without hesitation.
And so, for the next week or two,
there is hustle and bustle about the home.
Goods are sent to a sto-rage warehouse;
windows are nailed up; servants are given
leave of absence; arrangements are ·made ·
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for the children; and father and mother, perhaps with big brother and big sister, come to
Florida for the frigid months.
Or, to shift the locale: John Cornstalk has
finished his year's work on the farm. The
fields are bare. The farm machinery, greased
and oiled, is housed away from the weather.
The stock is stabled where chill winds and
snow may not touch it. The extra farmhands, employed during the season, have been
paid off and have sought winter work. The
two children, both grown, are marrkc and
live in other sections. The northwest wind
pipes fretfully through the uprights of th e
windmill. Overhead, the sky is a hazy, indeterminate-a remote, unsatisfactory blue. In
the distance, the edge of the woods is as gaudy

Alonz Sumter County's New Highway

as a circus billboard. John gives a final
glance about, issues some instructions to
the remaining employes, and goes back
to the house.
"Things are a bit lonesome around here,
Bettie," he says. "Let's take a trip."
"Where to?" demands Bettie.
"Florida," says John without hesitation.
And so they make their arrangements.
They leave instructions with employes and
neighbors; tell their children where and
when they may be located by mail; pile
everything in the family automobile but
th e cistern, crank up and chug southward.
And so they come to Florida for the
frigid months.
From every section of the countryNorth, East and West-they are coming
to Florida for the winter months. Each
year sees the throng increasing, and each
year sees Florida better prepared to receive them.
It does not require an old man to remember the time when Florida was almost
a visionary country of the far Southwhen it seemed nearly as remote as the
moon.
People said: "Yes, I have been to
Egypt, Africa and F lorida."
For a winter excursion, if they were
not rich enough to travel to Nice or Italy,
they thought they were dodging Boreas
by honeymooning at Old Point Comfort,
Virginia. The writer remembers when
the old Hygeia Hotel at Old Point was
the winter rendezvous of New York
society; when the register of that longgone hostelry would read like a partial
Jist of Ward McAllister's "400."
And then some genius discovered that
right here in the United States, so close
it was hardly imaginable, was a land as
balmy in winter as any stretch of the
Revier a; a land of palms and sunshine,
easy to reach, certain of climate, healthy;
everything that the h eart could desire.
It was merely a step from the Hygeia
Hotel to the hegira of tourists to Florida.
First, they came to Jacksonville. They
gaped at the cabbage palmettoes, rr.arvelled at the flowering rafts of w;1ter
hyacinth that sailed down the St. Jo~ns
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River with the ebbing tide, dodged imaginary alligators at every
street corner, and went back home with the wonderful tidings:
"Don't you know, we sat right out on a bench in the middle of
J anua.ry without an overcoat on, and it was real warm!"
They came to Jacksonville in increasing numbers. Some of them
were far-sighted men, who did not decline to mix business with a
pleasure trip. They saw commercial advantages. Jacksonville
grew like the beanstalk planted by Jack of nursery fame.
Forty miles to the south of Jacksonville was St. Augustine,
wonderfully situated on the Matanzas River, hoary with history,
oldest of all the municipalities in the United States. It was but a
step from the new city to the old. On the West Coast was Tampa,
then merely a geographical point. Aged it was, in truth; Gasparilla had used it as a focal point for his piratical depredations;
Jules Verne had called on it as "location" in his wierd story
of "A Journey From the Earth to the Moon." But,
while the name of Tampa was listed on the maps,
Tampa itself was but a strip of habitations
along the sandy shores of the Hillsborough River .
Two men of genius saw the needs of FlorIda, and each began building. Plant, on the
West Coast, created a new Tampa. Fl~goler,
on the East Coast, was the genius who
really created a line of cities that now
string like a broken necklace of pearls
along the Atlantic Coast from the Georgia
State line to the near tropics.
Miami, the wonder city, was unheard of
until Flagler came. Then, with his magic
touch of millions, he created aNewport of
the South. More, with a vision that seems
inspired, he builded a railroad among the
billows, spanned the ocean, and laid rails
across keys and salt water from the mainland
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to distant Key West. These genie-Flagler
and Plant-had laid the foundations. St.
Augustine, from a ruinous, dreamy village
of the ancient past, became a point of national interest. Great hotels arose. They
were the finest of their kind for many
years-the Ponce de Leon and the Alcazar.
But the human traffic tide was sifting
southwa'rd. Soon, it was to exchange the
palmettoes of St. Augustine for the true
palms of Palm Beach. J;'alm Beach became
the winter mecca of society. There were chilly .
January and February days in Jacksonville. It
was cool at times in St. Augustine. Society
packed up the poodle dog and the alleged French
maid and trekked nearer the tropics. Palm Beach
reigned supreme.
Sixty-seven miles to the south, Miami lay. It had practically the same climate as Palm Beach, practically the same
harbor, practically the same everything. But a half-dozen hardheaded men of business saw the chance of a lifetime-one may
mention Carl G. Fisher in large type-and Miami was made.
On the West Coast, Tampa is facing the same era of transition
that has made Miami a wonder city. From an unprejudiced ·standpoint, Tampa seems to be gaining the advantage at present.
There is a richer hinterland-a country of great orange groves,
a countr y of early vegetables, a land of plenty. Moreover, there
is a splendid harbor, a vast expanse of bays. Tampa's growth-the
big buildings that are going up on all sides-are only surprising
in that they did not occur before.
Which is straying slightly from the subject.
To Florida they come as the winter solstice approaches. Before the first sheen of ice glints on the Northern ponds, thousands
have overloaded their automobiles for the Southern trip or have
secured reservations on the fast trains leading here.
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Just how many come to the state in automobiles is a matter of pure conjecture.
They jam the roads at the beginning of
winter and jam them again as the spring
comes on. All over the state, parks have
been established for them. "Tin Can
Tourists," they are called, and they have
adopted the name, with a Grand Can
Opener as their chief.
They are good people for the statethese Tin Can Tourists. It may be true
that some of them come here armed only
with a can opener and borrow their drinking
water, but among them are many shrewd
citizens of the world, alive to every opportunity and ready to stay and settle down if
they see it to their interest. Florida owes
many of its prominent and influential citizens
to the invasion of the Tin Can Tourists.
How many people come to Florida during
the winter season? This is a question almost
impossible to answer, even approximately.
But it will mount almost to the million
mark.
Jacksonville is the Gateway of the State.
Into its million-dollar Union Station every
day during the winter season at least 16,000
people are handled. One hundred and ten
trains thunder into its train sheds every
twenty-four hours, and only t en of them are
locals; the others bring passengers from
every section of the country.
Great as is the railroad traffic, it is only
a part of the immense cavalcade that annually visits Florida. Over every highway
leading into the state, there pours a steady
stream of automobiles, from the time the
falling leaves announce the coming winter
of the North until the falling leaves of
South Florida announce the beginning of
another spring. And this, by the way, is
something the Florida visitor finds hard
to r econcile at first-the fact that the
foliage of the deciduous trees down here
remains until springtime, when it drops
to be replaced by a brighter and fre sher
green.
They travel in everything from a cutCountry Club Course, Clearwater

bargain. But all who come to Florida on pneumatic tires are not
Tin Can Tourists, by a large jugfull. It is becoming more and
more the fashion with wealthy Northerners to motor down here.
In these days of good roads, both North and South, this is as
feasible ,as train riding. It takes longer, but the people who can
afford it also can afford to turn a disregardful shoulder toward '
Father Time. Many of them arrange their routes accordingly and
coach leisurely from one first-class hotel to the other, resting up
a day or so if they have the inclination. And, when they get to
Florida, they have the car along for their pleasure riding throughout the warm, pleasant days when their home country is locked
in snow and ice.
·
This is merely land transportation. Into Jacksonville and
Tampa, on splendid steamers, other throngs arrive during the
season. They fill the cabins on the boats coming from
New York, Baltimore and Philadelphia. They come
into Tampa from New Orleans and Havana. Every
steamer at the two principal ports of the state
has its quota during the season.
Nor are they content to make the long trip
by boat. They get the habit, and they throng
the smaller steamers on the dozens of delightful trips possible. Every steamer between Tampa and St. Petersburg is packed
in the season by hundreds who delight in
the unusual sight of the great throng of
following seagulls, the occasional playful
' porpoise, or the splash when the pelicanthat Nick Altrock of the sea-takes water
with a splash like somebody dumping a ton
of coal overboard.
These tourists take the wonderful trips up
the St. Johns River, with its hyacinth-covered

A Camp Site at Lake Wales

down flivver to great rolling homes that are
really houseboats on pneumatic tires, whose
inhabitants sleep, eat and have their being
within the confines of the vehicle. There
are innumerable thousands of them, speaking conservatively, and their number yearly
grows greater.
Chummy, happy-go-lucky folks, they are;
ready always to help one another fix up a
tire or a damaged engine; forever borrowing coffee or a few slices of bacon from one
another and equally r eady to len d these neces·
sities to the next fellow. They form their
own groups around the camp fires at night
and tell tales of Oregon and Maine, for they
are from every quarter of the country. All
over the state they are welcomed, the progressive cities and towns not only laying aside
plats for camps but furnishing these with
sewerage, lights and running water at a
nominal cost to the tourist.
One of these days a novel will be written
around the Tin Can Tourist. Sewell Ford already has had one unusually clever story concerning them, a story which showed the popular author is at home on both sides of the
state, for he' made his hero chase a big yellow
van from East to West Coast before the
heroine was finally found. Meanwhile, they
are making their joyous pilgramage annually,
and, with each winter, bringing along more of
their friends.
Many of them are expert mechanics and
pick up a livelihood while here.
Others bring along enough to keep them
going during the winter and then gasoline
their way back home. Still others come here
and remain, to become first-class citizens.
Many of the well-to-do, substantial residents of Florida first hit here in a battered
Ford. A third class has enough of motoring down, sells its auto when spring arrives
and goes back on the train, to resume
farming or whatever Northern occupation
it may have followed.
Consequently, spring-time is the time to
look for a second-hand car in Florida.
Hundreds of them may be bought at a
Some Tourist Camps Have Thatched Huts
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stream. They boat on the myriad lakes
that dot the state. They swim in the
great sulphur pools that are a distinctive
feature of Florida; they bathe in the
warm waters of the Gulf and South Atlantic; and they fish-Lord, how they
fish!
But for one fact, Florida might be
compared with the three-ring circus. where
the little boy, trying to see everything at
the same time, is always being disappointed.
Here, it is as if the circus were to remain in
town for a week. There is always another
day for another pleasure, and always another
pleasure for another day. People do not come
to Florida, any more than they would go to Paradise, to hurry. You may fish and swim today, and
motor through hilly, pine-strewn uplands tomorrow. And
on the third day, you may do a dozen other things. Should yoti
be tired with travel, you may play croquet, roque, or try horseshoe pitching under the palms and oaks of a friendly park. No
matter how small the town, you will find at least one good movie
house. In the cities, you will have your choice of several theaters
and first-class shows. On the rare, rainy days, you will have time
to catch up with that belated home correspondence and send off
a few of those "Wish You Were Here" picture cards.
Truly and truly, it is a friendly land, an oasis in a wintry desert.
You feel this friendship when you leave the bleak Northland
and, after passing through seemingly endless stretches of piney
woods in various Southern States, come at last into Florida-the
land of flowers.
Whether you make the trip in your own automobile, or on one
of the Florida Specials-trains that rank as the finest . equipped
in the world-the trip will be an
(Continued on page 72)
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He Laughed at the
Word "Impossible"
The Story of George S. Gandy's
Perseverance and How He T urned
Ridicule Into Nation~Wide Praise
B y KARL H . GRISM·E,R

'

l

·; qeorge S. Gandy, to whom all credit
is due for , th e brjdge c onnect in!!' Tampa . and Sf: Petersburg

•A

SMALL group of men sat around a
table on which was spread out a
large map of Pinellas Peninsula and
surrounding country. With a pair
of calipers, they carefully measured the
distance by all possible routes between St.
Petersburg and Tampa.
. "Can't you see the answer?" asked one
of the men. "Can't you see that a bridge
across Old Tampa Bay is almost indispensable? · Look how much distance it
would cut off. Nearly fifty miles by landby bridge it would only be nineteen or
twenty miles. Think what that would mean
to this section of the state!"
The others were frankly skeptical. "Sure
it would be a fine thing," said one. "But
it will never be built during our lifetime .
Why it would cost millions and how could
you hope to get your money back? It's
foolish to think of such a thing. Forget it."
The advocate of the bridge listened to
the arguments of his friends. He heard
them say how hopelessly visionary such a
project was and how it could never be put
through. He paid attention to all that they
had to say-and then promptly disregarded
their advice. He r efused to "forget" the
bridge idea.
"Perhaps you gentlemen are right," he
said. "Perhaps the bridge is just a foolish
dream. But I don't believe it. And I never
will be satisfied until the bridge is built."
All that was twenty years ago. The
bridge enthusiast was George S. Gandy of
Philadelphia. He had come to St. Pet~rs
burg upon the solicitation of his friends
who wanted him to invest in a proposed
electric railway.
Giving the assistance
which was requested, he turned his attention to other things and within a short time
conceived the idea of spanning Old Tampa
Bay with a bridge.
An impossible idea, of course. And
whenever Gandy mentioned it, everyone
gave him the laugh. He received no en-
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Twenty years ago men laughed at Gandy and called him
a "dreamer." Today his bridge spans Old Tampa Bay

couragement whatsoever. Even the most
optimistic St. Petersburg boosters clearly
saw that the idea was ridiculous. A few
jeered at Gandy behind his back and considered him just a little "off."
But, strange as it may seem, that bridge
which Gandy dreamed of twenty years ago
is today an actuality.
Across the waters of Old Tampa Bay it
extends-five and three-quarters miles of
it, a slender finger of sand and concrete
and steel that binds together the shores of
Pinellas and Hillsborough Counties. The
longest automobile toll bridge in the world
-one of the greatest engineering feats
ever performed in Florida-built at a cost
of approximately three million dollars.
Within a few weeks it will be opened to
the public and the distance between St.
Petersburg and Tampa, the two largest
cities of the West Coast, will be reduced
from 43 to 19 miles.
Gandy Bridge is the work of a dreamer
-unquestionably. Only a dreamer of the
most pronounced type could have conceived
such a project and only a dreamer could
have believed that it would some day be
completed. And yet-the Gandy Bridge
of today, almost ready for the onrush of
traffic, is irrefutable evidence that dreams
sometimes come true.
However, there was nothing dream-like
about the struggle which Gandy had to
make his dream materialize. Only by keeping everlastingly wide awake, ready at all
times to get dow!f and plug, was he able
to see the solid structure take form before
his eyes. Only through sheer perseverance

was he able to convince others of the feasibility of his idea and get the assistance
needed to assure its completion. He worked
untiringly for years and finally, lo, and
behold, his dream was a dream no longer!
To those who know anything of Gandy
the man, the consummation of the Gandy
Bridge is nothing remarkable. For Gandy
is one of those fellows who laugh at the
word "impossible." He has a long list of
achievements to his credit and many of
those achievements represent the completion of ideas which once were branded as
absurd.
George Gandy started making his own
way in the world when still a youngster.
He had to leave school after completing a
grammar school course and from then on
the only education he received was in the
school of life. He started work as an office
boy in the firm of Henry Disston & Sons,
saw manufacturers of Philadelphia, and he
remained with the firm for eleven years,
working up to a position of responsibility.
In 1882, when thirty-one years of age,
Gandy became secretary and treasurer of
the Frankford and Southwark Railway
Company, then operating the longest traction line in Philadelphia. Those were the
days of horse-cars and the funny little
dummy engines, shortly followed by the advent of electric trolley cars. Gandy was
one of the pioneers who witnessed and was
a factor in the evolution of modern urban
transportation.
During the next twenty years Gandy was
associated in an executive capacity with a
number of Philadelphia transportation com-

panie~ and was instrumental in building a
number of trolley lines, including the
Holmesburg and Tacony, Doylestown and
Willow Grove, and the Fairmont Park
roads.
Gandy's ability to see ahead was demonstrated in connection with the construction
of the trolley line to Willow Grove. He
realized that Willow Grove was ideally
situated for an amusement resort and that
the only thing needed to get it started was
a transportation link .with Philadelphia.
Others scoffed at the idea but Gandy went
ahead, regardless. The line was built and
the results more than justified his predictions.
.
Transportation matters did not occupy
Gandy's attention exclusively while in
Philadelphia.. He also was active in construction work, building the People's Theatre and Textile Hall, as well as more than
two hundred residences.
Gandy first came to St. P et ersburg in
1902 with F. A. Davis, a publisher of Philadelphia, who was the founder of St. Petersburg's first electric light plant and who was
then trying to finance the trolley company.
Davis succeeded in interesting him in the
city, even though it then had less than
2,000 inhabitants, and for a number of
years he was associated with the various
Davis companies, serving as president of
the St. Petersburg & Gulf Electric Railway
Company, the St. Petersburg Investment
Company, and the St. Petersburg Electric
Light & Power Company. Later he resigned from all the companies because he
was not satisfied with the method of financing the various projects.
Gandy's foresight was shown again when
in 1912 he purchased property at the corner of Central avenue and Fifth street in
St. Petersburg and constructed the Plaza
Theatre and office buildings. At the time
of construction, the Plaza Theatre was the
finest in Florida.
Many believ~d that ··
Gandy would lose heavily in building such
an expensive structure in such a small city
and for a year or two the Plaza was referred to as "Gandy's White Elephant."
It · turned out, however, to . be an excellent
investment and now is worth many times
what it cost him.
As might have been expected from his
long experience in transportation work,
Gandy began figuring on a short-cut route
from St. Petersburg to Tampa shortly after
his arrival. He looked with disgust upon
the long, round-about route, then fifty-two
miles in length, which connected the two
cities. He saw that if Tampa Bay could
be spanned, the cities could be made almost
next-door neighbors. The bridge idea .c ame
into his mind and from that time he worked
unceasingly to make the bridge a reality.
It was clear, however, even fo an optimist like Gandy, that the time for the construction of the bridge was not ripe in 1903,
when he first conceived the idea. The St.
Petersburg-Tampa section of the state had
not developed far enough to make the
bridge a paying proposition. Gandy decided, however, that unless someone got
ahead of him and built the bridge before
Tampa and St. Petersburg were sufficiently
large to support it, he would build the
bridge himself.
The pessimistic attitude of everyone with
whom Gandy talked about the bridge did
not deter him from going ahead with his
plans. He continued to study the situation
and visited Old Tampa Bay regularly, making the trip with . his sons in a sailboat, and
obtained a general knowledge of those
waters.
In 1915, twelve years after he conceived
the bridge idea, Gandy decided that the
time had come to begin actual work. Gangs
of surveyors were engaged to determin.e the
shortest line averaging the shalloW'est depths
between t~~ ~\YO shores, and during the. two
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By bridging Old Tampa Bay the d istance between Tampa and St. Petersburg is shortened
by 24 miles, the route over tho new bridge between the two cities being only 19 miles·

.. . .,
years following many surveys were made
and the necessary rights of way were
obtained in Pinellas and Hillsborough
Counties.
Late in 1917, a company was formed
and the necessary state and federal rights
to cross the bay were obtained, the latter
after nine months of delay caused by competitive apposition. This opposition came
from a St. Petersburg company known as
the Tampa, Atlantic & Gulf Railroad, which
· filed plans with the government for a
bridge, the line of which crossed the proposed line of the Gandy Bridge, which was
then called the Tampa and St. Petersburg
Bridge.
·
Gandy was not frightened by the prospect of another individual or company preventing him from carrying out his long
cherished plans. The opposition merely
made the fight more interesting. Gandy
gathered his forces together and proceeded
to prove to the powers that be that he, and
he alone, had the ability and the preseverance to put the project through.
Going to the strongest civic organization
in St. Petersburg and Tampa, Gandy so effectively presented his case and so vividly
portrayed the advantages his proposed
bridge would bring to the two cities, that
he won their endorsements. They wrote
to the Board of Engineers of the War Department urging that Gandy's project be
given preference and th~t he should be
given permission to span the bay.
In a similar way, Gandy won the support of the leading business houses and
banks of both St. Petersburg and Tampa.
He also obtained the backing of such public
men as Senator Duncan U. Fletcher, Representative Herbert S. Drane, State Legis-

lator Sam·. D. Harris and State Senator
John S. Tar.lor. It wasn't long before the
Board of Engineers was deluged with scores
of letters and telegrams, all pleading
Gandy's cause.
There came the day when Gandy appeared in person before the august body of
War Department engineers. The engineers
told him bluntly that the main reason why
they were withholding permission to build
the bridge was that so many of the endorsements · bore the stamp of a single individual. ';['he endorsements were so near
alike, they said, that it looked as though
they had been written by the same person.
This criticism did not discourage Gandy
in the slightest. Instead of hedging, he
bQasted of the fact that he had almost
dictated some of the endorsements.
"They bear the stamp of one man, you
say," he almost shouted, banging the table
with his clenched fist. "You bet they do.
And I'm the man. · And if that bridge is
ever built, by myself or anyone else, it will
be by some fellow who gets behind it like
I have and never quits."
Gandy's outspoken admission of what he
had done turned the trick for him. The
engineers were favorably impressed and
without further hesitation, they granted
him the right to go ahead. The grant •was
final!y made on February 11, 1918. · .
About this same time, a number of bills
permitting construction work and granting
a 400-foot right of way for all time across
the bay, were pushed through the Florida
Legislature and the last governmental
obstacle was overcome.
Early in 1918, ·Gandy was ready to proceed with his construction plans, but the
United States was at' war and it was im-
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arrangements iitdicated bay was a formidable task, beside which the
and that a high contract building up of the causeways appeared like
price for construction re- child's play. Before work could be started
placed a lower tentative
on the concrete section, a construction camp
bid. Worst of all, Gandy had to be established "out in the wilderlearned that to get Wall ness," dormotories had to be provided for
Street's help he would the hundreds of workmen, lines of transhave to relinquish con- portation had to be established between
tro 1 of the project. Tampa and Port Tampa, and machinery
Gandy balked, broke off obtained from all parts of the country had
all negotiations, and de- to be assembled. More than a dozen buildcided to finance the ings had to be erected.
bridge through the sale
The construction camp, appropriately
of securities to residents named Ganbridge, was a scene of almost
and winter visitors of frenzied activity during the spring and
Florida.
summer of 1923. A force of 500 men and
Within six months a miscellany of cranes, derricks, locomofrom the offering of the tives, pile drivers, motor trucks, concrete
stock the entire issue had mixers, tug boats, tractors, drilling outbeen subscribed and the fits, dredges and work shop were in action.
money provided. Nearly The eastern shore of Old Tampa Bay was
Construction is of reinforced concrete--pilinw, caps, deck and guard rails
four thousand Florida a place of noise, smoke and progress.
and tourist investors
The first concrete of the bridge was
possible to secure materials for construc- joined hands with Gandy and expressed poured at the pile-casting plant on May 15,
tion. Gandy's forces took advantage of the their faith in St. Petersburg and Tampa 1923. It was an occasion for celebration.
delay by perfecting their plans, making and their belief in Gandy's intentions. A
Workmen laid down their tools for the
new surveys and sub-soundings on the construction contract was awared the Bay moment, all the whistles on the job screamed .
broad shoals which extended from either Construction Company, an organization amid the sharp staccato fo fire arms. After
shore. Although but a few years ago, these closely affiliated with the Gandy Bridge months of preparation, the hundreds of
su1 veys were made at a time which soon Company, and work was started.
workmen welcomed the first sight of Gandy
will be considered as the pioneer days of
The first dredge, the "Tuscawilla," w ent Bridge concrete.
the development history of the Old Tampa to work on · the Pinellas causeway on SepThe concrete plant continued the manuBay area. The upper arm of Tampa Bay tember 24, 1922; the second dredge, the facture of piles until October, 1923, and
was then a lonely body of water. Its "Florida," on November 22, 1922, and the completed 2,400 of the long sticks of rewooded shores were sparsely populated ex- third dredge, the "Reliable," on March 28, inforced concrete. The piles were 16 inches
cept at such points as
square and from 20 to
Port Tampa and Safety
60 feet in length. Each
Harbor. Through the
batch of concrete was
virgin pine woods, sand
subjected to rii'id tests
trails were few and far
in a laboratory at t,l)e
between and there · was
camp. It proved to be
no indication of the
of exceptionally high
paved highways and real
quality, as proven later
estate developments of
by the ease with which
today. Machettes were
the piles were handled
by cranes and driven
used to cut the survey
lines through the palwith steam hammers into
metto and mangrove.
the bottom of the bay.
The new soundings
After the piles were
cast they were allowed
made at this time disclosed the fact that the
to "cure" or "season"
flats contained sufficient
for a month in the pile
sand for dredging puryard, then were picked
poses, making it possible
This photograph made before the concrete stringers and
up by locomotive cranes
deck was poured shows the substantial type of construction
to build long sand-fill
and moved to storage
causeways from the
space on the eastern
shores to the deeper water in the middle of 1923. The dredging operations were carried causeway, from where they were later
the bay. Over these sand flats the average on continuously for more than a year and transported by railroad and barge to the
depth of water was found to be little more a half. The fleet of dredges first threw up middle of the bay and placed on the line
than one foot.
a ridge of sand along the line to a height of the bridge.
In the middle of the bay a broad bed of just above high water, then worked back
The first concrete pile was driven in the
rock was discovered, the eastern half of and brought the causeways up to an eleva- bay bottom in July, 1923. In the eastern
which was covered by an overburden of tion of ten feet above mean low water, part of the bay the piles were driven
sand several feet deep. Upon this natural which is above the height of the tide of through sand to the rock. Some of these
rock foundation it was decided to erect a October 25, 1921.
piles penetrated sand to a depth of 45 f eet.
concrete bridge. This deeper water across
The causeways, which have a minimum The large quadruple pile driver placed four
the middle of the bay showed an average width of 400 feet at the base, slope very piles at a time, by use of water jets and
depth of ten and one-half feet, with a gradually from the roadmaximum depth of 23 feet at the main way in the center and
channel, wherfl the draw bridge now stands. engineers assert that the
After the ~trmistice, materials were so action of the tides and
high in price that another delay in con- waves will tend to build
struction was considered advisable. Fol- them up, rather than cut
lowing the period of expansion came the them away. The causefinancial depression when it was impossible ways have an aggregate
to finance any new project, but in the fall length of nearly three
of 1912, twenty yeats after the plan was and one-half miles, the
conceived and seven years after the first eastern causeway being
surveys were made, a determined effort was three-quarters of a mile
made to obtain the money necessary to long and the western
nearly two and one-half
build.
The initial plan for financing the project miles long. . To . make .
them, approximately
was to enlist the aid of northern capitalists.
Many propositions were considered with 2,500,000 cubic yards of
this in view and at one time it appeared sand were dredged from
as though the negotiations were closed. It the bottom of Old Tampa
was soon discovered, however, that when Bay.
The construction of
the time came to confirm tentative plans
in black and white, that Wall Street money the concrete bridge over
was a more costl7 article than preliminary the deeper water in the
East end of bridge showing street-car track imbedded in the concrete deck
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steam hammers, in a group of "bents" of
four piles, spaced five feet apart across the
width of the bridge and 24 feet apart along
the length. In the western part of the bay
where the rock bottom was not covered by
an overburden of sand, the piles were
placed in holes drilled to a depth of five
feet or more in the solid rock, guaranteeing a bridge structure which would be as
solid as the rock itself.
The placing of the piles was only the
first step in the construction of the b ~·idge.
After being placed, they were of uneven
heights and had to be cut off to the proper
level. Hand tools, air tools and explosives
were used at various stages of the work.
The r einfrocing rods in the piles were cut
with acetylene torches. Owing to the hardness of the concrete and the fact that the
work was done over water in all kinds of
weather, the cutting off operation was most
tedious work.
After the piles had been placed, aligned
and cut off, wood forms for the concrete
"caps" were clamped into place. These
caps, strengthened with reinforced steel,
bound each bent of piles into a rigid unit.
The next operation was the
placing of heavy wood and steel
forms for the concrete deck
beams and spans. These were
floated in place on barges and
raised to position by especially
designed screw-jacks. After a
large crew of carpenters had
completed assembly and made
tight the several parts of the
deck forms, an intricate n etwork
of reinforcing steel was wired
in place in the forms, around
which concrete was poured by
the large floating plant.
The weather man did everything within his power to delay
work on the concrete structure
during the winter of 1923-24.
It was one of the worst winters
Florida ever experienced. For
weeks at a time, strong Nor'westers broke over Old Tampa Bay,
making it almost impossible to
work out on the open water. One
night in March a blow came
which capsized the big floating concrete
plant in 20 feet of water. Heavily loaded
as she was with machinery, cement and
gravel, several weeks were spent in raising
the hull and re-equipping the plant for
work. In the same storm a number of
barges and motor boats were capsized or
swamped.
The con,c rete bridge, as it stands today,
is two and a half miles long and 24 feet
wide on the road surface between curbs.
Along each curb line of the bridge stand
substantial reinforced concrete railings for
the protection of vehicles. These were
completed in September, 1924. The operation consumed six months of work. There
are more than 3,500 posts and twice that
many rails.
Over the main channel near the eastern
end of the bridge stands a steel double
bascule draw bridge, with a clear opening
of 75 feet, for the passage of ships. The
draw span is electrically operated. Had it
not been for delays encountered in securing
the material for this drawbridge, the bridge
would have been opened several months
ago.
The entire length of the bridge and
causeway, nearly six miles, is to be brightly
illuminated at night by lights set at the
top of tubularsteel poles, 30 feet high, set
in bases of concrete.
At the shore end of both causeways,
large toll stations have been erected which
span a system of four feeding roads in a
manner to expidite the handling of traffic
during rush hours.

Statistics make dry reading, perhaps, but
only through figures can the magnitude of
the Gandy Bridge job be truly shown.
More than 1,600 cars of equipment and
materials were shipped into Ganbridge before the structure was completed. Here
are the quantities of some of the materials
used: 170,000 sacks of cement, 30,000 tons
of gravel, 15,000 tons of sand, 3,500 tons
of steel, 1,500,000 feet of lumber, 7,000
tons of rock, 1,125,000 brick, 75,000 feet
of elcetric cable, hundreds of thousands
of f eet of wire, 50,000 feet of water pipe,
40,000 gallons of gasoline, 30,000 gallons
of fuel oil, 2,500 tons of coal and 9,000
gallons of lubricating oil.
Gandy Bridge is built. It will be opened
to the public in a few days. No longer is
it a dream of Gandy, "the dreamer." It
is a r eality and the skeptics who said a
few short years ago that it was an impossible project are forced to admit that Gandy
was right and they were wrong. Once
again has "Dad" Gandy achieved one of his
"absurd" ideas.
The value of Gandy Bridge to Pinellas
and Hillsborough Counties already has be-

Long sand-filled causeways form the east and west
approaches to the concrete span, nearly three miles long

come apparent. Great sections of land,
once considered almost worthless, have been
opened up for development. Three years
ago, tracts of land along the Bridge route
could be purchased for even less than $25
an acre. Today, nothing can be bought
along the main highways leading to the
bridge for less than $1,000 an acre and the
better tracts are bringing many times that
price.
The sale of lots along Fourth street extension, the highway connecting St. Petersburg with the bridge, was . started more
than a year ago. At the start, good lots
could be purchased for as low as $500.
Today· nothing can be purchased along the
entire length of Fourth street for less than
$1,200 and lots at that price are few and
far between.
It is safe to say that the increase in realty
values in the sections affected by the bridge
amount to at least ten times the cost of
the entire structure.
In this connection it is interesting to note
that "Dad" Gandy has not shared in the
great profits made from the buying and
selling of this Gandy Bridge land. Better
than anyone else, he knew how great the
realty incre·a ses would be. And to him
there was not the slightest doubt but that
the bridge would be completed. But rather
than have anyone believe that he was engineering a real estate promotion, he concentrated all his efforts on the bridge itself
and left the real estate to others. As a
result, many have made fortunes and countless others have profited materially, but

Gandy so far hasn't made a cent. His
profits will come after the bridge is built,
and not before.
Gandy Bridge has already benefited
Pinellas and Hillsborough counties. And
yet it is certain that the benefits now apparent will be as nothing compared to the
benefits that are to come. When the bridge
is actually opened, and St. Petersburg and
Tampa become as one, the growth of both
cities unquestionably will be hastened. The
rush of traffic which will go over the
bridge will carry prosperity.
Pine}las County already has prepared totake full advantage of the bridge. A splen-·
did thirty-foot road, as fine as any in the•
country, is now being built to connect St.
Petersburg with the bridge. It will be completed by the time the bridge construction
is finish ed. Direct roads have also been
built from the bridge to Pinellas Pai:k and
the Gulf Beaches, and to Clearwater, the
county seat. On the Hillsborough side
there is a completed_ road connecting the
bridge with Tampa.
The time required to drive from St. Petersburg to Tampa by automobile is now
about two hours. Less than half
that time will be required after
the bridge is opened. The round
trip from one city to the other
will not take more than -half a
day, with plenty of time le'ft ovl:! r
to go shopping, take in a show,
or transact business.
St. Petersburg and Tampa
have completed plans for the
celebraJion which will mark the
formal opening of the bridge on
November 20. Governors of forty
states will be present, the event
being of such importance that
they ag:r;eed to go to the West
Coast for the sole purpose of
seeing the bridge following the
conference in Jacksonville on
November 17 and 18. The presence of the governors at the
opening will be a fitting tribute
to "Dad" Gandy, the builder.
After attending the ceremonies
and entertainments in St. Petersburg and Tampa, the executive ·
party will be conducted on a tour of Central
Florida and down the East Coast to Miami.
George S. Gandy, Jr., who has charge of
the 'construction of the bridge bearing his
father's name, recently placed a large night
force on the job in order to make certam
that the bridge would be completed in
plenty of time.
It is expected that at least ten thousand
automobiles will drive over the bridge on
the first day that it is opened to the public.
Inasmuch as the construction of the bridge
is one of Florida's greatest engineering
feats, the whole state is anxious to see it,
and it is probable that every section of the
state will be represented in the great
parade which will pass over the structure
on the opening day.
The bridge is completed in "Dad" Gandys' 73rd year. During the years which
have passed since he first advocated its
construction, his beard has whitened and
a f ew wrinkles have appeared around his
eyes, but he is a young man still. His actions are just as 'dynamic as they ever
were and few of the younger generation
have greater endurance. He even cusses
with all the fervor of youth at the only
enemie.s ~e has-~he few men who opposed ·
the bmldmg of hts dream project.
When the bridge is opened, "Dad" Gandy
will ~e the hero of the occasion. But it is
certam that he will take the plaudits
calmly-the praise will not "go to his
he!ld." For to him, the completion of the
brtd~e always has been a foregone concluswn.
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The UNSPOILED

HAMMOCK
Vade (ounty' s Unique Treasure
By STEPHEN COCHRAN SINGLETON

Rdyal Palms in the Jungle

NY proposition that has the dra~ing
po}Ver to lure 20,000 people mto
traveling forty-two miles south;yest
. of Miami in a single season IS a
propos,ti?n · tliat is worth knowing something a,bout.
It is · safe to say that there are more
people of, noted atta~nm~nts in the United
States, o~side of Miami who know about
this real
famous spot, than there are
resident · iamians who have journeyed to
this shrine of tropical vegetation.
..
South Florida, is a country of pr~vaihng
East winds. · Forest fires are responsible _for
the loss of many rare examples of tropical
scenery. So it happens that, because there
was always the Everglades to the west; and
to the east a winding depression that never
became dry, no matter how prolonged the
drouth, the -Royal Palm Hammock ha~ kept
inviolate the forms of vegetable and msect
life confided to -it in pre-historic ti~es, and
made of it a Mecca for the botamsts and
entomologists of the nation.
. It stands today to reproach us as a
memorial of the beauty that we have elsewhere ruthlessly destroyed; and . perhaps
as an inspiration to redoubled eff~rts to
preserve to posteri~y some of .the pnceless
gems that are yet m our ~eepmg.
To the women of Flonda must be <:onceded the ' hon'o r·. of having the foresight
that has saved : to us this remnant <!f
primeval forest. ·When the value of ~h.e1r
work shall be accorded its due recogmtwn
arid the park can be so policed and guarded
that it can be thrown open to the ~tude~t
of nature its usefulness and populanty w1ll
exceed that of any of the works of man
on this peninsula·.
The Royal Palm Park l~es southwes~ o~
Florida: City, forty-two miles from M1am1
over an excellent road.
.
It is a journey into prospenty. Through
lovely Coconut Grove, we take the E.a st
Dixie Highway past the Charles Deermg
estate, to the borders of that property o_f
Uncle Sam's which, the boys of the Amencan Legion insist is the proper place for
veterans with gas-racked lungs: He~e t_oo,
the Departme?t of Agri-c;olture. 1s ~egm~mg
a series of 1mportant mvestlga~wns ~nto
tropical agriculture and the LegiOn pom~s
out 'a gain that this is the ideal callmg m
which to train a man who should be out
of doors for his life's sake.
Passing through the TenaHa Ocean
Farms development, we swing to the west
and come out on the railroad at Goulds,

A
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and, passing the skeleton of the
great lumber mill, burned so recently
we realize that its passing marks the
end of lumbering as an industry, in
this section.
We have come into a land, fertile
and well protected from frost wherein
the specialty seems to be cozy, lovable little homes, every well kept line
of which bespeaks prosperity.
As we travel through Princeton, Modello
and Naranja (the Spanish word for
"orange") the spice of adventure is given
to the trip by the frequent crossing and
re-crossing of the railroad. Just why this
should be the case it is hard to say, unless
the object is to eliminate all cars that show
a tendency to stall when on a railroad
crossing.
And now we are at Homestead. If we
were to seek a phrase whereby to characterize this young city, we : would call it
"The Town With a Swimming Pool." For
built of heavy planks above the ground
level is a large tank, filled with the surplus
that is left after Key West has been supplied with water from the Homestead wells.
As we drive by a Homesteader of commanding proportions makes one fell swoop
into the tank and as she emerges we behold
all the other aquatic Homesteaders enjoying surf bathing.
We are in Florida City before we are
aware that we have left Homestead and
then we drive for miles through tall slender
pines, crossing an occasional prairie, which
before the drainage of the Everglades, was
a river in the rainy season. By these overflows the Seminole voyaged to the salt
water of ·the coast, and the shellfish that
were a welcome change of diet from the
venison and lambkins of the 'glades.
The last three or four miles of the
journey is in the 'glades; the stranger's
first impression is: "I would hate to get
lost out here~'. A broad level prairie
spreads as far as the eye can see broken
by a multituude of hammocks that were
islands when the 'glades were undrained.
They give you the impression that, if you
once did think that you were "lost," they
would each and every one look maddeningly like his fellow. A man might need a
good compass and a cool head here.
Straight to the west lies the dark green
wood extending as far as you can see toward the south. There is a new note in
the broken skyline. Here and there towers
the plumy grace of the Royal Palm; a
name that deserves to be spelled in capital
letters.
There are 4,000 acres in the park, all of
it owned by the Florida Federati9n· of
Women's Clubs. 960 acres of this was
ceded to the clubs in 1915, Mrs. Henry M.
Flagler presented the clubs with an additional 960 acres and in 1921 the . state
recognizzed the value of the care that was
exercised by . the clubs and ceded 2,080
additional acres.
The palms are the despair of the ama-

teur photographer, towering as they do to
a height of 100 feet in a jungle that defies
your . best efforts to secure visibility at a
greater distance than 20 feet.
In the dim recesses of the park are oaks
five feet in diameter, tropical orchids and
rare ferns and trees, birds, bees and butterflies of rare species. Hither come the
natuialists of the nation to observe them.
Here, on the second day of July, we
found Professor E. T. Brues, the Harvard
Zoologist, with car and camp trailer, enjoying a summer vacation in the tropics.
Armed with a butterfly net the professor was every few minutes adding to a
collection of insects that would achieve
honorable distinction in the classic halls of
Harvard University. The bugs were stuck
up, but not proud.
On the road that traversed the park
(Paradise Key, is the old name for it) is
located the Park Lodge; its wide screened
porches shaded by great trees.
The Lodge is presided over, with grace
and hospitality by the warden, Mr. W. I.
Wheelock and Mrs. Wheelock. Comfortable
rooms, meals and lunches are provided at
figures that make the word "hospitality"
appropriate, and the resultant income is
devoted to the upkeep of the park.
One of the principal objects for which
the Federated Women's Clubs are striving,
is a moat all the way around the park that
shall make this priceless possession secure
against the fire, which every year becomes
more of a menace as the 'glades are
drained.
The story of the building of the Lodge
in the days when the only route to the
park was over very sketchy corduroy roads,
is a story of pioneering days and problems.
The register on the . table in the cool
living room bears the names of many of
America's noted scientists interspersed
among the eleven thousand names that
were registered between last November
and April of this year.
One of the sources of income is the sale
of thousands of young Royal Palms, grown
from seed by Mr. Wheelock in the shade
of a large slat house.
:.
On the table of the living room is a very
complete ."Natural Histor.y of Paradise· Key
and the Nearby Everglades," by W. E.
Stafford, Economic Botanist of the U. S.
Dep't of Agriculture.
· It is Public Document No. 2508 and is
from the Smithsonian Institute Report
for 1917.
Strangers are advised to explore that
portion of the park that lies north of the
road. They may get lost for quite a while
but they cannot get lost very far. The
opportunities for getting seriously lost are
far better on the south side of the road,
where most of the four thousand acres lies.
Professor Brues was mourning the loss
of part of his cooking outfit when we were
there and had strong circumstantial evidence that tended to incriminate an unscrupulous bear that had paid a nocturnal

Above-Royal P a lm Lodge
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have been found when that original inventoi' · off the auto· camp trailer,
the soldier crab, has dragged his prized tenement from obscurity. into
the range of some naturalist's keen eyes in such jung1e paths as those
found in Royal Palm Park.

In Forest Isles. The big tree is the "Gumbo
Limbo," the wood of which is lighter than cork

visit. He was convinced that he would not
again leave off washing dishes until the next
morning, while spending a vacation in that
neighborhood.
Far more interesting
to the naturalist than
the bears ar e the
· tree snails, brilliantly
marked mollusks. In
the hieroglyphics of
their beautifully variegated bands, naturalists
read the story of the
rising and subsidence
of the continent. Some
of the most beautiful
of the extinct species
Along the Highway
from Miami

Professor Brues and the Camp the Bear Raided

As the sun sinks into the west we lurn tuwaru .
Miami inspired with two good resolves: we will come
again when we can stay longer and we will chip in
toward the cost of getting that protective moat dug
around this last of the great hammocks.
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Our Educational InstitutiOns
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EW, if any, phases of Florida's development into a great country. There is also an equal exchange of academic credits, or
commonwealth have shown more phenomenal progress than an easy transfer from one college to another on the basis of the
her educational institutions, the tremendous growth and work done by the students.
The University also has been placed on the approved list of the
service of which are indicative of the outstanding type of
Association of American Universities, the highest accrediting
citizenry of which this state justly boasts.
For more than a century Florida's school system has been in agency, so far as colleges are concerned, on the continent, it is
existence and it is similar to her history-both old and new. The stated. This is considered an extraordinary achievement in view
Seminoles, alas, were not a contributory factor. Instead of estab- of the fact that the University was established only nineteen
lishing St. Augustine as a great center of learning, the Spaniards years ago.
The University of Florida at Gainesville stands at the head of
strove for gold, although the Catholic priests conducted mission
schools. During the English occupation, the highly cultured Dr. the public school system of the state. Under the able direction of
Turnbull who was the only developer worthy of note, devoted his President Murphree, the institution offers to every Florida boy, at
talents t~ the slave driver's art, hence his colonists, the miserable a nominal cost, the opportunity to develop his g enius. Generous
Minorcans, did not have an opportunity to enjoy the advantages appropriations from the State Legislature have made possible a
highly organized group of colleges including Law. Through the
of a Florida branch of Oxford or Cambridge.
But in 1822, when the state was organized as a t erritory by College of Education, the high schools and grammar schools of
Congress, every sixteenth section of land was reserved for the the state are being supplied with efficiently trained executives and
purpose of aiding in the maintenance of schools. Florida's educa- teachers. The Colle~e of Law is bringing to the courts of Florida
men of sound JUdgment and high principles. Eng ineers who
tional system was then established.
are familiar with the . needs and opportunities of the state,
Not unlike the magic growth of Miami, the state supbecause of their training here, are devoting their energies
ported institutions of Florida, although among the youngest
to the building of a greater Florida. With the help of the
colleges in the country, have developed so rapidly and so
experts of the Agricultural College, farm ers and fru it growthoroughly broadened their sphere that they rank with the
ers of the state are combining theory with practice to the
best universities of America. That great system of educaprofit of the state and individual. The other colleges are
tion which the South gave the country through Thomas
fulfilling the objects for which they were found ed.
Jefferson's founding of the University of Virginia, has been '
The University of Florida has made rapid progress since
carried out in Florida as in other states of the Union.
her doors were open ed in 190 5. Thirteen modern, substanThe University of Florida and the Florida State College
tial buildings of brick and stone a dorn . the Univer sity
for Women are both on the approval list of the Colleges
Campus. The entire equipment has kept pace with the
and Universities of all the Southern States. They come
building program. Men of the highest professional training
in the list of fifty so listed out of a total of 220 in the South.
direct the work of various
These two state institutions of higher learning have been
depa rtments.
approved as of standard
From an enrollment of
grade and character by
136 students at the first
the Association of Colleges
ses sion (190 5-06) , th e
and Secondary Schools of
r egistration for 1923-24
the Southern States, the
has incr e a s ed to over
standardizing agency of
1,300. The students' exthe South.
p e ns e s ar e mod e rat e.
By reason of this rankThose from Florida do not
ing, students of these inpay for tuition, except
stitutions are fully accredited when they go to
$20 a semest er in the
the large and more reCollege of Law. Non-resinowned graduate and prodents pay a nominal tuiNew Administration Building- University of Florida
fessional schools of the
tion fe e of $20 a semester.
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In an athletic way the
University of Florida has
recently come into unusual prominence because
of the intersectional football games which have
been played with the
Harvard and the Army
teams. Last year the
team was one of the best
in the South and sport
writers· predict great victories for the "Gators"
in 1924.
The equipment of the
University of Florida is
one of which the people
of this •State may well
be proud. Each college
in the University is adequately housed i n a
handsome building and
the new structures now in
the course of erection will
place Gainesville among
the outstanding centers of
learning in the South.
With the state capital as a background, the
Florida State College for
Women at Tallahassee is
rendering a great service in the training
of Florida girls. Remarkable strides have
been made in Normal School and in the
School of Home Economics. The standards
of the liberal arts courses are exceptionally
high. Annually large groups of young
women of more than average ability, possessing the highest ideals, experts in their
chosen fields, and all uniting in furthering
the welfare of Florida, go out into every
part of the state from the Florida State
College for Women, to fulfill those possibilities which the Creator implanted within
them. Practically every Florida girl has the
opportunity to enjoy the advantages of
the Florida State College for Women where
she may have instruction, in her chosen
field of endeavor, equal to the best in the
country.
A vital factor in the success of a state's
educational system is the part played by
the independent colleges, founded by philanthropists or supported by the churches.
Florida's independent colleges- Rollins,
Stetson, Southern and Palmer-are assuming an important place in the education
of Florida youth, and doing a worth while
work for the Christian Education of the
state's young people. The duty of the
Christian colleges becomes eminently plain
in the face of the declaration made some
time ago by President W. 0. Thompson, of
Ohio State University, who said: "I am in
no way untrue to state institutions when
I say that in our day a boy might become
a bachelor or master in almost any .one of
the best of them, and be as ignorant of the
Bible, the moral and spiritual truth which
it r epresents and the fundamental prin-

income producing fund of
approximately one million
dollars. In addition to the
liberal arts courses, colleges of Law and Engineering are maintained
and other departments
are in the course of development so that Stetson
will serve the needs of
her constituency. Many
handsome and modern
buildings are found on
the picturesque campus
which is dotted with mosscovered oaks.
The average enrollment
of Stetson University is
500, including the academy which is maintained
in connection with the
University work.
The Methodists of Florida are developing Southern College, recently
moved from Sutherland
to Lakeland, into one of
the state's leading institutions.
An attractive
Airplane View of Rollins College, Winter Park
campus site borders Lake
Hollingsworth and handciples of religion, as if he had been edu- some stru~tures have already been erected.
cated in a non-Christian country. Who is No techmcal departments are maintained
to supply this lack if not the Christian but em:phflsis is placed upo;n the cultural
college?"
and rehg1ous tone of the mstruction ofAs the state's oldest college and as a fered. The academy which was formerly
leader in the Christian education move- maintained has been eliminated and the
ment, Rollins College, located at Winter standards made to conform with the
Park, possesses distinction. The unique Southern Association of Colleges.
location on beautiful Lake Virginia, which
I~ addition to their union support of
is the headquarters for water sports of the Rollms College, the Southern Presbyterian
state, adds an unusual charm to this form Church assists in the work of Palmer Colof "Education out of doors". Because of lege, a junior college located at DeFuniak
the climate and the related advantages, at Springs.. ~resid~nt H. A .. Love has begun
least half of the enrollment comes from h1s adm1mstrat10n and 1s engaged in a
the North.
campaign to strengthen equipment and
Although an old institution, Rollins is sphere.
small and rather prides herself on that fact.
In the past five years, public high schools
The usual A. B. and B. .S. courses are of Florida have enjoyed the greatest
offered and highly specialized departments growth of any feature of Florida education.
of Business Administration and Music are Not only have up-to-date and modernly
maintained.
equipped structures been erected all over
Rollins enjoys the advantages of Winter the state but the standards have been so
Park's literary colony and carries on her increased that these schools compare well
list of lecturers such men as Irving Bach- with those of other more highly organized
eller, Edwin Markham, Dr. Richard Burton states.
and others who spend considerable time on
A recognized need for secondary educaand about the campus in writing. Under tion in Florida is the private academy,
the leadership of President Weir, Rollins where parents from the North who spend
has recently become the object of a union the winter here may enter their children,
plan of support by the Congregational and or where students may enter for climatic
Presbyterian Churches of Florida and is reasons.
rapidly developing into one of the South's
The Cathedral School for Girls, founded
high-class small colleges.
in 1900 by the first Episcopal Bishop of
Stetson University, at DeLand, is the Southern Florida, the late Right Reverend
next oldest institution of higher education William Crane Gray, D. D., in the city of
in the state. It was founded by the famous Orlando, has become firmly established in
hat manufacturer, John B. Stetson, and is public esteem, for its efficiency and its inthe official Baptist college of Florida.
fluence for good. Its purpose is to meet
Stetson is highly endowed, possessing an the needs of girls resident in Florida and

University of Florida Buildings-Buckman Hall (left) Gymnasium (right)
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the states adjacent, and also
offer special attractions for
girls from the North whose
parents desire to have them
spend the winter in a mild
climate.
The school buildings are
grouped about Lake Eola and
the advantages of the "City
Beautiful" give a delightful
atmosphere to the school.
The Florida Military Academy, located at Magnolia
Springs just outside of Jacksonville, has, by its high
standards of excellence earned
for i~self an enviable reputation among
promment educators both of the North and
of the South. It offers all of the advantages found in the best university preparatory schools of the country, and it also
offers a course in business training for
cadets wh? will not attend college. The
Academy IS a member of the Association
of Military Colleges and Schools of the
United States.
The So_uth Florida Military Academy
was, established at Sutherland, Florida two
years ago. The old equipment of Southern
College has been modernized and the usual
military training advantages provided for.
The ~ocation is near the Gulf of Mexico.
. Miss Harris' Sc_hool at Miami is doing a
high grade work m preparing students for
college and in tutoring students from the
Nor~h who S:Pend a part of their year in
Flonda. The enrollment is limited. Miami's
many advantages serve to popularize this
school.
'·
In St. Petersburg the unique idea of an
open air school is being carried out. The
in~titution bears the name of Aitkin Open
Air School. Up to the present time elementary classes only have been conducted.
Near Ft. Myers the Captiva Island Preparatory ,School has been established for a
number of years and attracts many boys
from other states who wish to prepare for
~ollege. Out of door sp~rts are engaged
m freely.
,
•
At Madison, Florida, is located the
Florida Normal Institute
which devotes itself to the
training of teachers for the
public schools of the state.
At Montverde, in Lake
County, about forty miles
from Orlando stands the
Montverde School, a secondary school which specializes in
vocational work and requires
that each student work a part
of his or her expenses out.
The rapid growth and the addition of magnificent gifts are
tributes to the quality of in) !
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Canoeing on Lake Hollingsworth

struction and the Christian character of
the faculty.
Under the direction of the Catholic
Church, the Sacred Heart College of
Tampa and St. Leo Academy at Saint Leo,
are maintained. These schools maintain
academy subjects as well as those of an
advanced character. The ,Sacred Heart
College occupies a new and expensive
structure connected with the Sacred Heart
Church. St. Leo's is situated in the delightful hill country of Pasco County.
Convents for young women are maintained in Orlando, Key West, Tampa, Jacksonville, West Palm Beach, Fernandina

.. Water, Spo~t~ are a Great Feature at R~llins College

and .also in St. Augustine.
Fairly representative of
e:very type of existing education, the state of Florida offers to its youth and to the
sons. and d~ughters of prospective residents, increasing
advant~~es and improved oppo~tumties for the training
which every American boy
and girl should have. Back of
the . educational movement is
the Florida Education Association, · which, through the
leadership of its able secretary, Dr. ·o. I. Woodley, is 'cooperating with
Stata" Superintendent of Education W S
Caw~h?n, in bringing about bette; schooi
conditions.
Through the agency of the Florida Education Association a magazine '. the "Journal," is published monthly in the interests
of ~ducation in Florida. It is now starting
o_n ,Its second year and possesses a circulation of over 10,000 copies among Florida
teac~ers and other civic leaders. Working
und.er the mot~o that calls for an opportumty for Florida boys and girls equal to
the be~t, the force of its pages ·i s elevating
educatiOnal conditions and bringing Florida
to the front rank.
··
One of the objects toward . which '. the
Journal has been directing its energy is a
survey of the state's schools on the basis
of which improvements may be made. Related to this movement is the plan to make
possible the enactment of several laws bearing on Florida schools before the next
Legislature convenes in the spring.
As the official organ of the various ,educational institutions, from primary to college
it is bringing together the teachers and
principals from all over the state with the
result that each section is profiting by the
excellence of the other. A striking example of this cooperation was the June
issue which made a detailed study of the
Orange County system of schools.
Floridians are beginning to realize now
more than ever before that the state's future rests very largely on the
education of Florida boys and
girls. Salaries are, therefore,
being increased each year so
that the best obtainable talent
may be had and educational
advantages constantly made
better.
Possessed with these many
advantages, and assured of a
future holding forth great
promise, Florida's educational
institutions should be a source
of mucli pride to the citizens
of this state .

AS A BOY HE DREAMED
of ncASTLES IN SPAIN"
The Remarkable Story of George E. Merrick Who, at Thirty-Eight,
Has Made· His Youthful Dreams Come True
By

S

M.

SHELTON
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But in spite of Mr. Merrick's apparent of that talk," said one of Mr. Merrick's deOW a studious-minded boy with
desire to keep in the background of even parment heads. "It was positively the best
dreamy eyes, who first wanted to
be a poet and later a lawyer, turned his most important projects, every person I have ever heard. Of course, one cannot
knows that in Mr. Mer- convince another person against his will,
out to be one of Florida's master builders in his organization
bosom there beats a heart greater
especially when he has never seen Florida,
and financiers is the story of George E. rick's
Merrick of Miami and his achievements. and warmer than that of the average man or Miami, but he convinced everyone else,
and he presented a majestic appearance
The transformation of "the old Meras he stood pounding the table with his
rick homestead" into Miami's master
fists, his eyes flashing over the fact that
suburb within a period of three years,
has been somewhat of a miracle to
anyone could for a moment doubt the
those who did not know Mr. Merrick
future and present accomplishments of
and his dreams and previous accomhis beloved home city."
But the facts stand as
plishments.
Mr. Merrick devotes his entire atproof that from the start ther e had
tention to the development of Coral
been a practical ideal which gradually
Gables. He plays the game alone to
found its way into outward expression.
the. extent that he originates every idea
Mr. Merrick is less than 40 years
of Importance that is later carried out
old. In personal appearance he is a
in physical changes and enlargements·
young athlete about 20. He is a tirehe designated every park and plaza and
Jess, systematic worker capable of paypersonally names every street each one
ing strict attention to a multitude of
of which is after some reno~n ed city
details and knowing to a minute fracor personage in Old Spain. While he
tion what is being done by his assisis assisted in a ll departments by a large
tants. H e is known in Miami as a
staff of the highest salaried technical
practical business man with a mania
experts obtainable, he consults with
for hard work and a blunt dealer in
them only upon necessity. Mr. Merfacts and figures. In reality he still
rick never announces to anyone, with
maintains his boyish ideals, which
the possible exception of his confidenhave been . cultivated and developed
tial executive secretary, what he exthrough years of experience. He is
pects or intends to do. When the anstill a poet at heart, witnessed not only
nouncement comes of some new accomby the "Castle in Spain" which he has
plishment, it is always in the past tense.
transplanted to Miami, but by a small
It is something that already has been
volume of privately-printed poetry,
done and not something that he hopes
to do.
which is circulated only among a circle
of his close friends.
Coral Gables, now recognized as
He is a man who seldom appears in
America's Finest Suburb, represents at
public, and then only to announce
present a total investment exceeding
some gigantic project or to close an
$16,000,000 . The first year the propoimportant transaction. When that is
sition was handled on a local basis; the
second year on a statewide basis, and
finish ed he retires to the voluntary sel.fthe third year it reached a National
effacement which does not quite
amount to isolation, but which is his
basis, with offices shortly to be opened
on Fifth Avenue, New York, and in
characteristic attitude . He is by naleading cities of other sections.
ture a student and a thinker who has
The nucleus of this project was 160
chosen to deal in the world of actual
acres purchased by Mr. Merrick's father
affairs only as he has seen fit, but
The
only
photograph
of
George
E.
Merrick
which
ever
as a farm and homestead, which by
who has in so dealing, revealed a wonmet with his approval, and published now for the first time
gradual addition grew to be 1,600 acres
derful world of power and forethought
that those who beheld him twentyand that he possesses a wealth of friendli- at the time the subdivision was put on the
fiv e years ago as a freckle-faced boy driv- ness and kindn ess that goes a long way market, and has now reached 3,000 acres
ing a buggy hitched to a mule never toward making even the most inexperienced under development. In putting on this
thought was in him.
salesman a 100 per cent success. His sales suburb Mr. Merrick profited by his experiCoral Gables as a suburb has been under force says Mr. Merrick, if he chose to do ences as the developer and seller of other
development for three years. During the so, could sell more Jots and sell them faster Miami subdivisions, which gave him not
first two years of its history Mr. Merrick than anybody else in the r eal est:lte busi- only valuable experience, but also enough
would not allow his advertising staff to ness. His advertising staff says that Mr. capital with which to launch his ambitious
sign his name to any publicity. The selling Merrick,if he wanted to, could write a plans. He has n ever incorporated, never
was done in the name of agents, and an- better, stronger, and more appealing ad- sold stock, never taken in any partners.
nouncements were confined strictly to busi- vertisement than any of the high-priced The suburb is still backed solely by "George
ness, minus any personal element. But Mr. experts employed in that department. He E. Merrick, Owner and Developer."
Mr. Merrick was born in Springdale, Pa.,
Merrick is not camera shy. He has been can make a sales talk or fight for a principhotographed a number of times, but in ple with a force of oratory seldom heard, 1886. His father, Solomon Greasley Mereach case he has said: "Please don't use and with striking effect. This was the rick, brought his family to Miami in 1898,
this one. It is ridiculous." Lately Mr. case some time ago when, at a public gath- when it was nothing but a village. H e
Merrick saw a picture that he liked. It is ering in a Northern city, he met a man purchased a ranch eight miles from the old
reproduced with this article, the first time who had never been to Florida and who business center, choosing the site because
it has ever been published. Even then it said he did not believe Miami would amount of its elevation and coolness. The move
to Miami on the part of the family was
had to be obtained through round-about to anything.
"I wish we had the stenographic notes caused almost altogether by the poor health
channels ..

H
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of the elder Mr. Merrick,
before. With the capital
a Congregational minister.
he had accumulated and
Rev. Merrick founded the
with money borrowed from
Coconut Grove Congregainsurance companies, but
tional Church and was its
without incorporating or
pastor for many years.
taking partners, Mr. MerHis health improved raprick carried his developidly, and the farm, which
ment project along through
he named "Coral Gables,"
successive stages. An inwas developed until it becident in connection with
came one of Miami's
his financing was that he
beauty spots. Rev. Merinsured his life for $1,000,rick became the largest
000 and is one in a hunshipper of grapefruit in
dred persons in the world
Southeastern Florida.
carrying that amount.
Today Coral Gables exGeorge Merrick is pictends for several miles in
tured then as a frecklefaced, barefoot boy, who
each direction from its
thriving business center.
was sent to town every
morning with the family
It is divided into sections,
mule and cart, taking the
some for -•. commercial and
fruit and other produce to
industrial purposes, others
market and getting the
for residences.
In bemail at the postoffice. For
tween are wonderful
the long drive, which r eplazas, fountains, parks,
quired several hours begolf courses and canals,
A true Florida-Spanish type of residence on Grenada Boulevard
cause the automobile had
all beautifully landscaped.
not yet been introduced,
In making the developGeorge received as his pay an ice-cream so greatly craved. Information of all kinds, ment complete as he proceeded, Mr. Mersoda. It was his first luxury, and he still that some might think dull and uninterest- rick found it necessary to build an elaborelishes it above any other. The shy, back- ing, he devoured with an eagerness that rate bathing pool so that r esidents would
ward boy, the old-timers say, would often surprised all who knew him. It was while not have to go to the beach, several miles
sit for an hour in the rude high-chair in studying at Rollins and from a later trip away, when they desired to take a dip.
front of the soda fountain, gazing at his into Mexico and Central America that Mr. This pool is of unusual beauty, with artiown reflection and watching what, in those Merrick conceived the idea of bringing ficial cascades, water courses tumbling bedays, was considered the almost magical "Castles in Spain" down to earth and mak- tween tall palms and tangled vines, and
aptness with which the clerk mixed various ing them a reality. It was to be a matter finally the bottom of the pool itself has
kinds of soft drinks. Perhaps it was while of fifteen years, however, before he was to been tinted with every color of the rainbow,
watching the different syrups being com- realize this. His father thought he ought so that the water r eflects the rare shades.
pounded in the tall giasses that young Mer- to be a lawyer, and so the young man was
In different parts of Coral Gables varied
rick hit on the formula for his own future. sent to a New York law school. His studies forms of architecture are to be found, as it
No one will ever know.
there were interrupted by the death in 1911 is the purpose of the developer to make
every house fit perfectly into its backSeveral years later George Merrick was of the elder Mr. Merrick.
Forced by the lack of funds to abandon ground, presenting an artistic picture.
sent by his father to Rollins College at
Winter Park, Florida, where he found a the law course which he had started, young There are many variations from the pure
chance to gain the learning which his heart Merrick hastened back to Miami, took Spanish type, verging into the Italian and
full charge of his father's
grove and proceeded to
improve it. He began to
realize the possibilities of
high-class real estate developments, as Miami was
already attracting the attention of visitors and
many were predicting that
it would some day becoiue
the playground of the Nation.
His subdivisions, Riverside H eights, North Miami
Estates, South Bay. Estates and Twelfth Street
Manors, were put on successively and successfully,
and netted an honest reward in each case. Meanwhile, Miami's business
and residential center was
steadily growing in the
direction of Mr. Merrick's
home, and the idea came
to ·him : Why not make
a master suburb of Coral
Gables?
Mr. Merrick saw that in
this he could work out a
practical business proposition and at the same time
gratify his ambition to
create something of rare
beauty and worth in an
atmosphere unique in America.
He had already
emerged from his student
ways, having for several
years been developing as
an executive and financier,
and the desire to build a
city and all that goes with
it permeated him with an
ambition h ~ had never felt
Patio of Coral Gables Inn
The Bays;de Entrance
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Lookin~r

Down Le Juene Road

Moorish, and sometimes the three have
been combined, with striking effect.
An instance of the thoroughness of Mr.
Merrick is producing the true foreign atmosphere was found early in his development when architects began specifying tiled
roofs for the houses. But the tiles were
glazed in garnish shades and were quite out
of harmony with the effect intended. Mr.
Merrick declar ed then and
there that he would have no
substitutes, and that if the
old-fashioned Spanish r ed tile
could not be had in the United
States, he would send abroad
for it. This he did, and every
few months a shipload arrives
from Cuba.
There, too, it
see ms that the middle-age
method of tile-manufacture has
been lost or has been superceded, so it means that old
Spanish houses have to be purchased bodily and wrecked for
the tile roofs only, which are
brought here and put in place.
Another instance of this
same sort of careful supervision is that every house built
in Coral Gables is photographed by an expert from as
many angles as possible, to
make sure that it fulfils the
picture in Mr. Merrick's mind's
eye of what it ought to be. The pictures
are studied and occasionally there will come
an order to change the location o.f a tree
or palm, or to make a slight alteration in
the detail of a building. The pictures
which are considered the best are enlarged
and displayed, and the advertisements showing these buildings have spread the fam e of
Coral Gables and Miami throughout the
United States.
Mr. Merrick, like most other successful

Arcade Stores Facin&" Alhambra Arcade

men, likes to attribute the credit for his
accomplishments to his parents. He declares, when asked, that it was the Rev.
Solomon G. Merrick, driven from New England by the snow and pneumonia epidemic,
who really picked out the ideal spot for the
development, and who laid the foundation
for the city that was to be, starting with
a capital of less than $100 to bring from

Four Years Ago at the Beginning of the Development

the soil a living for his family, and at the
same time looking ahead and planning for
something greater and better. Rev. Merrick created streets and parks and at his
death in 1911 there was a suggestion that
some day a splendid city would be built
there. But it was then considered too far
from Miami to be practicable. The elder
Mr. Merrick passed on without seeing his
hopes realized, and when he dropped the
torch to George E . Merrick, the latter, as

Le Juene Road at Alhambra Arcade

soon as he saw the opportunity, went to
work with brain and brawn. ' In a modest
sketch which ¥r. Merrick has written for
publication, all the credit is given the elder
Mr. Merrick and practically none to himself.
What the father started the son has carried forward splendidly, making use of a
vast wealth of originality and genius which
no one suspected he possessed
until responsibility forced him
to become an executive. Now
Coral Gables and Miami touch
and what was once an intervening territory of pine woods
has been supplanted by thousands of residences. A streetcar line will soon connect Mr.
Merrick's city with the business center of Miami, and a
railroad will also supply communication with Miami and
with Lake Okeechobee within
the n ext year.
Coral Gables as it stands
today apparently is a finished
product, but anyone who believes this to be the case is apt
to be rudely jarred on an average of every thirty days, as
new announcements are made
of additions, improvements and
new departures. "What will
George Merrick do next?" has
become a standing question in and about
Miami. Other real estate operators have
learned to have confidence in his judgment,
and many a smaller operator owes a large
portion of his success by being able to
acquire something close to Mr. Merrick's
development and holding on to it.
Mr. Merrick is represented as working on
a program from five to eight years ahead
of actual conditions, and his improvements
and additions within the next year are

Sarazen and Thorn Tournament at Coral Gables
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expected to total $10,000,000.
Among the improvements will
be a $3,000,000 hotel, a college for young women, an
open-air finishing school for
boys and girls, a church costing $150,000 and a large private hospital. Golf links, a
country club, small hotel, tennis courts and bathing pool already have been provided. Mr.
Merrick has now under construction and about completed
a yacht basin, capable of harboring 25 cabin cruisers, which
will be one of the hazards on
the golf course. This is entirely landlocked and five or
six miles from Biscayne Bay,
but is connected with,.the ·Tamiami Canal and Miami 'River,
and a short cut will soon be
Every Day Hundreds Visit the Master Suburb
made to the southward connecting it with the bay by a '
Mr. Merrick insists that it was his father
more direct route. The Tamiami Canal
follows the Tamiami Trail across .the s~ate, who formu:ated the ideals which have been
and when this great all-Florida boulevard worked out in Coral Gables years later.
is completed, the canal will furnish a trans- Close associates of Mr. Merrick assert that
state waterway 50 feet wide and 13 feet whenever a new plan or idea was brought
to his att0ntion or conceived by himself,
deep.
Next month there will be presented Mr. he invariably asked the question: "Would
Merrick a handsome stone tablet by the father like it?" Upon the answer to this
city officials of Granada, ,Spain, in appre- simple query depended a great many of
ciation of his work in transplanting some the actualities of the modern suburban
of the finest type of pure Spanish architec- city.
The following tribute to the elder .Mr.
ture to the United States, and making
Coral Gables a veritable new edition of the Merrick shows the unselfish character of
beauties of Old Spain,· supplemented only . the son: "With the untiring determination
with modern improvements. This tablet of a r eal pioneE)r, heartened and buoyed by
that broad-gauge vision that was always
will be erected in Granada Plaza.
In making Coral Gables a faithful repro- his, through the hard pioneering years that
duction of the best that is to be found in were a continual unrelenting struggle, my
Old Spain and other countries on the Medi- father laid, broadly and with true empireterranean, Mr. Merrick has employed a building capacity; the far reaches and
staff of architects familiar with European foundations of that glorious embodiment of
subjects. The leading firm of consulting unrivaled beauty-achievement that is the
experts was recently sent on a long tour, Coral Gables of today.
"In every way has been proved the
during which its members spent much time
in visiting the architectural gems of the unerring rightness of his vision of the pos:
oldest Spanish cities. Not content with sibilities and future of the Coral Gables
viewing the buildings and the different de- section. He and the family found abundtails that went into them, these men photo- ant health; the quinsy and rheumatism that
graphed a great many fine specimens and had affected my parents for years absolutely faded away. Good health and prosmade sketches of others.
From this it should not be judged that perity were theirs for many years, until
Coral Gables is copied exactly from the my father finally entered into rest from
Spanish cities. The best ideas which could an unsuspected organic disease.
"His discernment of the Coral Gables
be obtained there have been brought to
Florida and subjected to careful study by . area as of unrivaled fertility and adaptleading artists and architects, with the re- ability for tropical and sub-tropical plant
sult ' that while modifications have fre- life, the years have abundantly proved.
quently been made, the type of building The first solid carload of grapefruit that
has been preserved, and numerous features was ever rolled from the Miami section was
have been added which have increa3ed the picked and loaded from groves which he
comfort of the Spanish
style houses of Coral Gables and added to their
attractiveness. In other
words, Coral Gables is
neither borrowed nor
stolen, but is the original
work of skilled craftsmen
who know how to combine
the best.
In addition to the architectural experts, there is
a large staff of landscapers
who have worked unfalteringly for three years,
with the result that not
only buildings but surroundings have been created embodying an atmosphere found nowhere else
in America. The tropical
climate and rich soil comb~ne to give quick growth
to plants and trees which
have been skillfully selected for their beauty,
attractiveness and flowering qualities.
Balboa Plaza Is Only One of Many Such Spots
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planted several years before.
"Were my father living today, I believe that, viewing
these wonderful justifications
of his discerning vision and
dreams, he might suggest as
a slogan typifying Coral Gables some such one as 'The
Suburb Where Castles in Spain
ARE MADE REAL'."
Many stories are extant of
the pluck and determination
of Mr. Merrick in carrying
forward his many business
ventures. Handicapped at first
by lack of funds at the death
of his father, he struggled for
some time. to get the affairs
of the "farm" into shape. He
was able, after devoting time
and attention, to get everything systematized -and on a
paying basis.
The success which Mr. Merrick made after he began his city-building
activities at Coral Gables, and his apparent
lavish expenditure of money in a section
once considered quite distant from Miami,
suggested to many 'investors the desirability
of opening subdivisions near Mr. Merrick.
Others not inspired by such high ideals
bought as much land as they could get near
Coral Gables and did not improve it, taking
it for granted that Mr. Merrick, in his plans
for expansion, would be compelled to buy
them out at their own price.
Recently Mr. Merrick desired to open
a new section connecting with a main
thoroughfare. The owner of certain property in between saw what he thought was
his chance to reap a big profit. Mr. Merrick, while willing to pay what the land
was worth, did not want to enrich someone
else at too great cost to himself. When
the addition was finally announced and the
main thoroughfare reached, it was found
that a system of winding streets, apparently designed for looks, led in a more
direct route towards Miami than had Mr.
Merrick built straight to the main thoroughfare as this speculator thought he
would be forced to do.
This, then, is the story of the studiousminded, poetic lad who liked to remain in
the background, and who still chooses so to
remain. He has become a leader of men
and a builder of cities by sheer power of
constructive genius, which was discovered
only when responsibility forced it upon
him. He has taken a leading part in the
affairs of his adopted city, one might
almost say against his will. But an assertion of that kind would hardly be true,
for there is no question that Mr. Merrick
has a mind of his own, and
a very well-developed and
determined one at that,
and it was a certainty t hat
sometime this spark would
be awakened. That the
man has long since passed
the stage of being merely
a student, but has become
a student, creater and developer all in one, a poet
who can handle railroads
anc! automobile lines and
build houses is quite evident to everyone.
Mr. Merrick is eternally
busy. To see him one must
jump from place to pL:.ce
just as he does. A fiveminute consultation in his
private office with his executive manager, likely
will be followed by a visit
to the golf links, an inspection · of construction
work, or a conference with
his architects. He is still
only when he sleeps.

DOG-GONE!
By TOM
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YDRASTIS PINCHBACK, a scrawny little darkey
in a loud suit far too big for him, leaned against
the flashy iront of ' a restaurant in " The Scrub",
Tampa's Darktown, and wriggled a toothpick disconsolately around in his mouth, r egarding his partner
Gabriel Moses, with a sour look the while.
'
Gabriel was as iarge as Hydrastis was small, and his
clothes, if possible, were even noisier than those of his
midget companion. Externally they looked like an exceedingly prosperous ·
pair, but in reality they
were in the depths ol'
despair, due to the
fact that they had just
spent their last dime,
and hadn't the least
idea where their next
meal was coming from.
As they lived only from
one meal to the next.
this was an extremely
serious proposition with
them.
Hydrastis really had
no use for the toothpick that lay between
his lips. All he had
ordered for supper was
one cup of coffee, and
there is little in a cup
of the brown stimulant that calls for the
use of a toothpick.
The truth of the matter was that Hydrastis
was trying to "kid" his
stomach into believing that
he had eat en a square meal;
a gnawing protest from
that important part of his
The dol' appeared to heanatomy, however, concin singing a popular song
vinced the little darkey that
and the effect was rather
it hadn't been fooled the
startlinl'.
lest bit-or bite.
Gabriel whose evening "repast" had duplicated
that of Hydrastis, also was gnawing on a toothpick.
Presently he took it from his mouth, looked sadly at
the well-chewed end, then tossed it wearily into the
street. After a moment he spoke.
"Hydrastis, whut is we go in' t' do?"
Hydrastis rolled his eyes in haunting misery, then
replied:
"It looks like we's goin' t' have t' go t' wuhk."
Gabriel's eyes flashed, and his voice took on a scornful tone.
"Ah knew it! Ah jes knew it. Heah dey's thousands o' wuhds
in de langwidge an' yo' picks out de one wuhd dat riles me mos'.
Now mah whole evenin's spoiled. Wuhk! Dat's all yo' evah think
about, 's wuhk! Why don' yo' think about somepin' original
once?"
"Yeh, an' Ah don' on'y think 'bout it," Hydrastis shot back.
"When it comes t' wuhk, Ahm de on'y one in his combination dat
evah does any."
"Yo' means wuhk wif yo' han's," Gabriel asserted, lifting and
looking at the two soft and fleshy hams that hung at the ends
of his arms. "Dey's othah kinds o' wuhk. Dey's brain wuhk, fo'
instance. Dat's de kind Ahm strong fo'. Ah nevah did like t'
wuhk wif mah han's. Dat's a sign Ah's got noble blood in me
somewhuh."
"Humf." Hydrastis sniffed. It's a sign yo' jes downright lazy.
Even ifn yo'd wuhk wif yo' brain half de time it wouldn't be 'SO
bad. But mos' o' de time yo' haid's sleepin', even when yo' is
awake."
There was scorn in Gabriel's retort.
"Now look heah, Hydrastis, yo' know dang well dat ain't de
truf. Aint Ah always seen dat yo' get plenty t' eat? Have yo'
evah gone hungry since we been pahtnehs ?"
"Ahm hungry right now," Hydrastis averred. His nostrils caught
a whiff of the pleasant odors coming from within the restaurant
and he turned almost pale. "In fac', Gabe, Ahm so hungry dat
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mah stummick thinks mah throat is done cut."
"Well," Gabriel came back hastily, in
some confusion, "not countin' dis heah time,
which has come upon us unfortunately because of disrespected circumstances, did yo'
evah go hungry befo' since yo' was with me?
Aint Ah always kept yo' filled up?"
"Yeh. Usumly wif mah own money."
Gabriel said nothing more just then, but
turned and fixed his partner with a
glittering eye before resorting to
more words.
"Hydrastis Pinchback, is yo'
deliberately seekin' a quarrel wif
me?"
"Ah aint deliberately seekin'
nuffin', 'cept somepin t' eat."
"W e1l, Ah don' know whuh yo'
is goin' t' get it. We's broke, dat's
all."
"Well, dat's plenty. It don'
take much o' dat t' plumb satisfy
me. Ah ain't no hawg."
Gabriel continued as if he had
not been interrupted.
"It's whut we gets fo' trying t'
outsmart dese heah Tampa niggahs. Dey wasn't bohn yestehday."
"No, nor on de day befo'. But
it done took all ouah money an'
two weeks t' fin' it out."
"Yeh, an' dem Cubeans, dey's even
worse dan dese heah Tampa niggahs."
"Well, Ah tol' yo' we hadn't ought t'
have no truck wif niggahs dat caint
speak good English like yo' an' me. Who
was it wanted t' go out t' Wes' Tampa
an' play dis new-fangle' game dey calls
Bolita?"
"Puts a lot o' little balls in a sack,
don' dey? An' yo' pays a dollah fo'
chances. Nen somebody grabs a ball
thoo de sack an' cuts it out, 'n' de man
dat has dat ball git& eighty-eight dollahs.
Fine game, aint it?
'Whut was it yo' called it? A lottery,
yo' says. Says dey calls it a lottery
cause yo' gits a lot fo' yo' money. Lot
we got didn't we? Ouah money jes run
away like rain watah. Ah'd ratheh shoot
craps. Dat good oi' American game is
plenty good enough fo' dis man. Yo'
got a chance t' control yo' luck den.
"Dat Bolita game is worse 'n' buyin' a pig in a poke. 'N Ah
thought dese niggahs was slow, 'n' we could hook 'em. Lawdy!"
He raised a dusky hand to his brow at the painful remer .brance.
"Well, ifn we jes had a little money an' some luck-" Gabriel
started.
"Yeh, ifn we' had some ham, we'd have some ham 'n' eggs,
ifn we had some eggs."
Gabriel again was silent for a while. Then"Well, ifn yo' is goin' t' wuhk, whut kind of a job is yo'
go in' t' get?"
"Whuh d' yo' git dat me stuff? Ah guess yo' is goin' t' wuhk,
too. Or else yo's goin' t' starve. Cause Ah'll be clanged ifn Ahm
goin' t' feed yo' any mo', Gabriel Moses."
There was undoubted finality in the manner in which the little
negro delivered this ultimatum.
"Now Hydrastis, don' git white in de eyes," Gabriel pleaded,
softening his voice to a eat's pur. "Yo' an' me's in de same
boat, so le's don' rock it. T'day's Sunday, an' de good book says
yo' mustn't wuhk on Sunday, so we won't have t' worry until
t'morrow, anyway."
"Yeh, but Ahm jes as hungry on Sunday as Ah is on Monday."
Gabriel chose to ignore this pointed comment.
"An' Ah feels dat in de meanwhile somepin' will' turn up,"
he said, but his voice lacked hope. "Ifn dat vantrillyquism trick
o' ouahs was still good, we'd be all right. But dese niggahs is so
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dahned scairt o' ghosts since ouah see-ants. "work" could have been left out of the
busted up dat we caint git any o' 'em back dictionary.
t' have de spirits tell dere fo'tunes. It's .· . ' "Yeh-Ah sees," Hydrastis admitted.
too bad, a man's got a educated voice like "Now why didn't we think of dat befo'?"
mine, and caint use it."
"Well, we didn't have to think of it
"Well, we aint goin' t' find nothin' loafin' befo'. Dat's why. Whut is it de good
in front o' dis place," Hydrastis said scorn- book says: 'De Lawd shortens de tempah
fully. He tried to let on that this idea o' de shorn lamb?' Well, ouah tempah's
grew in his own head, but in reality it shortened t' de place whuh Ah thinks up
resulted from the fact that the proprietor dis grandiloquent idea. See?"
o~ the restaurant, a large and husky indi"Uh-huh. But when ah we goin' t' staht
VIdual, had advanced to the front window
dis heah musical dawg proposition?"
and was making unmistakable signs for th~
"Right away, soon's we c'n find a place
pair to move somewhere else.
whuh we c'n put de dawg on display. We
"Le's move up de street," Hydrastis ought t' be able t' make a few dimes yet
went on, "an' see whut we c'n see."
tonight, as it aint late yet, an' all dese
Walking slowly and mournfully, they niggehs is lookin' fo' entaihtainment, an'
trudged along. Other negroes, laughing Ah bet none of 'em evah seen nuffin' as
and talking happily, flashed past them on unusual as a singin' dawn befo'."
pleasure bent; they were two rocks of sorHydrastis pondered for a time.
row jutting upward in a river of gladness
"Ah knows jes de place," he said. "Dey's
at least that was the way their predica: a little fruit stand down heah on de cohneh.
ment impressed them.
Run by a boy named Lacey Johnson. Ah
At length they came to a stop in front been talkin' t' him several times. He acts
of a music store. Idly they eyed the talk- like he's pretty good. Ah bet ifn we give
ing machines, ukeleles and other musical him a little piece o' change he'll let us
instruments exhibited at random in the exhibit de dawg dere. Besides, it'll be adwindow, whose owner had evidently made vehtisin' fo' his place. Le's go down an'
no effort at a harmonious display-letting ask him."
the instruments furnish all the harmony.
"All right, bring de dawg."
The two darkies were about to move on
"Naw, yo' bring de dawg. Yo' is a dawg
agai~, ~hen Gabriel felt something tugging
loveh, while Ah aint got no interest in 'em
at his nght trousers-leg. He glanced down. at all, 'cept from a money-makin' view"Well, looky here," he exclaimed.
point."
Hydrastis dropped his eyes. What they
Realizing it was now up to him, Gabriel
saw was an. airdale d.og; evidently· a dog of bent down, and with surprising ease coaxed
good breedmg, possibly, even, a valuable the dog, which all this time had been lookdog, but somewhat the worse for wear- ing up at him with trustful inquiring eyes,
like s~me wealthy man's child after a day into his arms. Once there, its tongue shot
spent m the company of street arabs.
out and brushed across the darkey's fac e,
"Dawg," Hydrastis said, "folks says much to Gabe's annoyance and Hydrastis'
dawgs has sense, but Ah don' believe it amusement.
now. Fo' yo' sho' picked on de las' two
"Dawgs sho' like yo', Gabe," he compussons in de world fo' assistance. Why, mented. "Now bring yo' new friend down
lissen, dawg, ifn we had a bone fit fo' a heah an' lets see ifn we caint make some
dawg t' eat, we'd eat it ouahselves."
kind of a business arrangement."
Strange to say, Gabriel, who was usually
They walked down to the corner where
quite voluble, made no comment for a Lacey Johnson's little store stood. Lacey
time. Then, after a full minute, he' broke sold everything, from barbecued sandforth.
wiches to oranges. The place was not in
"Ah got it! Ah got it!"
the least pretentious, but the partners were
Hydrastis looked up hopefully.
so desperate that they were not looking
"Whut yo' got, Gabe? Did yo' find a for anything with special ·fixings. Lacey
dime yo' didn't know yo' had?"
greeted Hydrastis rather profusely. Lacey
"Naw," Gabriel denied scornfully, as was little larger than Hydrastis; he sported
though money meant nothing to him then, a tiny mustache, and wore shell-rimmed
"Ah got an idea!"
spectacles that gave him a highly intelli"Well, ah aint so sho' dat interests me. gent appearance.
Ah caint eat ideas. An' 'sides ev'y time
"How is yo', Mistah Pinchbeck?" he inyo' gits an idea, it costs me money."
quired. "Whut can Ah do fo' yo' t'day?"
'.'Yeh, but we caint lose dis time. In de
"Ah don' want t' buy anything, dat is,
fus' place, we aint got no money, an' in de not right now," Hydrastis explained. "Meet
second place, dis is a good idea."
mah fri end, Mistah Gabriel Moses."
"All yo' ideas is good till we tries em.
Lacey extended a rather small hand,
Den dey aint always so good." Hydrastis which was completely engulfed in Gabriel's
was silent for a moment, then he demanded huge palm.
suspiciously "Has dis dawg got anything
"Pleased t' meetcha, Mistah Moses," and
t' d·o wif yo' idea?"
Lacey beamed on Gabriel as he had on Hy"W ell-yeh, he has."
drastis.
"Well, yo' know, Ah haint got much use
"We-all got a little proposition we wants
fo' yo' ideas whut's got dawgs mixed up t' put up t' yo'." Hydrastis said. Immediin 'em."
•
ately they could fe el the air grow cooler,
"Y eh, but lissen t' dis one," Gabriel and could sense Lacey's shell tightening
pleaded. "See dat phonumgraf in dis win- about him like a clam's.
dow? Well, whut says it? It shows a
"It don' involve no money," Hydrastis
dawg lissenin' t' de music. W ell, ouah hurriedly explained. "Dat is, we aint goin'
idea is goin' t' be jes de opposite o' dat. t' ask yo' t' give us no handout. We jes
We ah goin' t' have a singin' dawg. Folks'll want t' make yo' sto' headq)larters fo' us
lissen t' his music."
an' ouah famous singin' dawg."
. "Whut yo' mean, singin' dawg? Who
"Fo' yo' whut?" Lacey demimde'd, as
evah heahd o' a singin' dawg? How does though he had not heard aright.
yo' know dis heah dawg c'n sing?"
"Fo' ouah famous singin' dawg," Hy"Ah don' know he c'n sing. .He don' drastis said, r eaching out gingerly and pathave t ' sing. Has yo' fo'got ''bout mah ting the animal's back. . "Dis heah dawg
ventrillyquism, Ras? Well, Ah'll put de has quite a reppitation. He's de on'y
wuhds in de dawg's mouf. Now, aint dat dawg in de whole wide world whut can
a good idea?"
sing."
Hydrastis began to see a faint glimmer
"Does yo' mean actually sing?" Lacey
of light upon his mental horizon. Now, asked, unbelief causing a little crease to
despite all his talk to the contrary, he was appear between his eyes.
no more anxious to engage in manual labor
"Yassuh, prezactly dat, an' nuffin prethan was Gabriel, who frankly admitted vious."
·;
thf!t so far as he was concerned the word
"Well, le's heah him sing, den." · ·
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"Sho' nuff, glad t' obilge yo'," Gabriel
declared. He placed the dog on the counter in front of Lacey. The animal moved
about uneasily. Evidently he was not accustomed to lying on anything as smooth
as glass.
"Now whut song would yo' like to heah
him sing?" Gabriel asked
"Have him sing 'Louisville Lou,'" Lacey
suggested, asking for a popular "blues"
number.
"Dat's easy fo dis dawg," Gabriel commented. "He was raised on dem blues
songs."
As much to his own surprise as that of
Lacey, the dog appeared to begin singing
the popular song in a high-pitched tenor
voice. The effect was rather startling.
The canine walked around the counter, almost scared to death at the sound that
seemed to be coming from his mouth, but
which he was certain he wasn't making.
However, Gabriel kept his hand on the dog,
and finally the animal settled down on the
counter, looking quite sheepish. He seemed
to r ealize that something was being put
over on him, and appeared both hurt and
surprised. Lacey's mouth dropped open.
'Well, Ah'll be cow-kicked by a mule,"
he exclaimed. · "Ah n evah did heah tell of
nuffin' like 'at befo'.
Say, dat dawg
should be wuth a mint o' money. We'll
be takin' in mo' dimes dan de mint's got."
'Ah thought yo'd think so," Gabriel declared, his face wreathed in smiles.
"Den it's all right fo' us t' display ouah
dawg in heah, Mistah Curtin?" Hydrastis
asked. Hydrastis had had so many bad
turns of luck lately that he couldn't believe that this smile of the fickle jade was
a reality.
"Yassuh, yassuh, on'y o' co'se Ah wants
somepin' in de way o' r ent."
"We'll gib yo' t en per cent o' all we
makes," Gabriel offer ed . "How does dat
suit yo'?"
Lacey scratched his head, then smiled.
"Dat suits me fine. An' when does yo'
want t' start?"
"Right away," said Hydrastis. "Soon's
we c'n find a piece of cahdbohd t' write . a
sign on. Does yo' happen t' have anything
like dat, Mistah Curtin?"
Suddenly Lacey happened to remember
where there was such a piece of cardboard, which he produced, along with an
inch of black crayon. Hydrastis stuck his
tongue in his cheek, and worked laboriously
over the cardboard for two minutes. The
result read:
Hear the famos
Musiccle dog
Sings anything
10 cents
This sign was placed in the window,
and the trio waited anxiously. Presently
two negro es stepped from those who were
passing on the sidewalk. They came to
the' door a,nd looked in with a puzzled air.
"Is dat ·'de truf?" one of them asked,
indicating the sign.
"Sho' nuff;" Lacey responded. "Dere's
de dawg, right back of yo'-all."
"When does he sing?"
"Jes as soon as we gits a few mo' customehs," Gabriel explained!'' ~ho~e two
dimes looked more than good ' to hifu right
then.
..
'
"All right, we'll wait. W.e n evah heahd
a dawg dat could sing befo'." Each of the
pair unpocket ed a dime, which quickly
found haven in H ydrastis' eager hand.
And soon they were followed by another,
and yet another, until about twenty negroes were crowded into the little store.
Hydrastis sought Gabriel.
"Go ahead," he whispered. "Nen we
c'n eat!"
"Gib me some fruit or somepin' t' chew
while Ahm doin' mah stuff," said Gabriel.
"Den dey won't notice when Ah makes mah
lips move."
(Continued on page S4 ')'

O'er Suniland,
Sparkfing fJII(§s
and qtistening c:Bays
MIAMI to ST. PETE RSBURG
Through th e Citrus S ec tion
The City of Miami and water front on beautiful Bisca yne Bay. During
the winter season the bay is filled with yachts and speedboats and
every January the National Mid·winter Speedboat and Airplane Regatta
is held in Bi scayne Bay, with most of the fastest boats participating

These, interspersed with charming lakes and beautiful homes, combine to
make. Lake Alfred a coming city which is attracting people of wealth
and c ulture. Polk County leads all the counties of Florida in the production of citrus fruits, has more progressive cities than a ny other county,
and a creater mileage of improve d h lghways

P ark, where RoUins College is
m any lakes, t wo of which are shown above

of

(Left) Lookin g over two of St. P etersburg's subdivisions,
Brig htwa te rs and ·Shore Acres, toward a third subdivision,
the Florida Rivi era, an d the Gandy . brid geh ead, which cannot be seen in th :s photograph owing to a h aze over the
water when it w as made

Next Month:
Another page of Airplane Photograps
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VISIONARIES of ·cREATION
A SERIES of HUMAN INTEREST STORIES
of THE EMPIRE BUILDERS of FLORIDA

2-S. Davies Warfield and Charles R. Capps
HEN Florida's history is written by
the on-coming generation, the names
of S. Davies Warfield and Charles
R. Capps, President and First VicePresident respectively of the Seaboard Air Line Railway, will rank
with those of the late H. M. Flagler
and Henry B. Plant.
By the time that the fresh scars
of the cuts and the gray and yellow stretches of fill for the grade
of the Florida Western and Northern Railroad · (a Seaboard. suosidiary) have lost their glaring
starkness and become a part of the
landscape, and the thundering
trains of the Seaboard have
turned the virgin solitudes into
populous places, historians will
have attained that clear perspective that will enable them to more
fully comprehend the value and
· true significance of the vision and
foresight that prompted these two
men to open (up to the world a
n ew empire.
· ,s. Davies Warfield has done
much for the South. And to the
Seaboard Air Line Railway he has
given freely of his time, money
and influence. He has served for
· years as Chairman of the Board
of Directors and President, and
hand1ed in this capacity the relations of the road with Wall Street.
It is upon the shoulders of
Charles R. Capps, however, that
the great responsibility of building
a great system out of a number of
struggling short lines has resteg. .
A great financier once defined ·,\·
"vision" ,as :, "the ability to see
what others · do not see; to see
farther thari ·'t hey see ; and to see
BEFORE they see." Such is the
vision of Mr. Capps.
More than thirty years ago he
entered the employ of one of the
roads now making up the Seaboard
system as a clerk in its traffic department.
He had just graduated from : Roanoke College in his native state-Virginia. His
ability and vision enabled him to advance
and after he had mastered the traffic end
of the railroad business he became freight
traffic manager, then vice - president in
charge of traffic, and later executive vicepresident, making him the chief executive
of the various departments which make up
a great railroad system.
Mr. Capps has always been known in
railroad circles as a "traffic man." He
works and thinks in terms of "traffic"
which in the final analysis, makes or breaks
a railroad. His is a strong, forceful personality-one that inspires his lieutenants
and assistants all the way down the line
to the newest freight solicitor or trainman.
They all have confidence in him and put
forward their best efforts. Of such stuff
are the world's greatest generals and captains of industry made. His is a retiring
na.ture and he has never sought the limelight. Probably the photograph of him in
this article is the first that has ever appeared in any magazine. During the war
he gained much praise in railroad circles
for his work as assistant to B. L. Winchell,
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CHARLES R. CAPPS

Regional Director of all the Southeastern
roads, but of this the general public heard
nothing.
Fwrida has always loomed large in the
vision of Mr. Capps. While he was building
up traffic along the Seaboard in the four
Southern states it penetrates before it
enters Florida, he always kept in mind the
great traffic which the new-old state of
Florida would some day produce for his
road. His vision kept him always several
years ahead of development, a nd he made
a number of trips through Central and
South Florida where he found a rich rolling
country, dotted with myriad sparkling lakes
- a country as beautiful as the Berkshires.
South of it lay a prairie country in the
upper everglades-a section of silent
forests and open prairies.
In all this section there was barely
30,000 inhabitants, but the future possibilities is )Vhat spoke to Mr. Capps in t erms
of traffic. With him it is always traffic
-and then more traffic.
He began to work out plans for a crossstate road which would bring Tampa and
the East Coast within six hours of one
another and afford the first through line
from the East Coast to the large Eastern

cities-and approximately twenty - five
miles shorter.
Early in 1924, not only the Scenic Highlands, but even the prairie and Upper
Everglades country lying southeast
of Florida's Ridge Section were
electrified by the news that a new
railroad would be built immediately, wiping out the isolation that
had set at naught its wonderful
climate, its versatile soil and its
ever changing scenery.
From Coleman, the new road's
northern terminal, to Palm Beach,
its southern t erminal, every village
and hamlet took on new life and
set its cap to win by merit, location or financial bait a coveted
position on the right of way. Mass
meetings in each growing city,
preceded by feverish activity and
followed by tireless energy brought
, home to those opposing its enfranchisement the dogged determination of these people to secure
the privileges which would emanate
from the connections offered by
this subsidiary of the Seaboard.
A1l the obstacles that usually
confront a n ew railroad presented
themselves along the line, and unforeseen difficulties added to the
complications which are a regular
part of railroad construction. One
by one they were conquered, and
now, with grading, ballasting and
rail laying progressing with incredible speed, completion is close
at hand.
The N ew Year wiil
doubtlessly be ushered in 'Jry the ·
welcome whistle of a Seaboard
train on its way from the North
to Palm Beach.
World famous financiers from
the close confines of Wall Street,
whirling away from business cares
and cold weather to the balmy
playgrounds of sunny Florida;
investors whose canny eyes are
open to every new opportunity; pleasureseekers, home-seekers and developers, will
all roll smoothly through miles of orange
groves, through prosperous cities, past busy
phosphate mines, around hills whose picturesque beauty is mirrored in deep set
lakes, over countless acres of avocado and
celery lands, past truck farms and cattle
ranches. These kaleidoscopic views represent unlimited opportunities for investinvestment to the intelligent traveler.
Less than six per cent of the area in
the seven counties tributary to this new
line is now under cultivation, and less than
twenty-five per cent of the citrus trees
in these counties have come into bearing.
It is a well known railroad axiom that
freight traffic follows passenger travel, and
this case will be no exception to the rule.
Strategically located, this section of Florida
enjoys a comparative immunity from frosts,
owing partly to the fact that the prevailing
winds which come from the northwest are
tempered during their passage over the
warm waters of the Gulf. The topography
of the land, the natural air drainage
formed by the slope toward Lake Okeechobee, and the numerous lakes all insure
good frost protection.

c

Map ahowins: the Seaboard Air Line Railway's new
croas-atate line from Coleman to Palm Beach.
The
present main linea of the Seaboard from Jacksonville to
Tampa, St. Peterabur11r and Sarasota are ahown by heavy
black linea; the main line of the Atlantic Coaat Line
by a Iichter line, . and the main line of the Florida
.Eaat Coaat road by a heavy line down the East Coaat
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The rich possibilities for agriculture, horticulture;
poultry and stock raising will eventually bring industries
in their wake. Canning factories, packing-houses, stockyards and other contributing manufacturies will spring
up in answer to the demand. This spells prosperity for
the communities and tonnage for the railroads. Already
the phosphate mines and lumber have become a source
of revenue to both railroads and operators.
Citrus shipments are much larger from Polk and Highlands Counties than from any other portion of the state.
With the added shipping facilities offered by a through
line, serving communities heretofore outside the transportation limits, the incentive to plant perishable produce
will be furnished. With this stimulus, activity is apparent all along the line. Settlements are growing into
towns and towns into cities, while clearing and cultivation are in progress where but a year ago solitude
reigned.
Polk City, set in the beautiful, rolling lake country of
"Imperial Polk", has changed from a name to a town
where the rasp of the saw and the ring of the hammer
proc1aim its building program to all
within earshot. Its surrounding citrus
lands give it a "back country" that will
one day furnish tonnage and traffic that
will crowd the station being erected
there by the new road.
Auburndale, beautiful as its name,
with a citrus industry of growing proportions, gives promise of rapid growth.
It will be a junction point, and its position on two main line roads will be an
enviable one.
Winter Haven, "City of a Hundred
Lakes", lovely and gracious with the
stately dignity of years, is the largest
fruit shipping center in the state. Its
banana developments are also among the
most extensive in this section. Its position on the new railroad is a matter of
paramount importance to its shippers,
merchants and citizens in general. Its
new tourist hotel, "The Haven", of a
size and magnificence that had seemed
at the time to exceed its need, will teem
this season with the visitors who
are taking their first opportunity to travel comfortably and
conveniently through this portion of the state, hitherto almost unknown to the traveling
public.
West Lake Wales-yesterday
an exigency planned to meet
the right of way, today a junetrains from
East
meet the through trains.
It is first of all a citrus
country, though the fertile truck lands adjoining
this place will furnish
much of the tonnage to
northern points.
West Frostproof, another new town, is rapidly
changing from ·woodland
to a settled community,
with buildings in the various stages of construction.
A von Park, one of the
leading industrial cities of
Highlands County and the
Ridge, with its busy crate
mills, its canning factory,
its packing houses and its
rapidly growing business
and residential district,
will profit greatly by its
location on the through
trunk line. Likewise the
Seaboard, assured of tone:
0
nage, has chosen wisely in
p "'
directing its line of travel
through this oldest of
Highlands' cities, which is
also one of the greatest
citrus centers in the
world, having 15,000
acres of citrus fruit
planted within five miles
of its limits.
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Huge dragline machine laying culvert south of
Avon Park. (In circle) Grade and drainage ditch
through the prairie section in Highlands County.

Buckeye excavator cutting drainage ditch and
throwing up grade in one operation in Highlands County near Bassinger station .

.I.''"'

Twe : ve~hundred-foot

trestle half completed across Lake Tulane at Avon Park

Sebring, the "Central City on the Ridge",
and county seat of Highlands County, is
the tourist center of this section. Beautiful Kenilworth Lodge, with its spacious
lovely grounds, its eighteen hole golf course
and its waterfront; the Arrowhead Hotel,
catering to the sports-loving folks who
come to hunt and fish; the Santa Rosa, the
Nan-ces-o-wee and many others will welcome this opportunity for rapid, through
transportation for their guests. Since the
coming of the Seaboard, the city has
bonded for over a quarter of a million for
public improvements, now under way.
At this point the road veel'S slightly to
the east, taking a direction a little south
of east, and running over miles of prairie,
crosses the Kissimmee River into Okeechobee County, and the "Lake Okeechobee
Region". Okeechobee City, the terminal
of the Connors Highway where it meets
State Road Number Eight, is a shipping
point for the rich truck lands surrounding
it. By means of motor transportation it
will be made the shipping point over this
line of the produce raised in the celery
development at Indian Valley and the truck
and fruit lands at Fertile Valley, both in
Highlands County, on the cross-state highway.
Notwithstanding the fact that the development of Florida has made rapid strides
during the past few years, there is still
ample room for even greater development.
With a population of only slightly over a
million, its area is as large as that of New
York, Massachusetts and Rhod e Island
combined, which have an aggregate population of 15,000,000. Florida still has available for cultivation 20,000,000 acres of
unimproved land, over half of which

Steam shovel loading ballast train north of Sebring

lies in the southern part of the state.
But the Seaboard Railway does not depend entirely on the developments which
naturally follow in the wake of transportation facilities. It is starting developments
along the new line of such proportions as
have never before been attempted in the
South. Along the two-hundred and thirtyeight miles of new road it has purchased
through its development department n early
300,000 acres of land, all of which is to be
developed and colonized at once. The
greater portion of this land lies in Palm
Beach County, though a tract of 4,400
acres is situated in Highlands County. This
lies southeast of A von Park, east of Sebring and northeast of DeSoto City. Plans
are now being drawn by John Nolen, a
city planner of international fame, which
will insure this subdivision being one of
the most consistently attractive projects
ever offered, combining with its beauty the
proper r ecreative and economic require..
ments.
What this road will m ean to Central ann
South Florida, not even Mr. Warfield,
backed by his intimate knowledge of investments and returns, nor Mr. Capps with his
vision and aggression can visualize. South
Florida itself, standing on the eve of a
new era, can but dimly comprehend the
completeness of the change and the certainty of the prosperity that will follow
the shining steel rails which will connect
the bright lights of Broadway with the
palm - frin ged, moon - bathed beaches of
Florida.
Truth to t ell, the Seaboard Air Line
Railway has galvanized into attention more
than those who would benefit directly by
its extension. Bond buyers of many years'

experience were amazed when a $7,000,000
bond issue was offered to the public to
finance a new railroad in Florida nearly
250 miles in length. Though several small
branch lines have been built and one piece
of relocation completed, no important piece
of railroad has been planned or built for
fifteen years. The fact that this line was
opening up to development the last frontier
of the United States was reflected in the
speculative f eature of giving to the bondholders a participation in the profits accruing from the increase in the value of
this land, an arrangement r eminiscent of
the era of the construction of the landgrant railroads in the West, more than
fifty years ago, such as the Union Pacific,
Central Pacific and others.
A sinking fund of $210,000 a year, beginning in 1926, has been established for
the purchase or call of the bonds, which
is an unusual feature in a railroad bond
issues. To still furth er enhance its attractiveness to investors, each $1,000 bond
carries with it an ownership of ten common
shares of the Florida Land and Development Company. This company now owns
approximately 300,000 acres, purchased
with fund s advanced by the Seaboard. The
Seaboard will own as much of the authorized pref erred stock of the land 'company
as will be necessary to be sold to clear the
land purchase (deferr ed payments thereon
running ten years) and half the 140,000
shares of common. The proceeds of the
sale of the land to settlers will be devoted
first to the r etirement of the preferred
stock. Thus, half the profit on this land
will go to the bondholders. The common
shares representing the profit will be delivered when the preferred has been re-

program, running from New
tired, probably within the next
York and Washington to Florten years.
ida, with through sleeping cars
Where the early investors
from Quebec, Boston, Buffalo,
in the western railroads countCleveland, Detroit, Pittsburgh,
ed on the increase in the value
of the land grants to strengthNew York and Washington, to
Jacksonville, Tampa, St. Peten their investments, this plan
ersburg, Palm Beach and
presents to the bond buyers
Miami. The combined new
the unique opportunity of
participating directly in the
train service will cover 7,000
profits from the sale of railmiles a day.
road-controlled land holdings.
The first of these trains,
Barron's National Financial
"The Floridian", consisting of
Weekly which published an
coaches, dining cars, section,
intensive article on the Seacompartment, drawing room,
board extension, te1ls of the
~nd observ:ation cars will go
road's bid for traffic, explainmto operation November 17th.
ing concisely its financial preThe second, the "All Florida
paredness for this stroke.
Special", a fast all-Pullman
"With its strong competitor
limited train, making few
Cirde Park at Sebring, county seat of Highlands County
getting a larger share of the
stops and carrying no coaches,
traffic at Jacksonville, with
will start on the same day.
this East Coast traffic growing by leaps and Wales, and create a direct line between Both these trains make connections at
bounds as Palm Beach and Miami attract West Palm Beach and Tampa, a distance Jacksonville for points on both the East
new thousands of visitors and permanent of 183 miles. At present there is no rail and West coast.
settlers year after year, the Seaboard Air connection, nor even a completed autoThe first train to run down the new
Line recently determined on a bold move mobile road between the resorts and com- line into Palm Beach will be the "Seato get more of this traffic. The company mercial cities on the two coasts. A business board Florida Limited", leaving New York
was in good condition to take such a step. man of Tampa or St. Petersburg could on December 29th. Famous by reason of
In December last the company made a reach Palm Beach only by going north to its twenty-three years of continuous winter
final settlement with the government of Jacksonville and south on the Florida East service, this train will be ·the finest the
the claims and counter-claims arising out Coast. Most tourists visiting Florida have
of the federal-control period. Cash received confined their trips to one section or the Pullman Company produce#,': consisting of
in this settlement amounted to $3,400,000 other and not attempted to make the club cars, Seaboard dining cars, Puilman
and left the Seaboard with net working t edious 600-mile journey between the two. section, compartment, drawing room, and
''For the first time in Florida's history, observation library smoking cars. No
capital at the end of 1923 of $5,108,000.
On top of this favorable financial condition the Seaboard has provided an operating coaches will be carried on this train.
The "Seaboard Florida Limited" and the
the company has recently completed a car schedule which places the west and east
re-building program together with exten- coasts of the state only one night from "All Florida Special" will operate to the
sive purchase of equipment. Through these Eastern cities. A New Yorker can eat his end of the tourist season late in April,
expenditures, about 15,000 cars have been favorite breakfast at home one morning, while the "Floridian" will operate the year
added to the serviceable equipment of the enjoy the gastranomic delights of a "sho- around. The "Suwanee River Special",
system. As a result, hire of equipment nuff" Southern breakfast at Savannah the operated by the Southern Railway and
charges which amounted to $2,991,974 in next morning, lunch at Jacksonville, dine Seaboard between Chicago, Cleveland, Cin1922, were cut to $1,644,548 in 1923 and at Tampa, and arrive at St. Petersburg, nati and Detroit, direct to the West Coast
to $324,436 in the first quarter of this Sarasota, or Palm Beach in time to hear of ..Florida, is starting on its fourth sucyear. Largely as a result of this decrease his favorite bed-time story over the radio. cessful season.
in the hire of equipment item and the in- Boston and Jacksonville will be thirty-six
According to statistics, nearly half the
gross r evenues of the Seaboard are derived
crease in gross revenues Seaboard earned hours apart under the new schedule.
"Visitors
from
the
North,
desiring
to
taste
a surplus, after charges, of $1,394 10"00 last
from traffic originating in or destined for
year, and bids fair to earn a surplus of the delights of both ocean and gulf, with its Florida lines. This, together with the
a dash of Florida's "mountain" scenery fact that Florida is the fastest growing
$2,000,000 or more this year. · .
"With its finances thus strengthened the thrown in for a zest, may do so without state in the Uriion today, brings home the
Seaboard was able to plan an extension of the expense and inconvenience of the day realization of its importance to railroad
its lines of major importance. A new com- and a half trip. This will be reduced to prosperity. The S eaboard's contribution to
pany was formed to construct 238 miles six hours comfortable ride in a train the development of Florida will be amply
of line across Florida from Coleman, on equipped with the most modern improve- reciprocated by the tonnage and traffic
which this new territory will insure. Each,
the main line of the Seaboard, to West ments."
Three of the finest possible Pullman fast contingent upon the other's success, will
Palm Beach. This new line will also cross
the Seaboard's existing line near Lake trains are listed on the Seaboard's new reap the profits which must sm:ely follow.
,
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A cucumber farm in Sumter County, the first county the new road 'crosses.
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Sumter leads all other counties in the production of early cucumbers and wax beans
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How to Land
the

Silver Tarpon
By

JIMMIE

has a much better chanc e
of landing his fish, du e
mostly to the better material, but tarpon fi shing
like a great many othe~
things in life, has its ups
and downs and, at its best,
is mostly a case of skill
and perseverance. However, many a greenhorn
has won his way into the
hall of fame of "Fishery"
by landing the first tarpon
he became tangl e d up
with.
To begin with, get a
good rod. A good rod
isn't necessarily a thing of
many colors and costing a
hundred smackers, either.
Most any of the numerous
sporting goods stores anyThis 127 - pound tarpon was caught near Ft.
Lauderdale by a woman weighing much less
where in the vicinity of
the tarpon grounds can
sell you a good readyHE SILVER KING or Tarpon Atlan- made split bamboo or bamboo shoot wrapped
ticus, as he is called by the' scientific and strengthened with heavy linen cord
·
f ellows, has long been the idol of all glue and varnish, at prices ranging fron{
lovers of real sport. He is strong, cruel, five to twenty-five dollars. Such a rod will
and wary; cool and resourceful. He moves last a lifetime, barring accidents and prolike the flash of summer lightning. He vided that ordinary care is exercised in its
often leaps ten feet or more into the air preservation. Most of the split bamboo
trying to shake loose that terrifying little rods have a patent reel-seat of tried merit.
With the straight bamboo rod, however,
barb o f metal that threatens his very freedom and his kingship of the deep. He will the most satisfactory reel fastening is heavy
often, when hooked, rush directly at the linen or sea island cotton line, wrapped
boat from which his would-be captor fishes. around the reel-seat lugs and butt alike
It then becomes a matter of luck, whether and ~hen given several coats of good elastic
he will go under the boat, around it, or varmsh to keep off the water and salt. This
over it. Many a broken rod bears mute makes. the rod and reel practically one piece
testimony to the fact that the passage was and g1ves much more strength in an emerunder, while many an angler, scared out gency than do most of the patent reel-seats
for this sort of an outfit many of them
of ten years' growth, can ably testify to
the fact that the great Silver King leaped being highly unsatisfactory.
If possible, have the line-guides of agaclear over in a mighty effort to dislodge
the hook.
Imagine holding the business end of a
ten-ounce split bamboo rod and knowing
that there was a two-hundred pound brook
trout making about seventy knots per hour
in the general direction of Galveston,
Texas, with nothing between you and the
fish but six hundred feet of thirty-poundtest Cuttyhunk line. Hot Dog! What a kick!
Most people have the idea that tarpon
fishing is only for the select few who have
made a million in wheat, cotton, oil or
real estate. Such is not the case. The
man of average means can, with the use of
a few pointers from those already initiated,
have a goodly taste of the king of all sports
and thereby make himself famous by donating a fine specimen to the old town
library in Oshkosh, Tallapoosa, Bingville
or wherever else he may hail from.
In many cases the old story of the boy
with the bent pin, goes for the man with
the home-made tarpon outfit. The great
silver fighters are not the least bit fussy
about the sort of reel that you carry, or
the bait you use. To them, food is eats!
And a six-dollar Pfluegger surf reel shines
ju ~ t as brightly as Von Roffe's most expensive.
Of course, the man with the expensive
One day's catch near St. Peters burc by two winter vis:tors
outfit, provided he is an experienced angler,
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tine or agate. Metal guides are alright in
fresh water, but, where they are subject to
the corrosion of salt water, they soon are
eaten away and will often leave the angler
in bad shape by breaking and cutting the
line just when it is most needed. Be sure
that the rod is straight and has no sudden
crooks. Make sure that elastic varnish and
not ordinary spar varnish has been used
for finishing. Ordinary varnish will crack
when the rod bends under the strain of a
fi sh and will let the water in under the
wrapping, which is the real cause of most
rods going bad at the crucial moment.
The reel comes next.
Strength and
durability are the paramount qualities to
lo ok for. There are all sorts and shapes of
reels, made by a dozen competing firms.
Some are good and some are bad, while
some are much worse. Get a reel of as
simple construction as is possible. The
fewer working parts the better. German
silver resists the corrosion of salt water
fairly well, but a brass reel with steel
working parts, bronze gears and heavy
nickel plate will best serve its owner by
giving years of good honest service. The
P"ost common makes are: Miesselbach,
Pfluegger, Von Roffe, Heddon, Ocean Citv,
Shakespeare and South Bend. These are
all excellent reels, each having its advantages and disadvantages, but all being
easily repaired from stock parts and each
having a reputation of a reliable house
behind it. They range in cost from six to
one hundred dollars, so there is one for
practically every purse which leaves the
selection up to the buyer himself.
After the reel is made fast to the rod
get its full complement of good fresh Cuttyhunk linen line (most tarpon fishermen use
fit een to twenty-one thread line, the better sportsmen using lighter line.) Wind
this line slowly onto the reel, watching
every foot of it for a possible defect.
Then get a can of medium gun or sewing
machine oil, a pair of good cutting pliers,
a dozen Sobey tarpon hooks, and as many
heavy piano wire leaders, swivels, and keel
sinkers (a keel sinker is a flat, circular
chunk of lead that is folded over the line
and when the fish strikes the lead flies off
and releases the line from that much added
strain), a stout gaff hook and, if you contemplate trolling, several of the different
plug baits and spoon hooks made for the
purpose. You are now ready for action.
The tarpon season differs slightly with
the locality. In Miami and Key West, for
instance, the Silver King is seen nearly all
the year 'round, while he is seldom caught
along the middle East and W est Coasts
until April and from then on until September when he starts his southward roamings again. To the stranger, therefore, a
guide is quite necessary. Fl01ida is blessed
with an abundance of co·npetent tarpon
guides. Miami, Palm Beach, Key West,
Fort Myers, Sarasota, Pu;.t . Gorda, Bradentown, Pass-a-Grille, St. Pe ~ ersburg, Clearwater, Tarpon Springs and a host of smaller
places up and down both coa ;ts can furnish expert guides at a nomina: cost to the
angler. These men have spent years in
the study and chase of the Silver King and

can, as a rule, be depended upon to furnish
the novice, or the expert, with a day's
sport that will linger for many a year in his
memory.
A local guide will have to be the one to
locate the fish. It is practically an impossibility to tell where the tarpon are unless
the fisherman has spent several days on
the spot and has had a chance to study
tide, currents, wind, phases of the moon,
etc. Therefore, great dependence must be
placed upon the guide as to where the fish
are feeding and the whyfores thereof.
The writer has caught tarpon ten miles
out in the open Gulf of Mexico, he has
landed the great fighters six miles up a
river in practically fresh water in a stream
that was hardly wide enough to admit the
boat, on the flats at high tide, and in the
deep swift passes at nearly every stage of
the tide. The bait seems to vary a little
at different times of the year and in different localities also. While mullet is always a favorite, small live shiners, sand
perch up to six inches in length, squirrel
fish, grunts, .porgy, and at times cat fish
(with the spiny fins removed) are all taken
with great relish.
Artificial bait has not been used to any
great extent until the past two or three
years. Von Hoffe and several other bait
manufacturers are putting out wooden
creations at the present writing that are
designed to fool the tarpon completely,
and they do. Many a fish has made his
fatal move by trying to gather in a succulent morsel of red cedar painted nearly
all the colors of the rainbow only to find it
the meanest dose in all his piscatorial existence. These baits can be purchased at
nearly any hardware or sporting goods store
and as they are nearly all used for trolling
as is a spoon hook, the local dealer can
prescribe the bait that is productive of the
best results in his immediate locality.
Everything is now in readiness for the
great adventure. · Guide, boat, bait, tackle,
eats and all. To say nothing of the apprehensive angler, and apprehensive he will
be, whether he has caught forty tarpon or
none at all. Many an old-timer, when
feeling the first terrific strike of the day,
has been known to break out into cold
prespiration and to haYe as bad a case of
"Buck Fever" as .does the greenest of the
green.
When the fishing grounds are reached,
care should be taken to hook the bait in a
manner that will allow it to swim in its
most natural manner. It should be hooked
through both upper and lower lips, the barb
of the hook in an upright position. The
guide will tell from the locality whether
to fish deep, shallow, with lead or without.
Most anglers fish without lead when angling
over the rifts on the edge of the passes.
Of course, in deep, swift water, lead of
varying weights will have to be used.
When a tarpon strikes there is only one
thing to de. Set the hook with a hard,
strong jerk and then keep a strong pressure on the fish at all times. This is a
pretty stiff undertaking at times as the
minute Mr. Tarpon feels the prick of the
barb he is off on a wild run that terminates
in a flying leap at the end of a second or
two, during which time the fish has traveled
about three or four hundred feet. Keep
the slack out of the line. If the line becomes slack the fish gets his liberty by sudden rushes and leaps, and can do as he
pleases. The tarpon is a nervy fighter any
tinie of the day or night (moonlight fishing
for the Silver King grows in popularity each
succeeding season).
Weak-hearted people or those suffering
with nervous disorders should stay ashore
as .there are thrills galore connected with
every tarpon fishing party that has started
out since the year one. For instance:
A well-known guide, who makes his headquarters at St. Petersburg, had a party of
three elderly gentlemen in his launch fish-

For Real Sport Hire a Skiff-Your Day Will be Full of Thrills

ing for tarpon at Egmont Pass. One of
the party was rewarded with a strike almost before his line was wet. Following
the directions given by the guide, the
elderly man gave a mighty heave on the
line, with all intentions of setting the hook
and he set it, all right. That big old Silver
King made one mighty leap and landed right
amidships in the boat, knocking one of the
party into the water and scaring one of the
others so badly that he leaped overboard
after his fallen companion. The third man
grabbed a heavy monkey wrench. and
jumped onto the thrashing fish pumelling
it vigorously with the wrench. He was
immediately joined by the guide with a
heavy club used for killing sharks. The
two battled for ten or twelve minutes with
the fish, at the end of which time the interior of the boat was literally a wreck, the
motor being damaged almost beyond repair and there being several planks loosened
by the thrashing of the heavy fish aided by
various and sundry blows from the wrench
and club. Both men were badly skinned
up and the two who went overboard were
lucky enough to grab the anchor line and
haul themselves aboard with nothing worse
than a good wetting and a bad scare occasioned by the presence of several large
sharks in the vicinity attracted by the commotion.
Instances of this sort are not uncommon
so, no matter where you have fished, no
matter how much experience you may have
had with bass, pike, muskies and others, if
you have never tangled up with the great
Silver King of the Florida Keys, there is
yet to be added to your life a chapter
that is worth all of the others put together,
and a moment in your life as a sportsman
that will cause the blood to race up and
down your spine for many a long year
aft.Prward.
Tarpon are not by any means the only

game fish awaiting the sportsman. Redfish
or channel bass, robalo of from ten to
fifty pounds, large sea trout, Spanish
mackerel, kingfish, bonefish, whiting and
weakfish are caught in the passes. They
are game to the core, fast swimmers and
will furnish a day's sport that will live long
in the memory of the most fervent angler.
In the passes there is generally a swift tide
and the fishing must be done with live
shiners or sand perch of from three to
six inches in length.
Many prospective anglers think that in
order to find fish it is necessary to pay a
guide twenty-five dollars a day and get a
young yacht to carry them to and from the
fishing grounds. This is a mighty tine way
to do it, and shows evidence of wealtn, but
it can be dispensed with.
'l'o the man of average circumstances
this would seem almost prohibitive and
would limit his fishing to one or two trips
a season. There are several ways of getting around the boat and guide question.
'.L'hree or four men can join forces and
hire the same motor boat and guide, making the outlay smaller for each by a number of dollars; or they can fish from the
shores of many of the islands and keys off
both coasts. But, in the opinion of the
writer, by far the most satisfactory method
of fishing can be found at Pass-a-Grille,
Punta Gorda, Fort Myers, Key \Vest,
Miami, Ft. Lauderdale and other places by
renting a skiff and having the boatman tow
it to the fishing grounds with instructions
as to when the anglers desire to return.
The great compelling call of the fighting
denizens of the deep is calling to you,
whether you are a Yankee, Hoosier or Californian; whether you are rich or poor.
Here in Florida you can gratify your
heart's desire; here are countless millions
of the gamiest of game fish begging the
indulgence of your reel.
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Stories of Florida Success
SELECT THE WORK YOU ENJOY AND STICK TO IT
O WEST, young man, go west," said men soon were insisting that their prizes wonders to one who had been familiar only
Horace Greeley to a youth, who . be entrusted only to the skillful handling with the inhabitants of the wilds of the
sought advice regarding where lay of young Shaw. Painstaking to the mi- Northern states. Especially did the fish of
his best chances for success in these nutest detail and often working days to these tropical waters interest young Shaw.
United States. Greeley's laconic phrase r e- obtain just the right posture and expression
ferred to no particular section-j ust the for an individual specimen, Ike Shaw's The giant Tarpon or Silver King, often
vague "West."
genius was not long in becoming a much weighing two hundred pounds and with a
Were the venerable founde:r; of the New sought after service by renowned sports- length of over six feet, appealed greatly to
the youthfu l taxidermist.
York Tribune alive today and asked a men and curators.
He spent many long days studying the
similar question, his. advice would undoubtAmong the famous clients of the New
edly be more definite as to location. It England youth was John Lewis Childs, life and the habits of not only the Silver
would probably be narrowed down to one seedsman and florist of Floral Park, New King, but of the animals peculiar to the
state-Florida. He might be even more J ersey. Mr. Childs' hobby was his famous section. He studied with the patience of
precise and mention South Florida. Oppor- private collection of birds and bird's eggs. the true lover of Nature's wild creatures.
tunity and the settling of new territory go In 1898, when South Florida first began to That was in 1898.
Today, on one of the two long docks
hand in hand and South Florida is truly be popular as the sportsmen's paradise,
the Nation's last frontier-a frontier th::tt Childs visited Fort Myers and became en- that jut out into the Caloosahatchee River,
is being developed as Greeley's "West" wa~ thusiastic over the marvelous new speci- is a neat little two-story structure that has
in the early days, but a frontier with twen- mens that the tropical country around the been, for the last twenty-five years, h eadquarters for the great majority of worldtieth century magic to speed up the work city affroded. There was only one man to
famous hunters and sportsmen . who
of the modern pioneer.
have come to try their skill in the
One of the historic outposts of the
almost untouched wilds of Southwest
South Florida frontier appears on the
Florida. This little building is Ike
railway map today, as a dot at the end
Shaw's workshop. Here, under the
of a line. That dot today is the thrivskilled hands of a master craftsman.
ing city of Fort Myers-the City of
the valued prizes of these hunters and
Palms. Situated on the banks of the
fishermen have been conditioned to
maj estic Caloosahatchee River, this
grace the walls and display cases of
community is the metropolis for miles
hundreds of dens and museums throughof surrounding territory. In the water
out the country.
thereabouts, the giant Tarpon abound.
Mr. Shaw is said to have mounted
In its tropical woodlands are all kinds
more trophies brought down in the
of wild game. It is also the scene of
United States by well-known men than
one of Florida's most characteristic
any other taxidermist. There is alsuccesses.
ways a waiting list of magnificent
Fort Myers possesses three of the
specimens to be treated by him. His
most interesting citizens of the United
shop is a miniature museum; his keen
States-Thomas A. Edison, Henry Ford
mind, a vast storehouse of knowledge
and Ike Shaw. All three became resiregarding the habits and lives of his
dents of the "City of Palms" through
friends, the wild life of tropical Florida.
choice. All three have become justly
Of late years Mr. Shaw has devoted
famous for their accomplishmentsmuch time to the study of the tarpon
Edison the inventive genius, Ford the
industrial marvel and Shaw, master
and the proper mounting of this giant
taxidermist, natural history student
fish. He has invented a process of reand a nationally recognized authority
moving the grease from the specimen
on the birds, fish and mammals of
to be mounted, thereby retaining the
Florida.
brilliant natural color of the Silver
Ike Shaw was born in 1867 , in the
King, for which his work is noted.
Ike Shaw has acquired a Nation-wide reputation as a master
little town of Buckfield, Maine, near
Taxidermists and museums have ofcraftsman, and his shop in Fort Myers is a miniature museum
the more famous Poland Springs. As
fered impressive sums for the secret
a youth the wonders of Nature were
of what is known as the Shaw Process,
always of far greater interest to young Ike whom he dared trust his new found treas- but all have been refused. "It is something
than the academic lessons of the school- ures. That man was Ike Shaw.
that I worked . out after much study, and I
room. The ways and customs of the creaIn February of that year, Mr. Shaw ar- prefer that I alone possesa it," says Mr.
tures of the fields, proved far more fascinat- rived in Fort Myers on a special mission Shaw, in referring to this accomplishment.
The natural history exhibit at the South
ing to the New England lad than the man- for his famous client. He, too, was amazed
ners and customs of the ancient Romans. at the vast wealth of natural history speci- Florida Fair, held annually at Tampa, is
All of his free hours were spent with his mens that the section offered.
one that has attracted wide attention. Mr.
beloved friends, the birds and animals of
Finishing his commission for Childs, Shaw is curator of this famous display and
the woods. He would sit for hours en- Shaw found himself loath to leave the is entirely responsible for its life-like groupchanted by the sight of a bird building its tropical country that had opened to him a inv and the excellent mounting of a manest, or of a mother bear caring for her new and more fascinating study of the jority of the specimens, both birds and
cubs. He became the friend and student of things he loved. He decided to prolong his denizens of the deep.
all wild creatures.
stay for a few weeks in order that he might
This modest, unassuming man, who has
When it came time for young Ike to delve more fully into the wild life of the acquired a nation-wide reputation as an
choose his life's work, there was no ques- region.
authority and master craftsman, is a most
tion as to what it would be-he chose that
When Ike Shaw came to Fort Myers it painstaking workman, never allowing anywhich he loved and could therefore do best, was still a town of the old frontier, its main thing to leave his shop until it is up to the
entering the employ of a Buckfield taxi- street little more than a cowpath and its high standard to which he has always
dermist, who had been attracted by the chief inhabitants cattle dealers, cowboys adhered.
boy's remarkable knowledge of natural and Indians. Wild game of all kinds was
His place of business is an institution
history.
even more plentiful than now and could which few sight-seers in Fort Myers miss
It was not long before the observations be found in closer proximity to the settle- visiting and where all are made welcome.
of the youth, gained during his long tramps ment. Travel was mainly by boat, down
It is an institution of which all Florida
in the woods, began to pay rich dividends, the river and up the Gulf. It was a com- may wen be proud, for it represents the
in the remarkable aptitude h e displayed for munity close to Nature and one bound to !'uccess of one who came to the "Land of
the art of taxidermy. His specimens pos- appeal to a young and enthusiastic student Flowers" and found the work and the state
sessed a life-like quality and a sympathetic of comparative anatomy and the science of he love& the best.
handling that made them distinctive. Sports- zoology. Its tropical life opened up new
CLIFTON DUDLEY GEDDES.
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HE WON FAME BY KEEPING HIS EYES OPEN

T wo

years ago this fall a raw-boned
Union County youth of 16 stood in
front of the Navy recruiting office on
Bay Street, Jacksonville, and wistfully regarded the flamboyant red, white and blue
posters through clear brown eyes, in which
the fires of ambition burned brightly.
Every fibre in his tense, strong, young body
responded to the call of the service to
"enlist in the Navy and see the world."
Squaring his shoulders, Willis Pinkston
walked into the building and lied a little
bit about his age.
The trite old promise of the poster was
fulfilled and the Florida lad literally saw
the world. In two years he had served at
Hampton Roads, on the Battleship Delaware, the Destroyer Converse and the
Cruiser Richmond. It was on the Richmond
that Fame found him.
It was deadly cold for August-to a boy
who had lived his first sixteen years in
Florida. The temperature stood around
the freezing point and a biting wind whistled through the rigging of the crow's nest.
The Cruiser Richmond nosed her way
slowly through the brilliant cobalt waters
which caught gleams of rippling saffron
light from the port-holes. Here and there
an iceberg shoved a retrousse nose through
the choppy sea with the menacing attitude
of a rhinoceros poised for attack.
For four days the cruiser had been
scouting off the Greenland coast on lookout
for Lieut. Antonio Locatelli, daring Italian
world flier, whose plane had wrecked, leaving him and his compatriots helplessly
afloat somewhere out in the Atlantic among
those pitiless bergs. For ninety-six hours
keen-eyed sailors had fixed their intent
scrutiny upon the horizon, vainly squinting
for light of a distress signal.
It was nearly midnight on the night
of August 24 when Pinkston-now at 18
a first-class seaman and signalman-remarked to himself from the lonesome
vantage point of the crow's nest that the
climate off Cape Farewell, Greenland, was
nothing like Florida's. Young Pinkston's
reflections, however, did not divert his mind
from the business in hand and he scanned
the dark sky more eagerly than ever for a
trace of the lost birdman.
Pinkston didn't know that he was to keep
a rendezvous with Fame that night, he was
merely doing his duty. But let him tell
his own story.
"It was just about 11 :24 p. m., while I
was on watch," said Pinkston. "We'd been
cruising around for the last four days off
the Greenland coast and were at this time
about 126 miles east of Cape Farewell.
Suddenly I saw a faint green flare which
spurted into my line of vision for a split
second and then disappeared. It was so
quick that it might have been no light at
all, but merely one of those tricks a man's
eyes plays on him when he's been using
them too steadily.
"I immediately reported the occurrence
to the officer on 'deck, feeling positive that
I had really caught a signal. He refused
to believe it, but came outside and looked
for himself. In about three minutes the
aviators sent up another rocket, another
weak flash on the horizon. This time the
officer was convinced and we trained our
searchlights in the direction of the flare.
"It took us until 1 :15 in the morning
to reach the stricken plane, which was some
eighteen miles away, through the ice fields.
We arrived alongside just as the Italians
were about to abandon hope, for their clothing was soaked, their food supplies ruined
and the plane barely afloat."
When Locatelli was taken aboard the
Richmond he wanted first to know who had
sighted his distress signal. Pinkston was
presented to him as the sailor responsible

for his rescue and the man from around the
world thanked the Florida boy in the effusive, agitated manner Italians have of
expressing gratitude.
That night Pinkston went to bed with an
aviator's coat in his dunnage bag that
couldn't be bought by love nor mon~y.
Locatelli had given him his costly electricwired jacket as a token of his appreciation
for the seaman's sharp eyes. The words
of praise were still ringing in the Florida
boy's ears and he could still feel the grateful
grasp of the Italian airman as he turned
over in his bunk and drifted off to dreams
of his Florida home.
Pinkston's voyage down the coast from
Greenland was one of triumph. Full particulars of the rescue which had not been
available at first were seized upon by the
metropolitan newspapers and the modest
young sailor was interviewed and photographed by press and news reel men for
several days. He was also the object of
numbers of laudatory articles appearing in
the Boston Post, the Hearst papers and

Willis T. Pinkston, whose sharp eyesight
saved the life of the Italian world flier

numerous other dailies. Arthur Brisbane,
famous Hearst editorial writer, started a
"Pinkston Fund" to reward the hero's vigilance. Testimonials of appreciation poured
into Pinkston's mail from Italian-Americans
all over the country and many citizens of
the two countries sent checks.
Only last week the following appeared
in Mr. Brisbane's "Today" column in newspapers all over the country:
"Willis Pinkston, young American
sailor, high up on the steel mast of the
United States ship Richmond, using his
keen eyesight faithfully, saw a little
flare at sea and saved the life of the
brave Italian flier, Locatelli. Readers
of this column contributed $2,561.30
which is now deposited to Pinkston's
credit in the Bowery Savings Bank in
New York, at his request.
"A picture of the young sailor's
strong face, with details of the contributions, will be sent for publication, if
the editor chooses, to the newspapers
that helped raise the fund. The money
was deposited originally in the Banca
Commerciale Italiana in New York."
The simple "cracker" boy was lionize<i
in Boston and New York, being over-

whelmed with expressions of admiration
and friendship from hundreds of strangers
who had read of his act.
Official notice of the rescue of Locatelli
was immediately taken by Premier Mussolini, who sent, through the Italian embassy
at Washington, the following message·
"Following the news of the rescu'e of
Locatelli and his companions thanks to the
efforts of the Americ~n Na~y, I have expressed to the Amencan ambassador in
Rome the gratitude of the Royal governme;nt f.or that most noble proof of humane
sohdanty and comradeship performed by
the American forces."
'\Yillis T. Pinkston, the Florida boy who
achieved so much by keeping his eyes open
and playing the game "heads-up," as baseball men say, was born in Union County
formerly a part of Bradford, near the vii~
!age of Dukes,. a~d received his schooling
m the rural distnct where he lived. An
alert, aggressive, ambitious youngster he
~dded to his store of knowledge by h~ng
mg around the office of the country newspaper operated by Avery Powell. Feeling
that he wanted a wider view of life that
could only be gained by travel he went to
Jacksonville and enlisted in th~ Navy.
He was sent to Hampton Roads and after
completing his training subsequently served
on the Battleship Delaware and the Des~royer Converse.
On the Converse one
mght he fell fifty feet to the steel deck
below and crushed an ankle. He was on
crutches in a short time and a few weeks
later was as active as ever.
Those keen brown eyes to which Locatelli
owes his life have often been blue, for life
has been no bed of roses for Pinkston.
Always a fighter, he battled his way out
of the ranks in a remarkably brie{ time
and completed training which enables him
to rank as a seaman, first class, and a signalman. This at 18. In boyhood days around
Dukes and Lake Butler he bore the reputation of a quiet, self-reliant youngster, intent upon his own business, yet unafraid
to. declare himself if the occasion demanded.
His parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Pinkston
still reside on their little farm seven mile~
from Dukes.
Pinkston·•s vigilance almost went for
naught when Locatelli reached New York.
The distinguished airman was entering a
theater one night shortly before his departure for home when a group of antiFascist laborers attacked him. A policeman was severely wounded by stiletto
thrusts in defending the visitor from the
assault which was attributed to political
dissention among the Italians in New York.
A few days later Locatelli, heavily guarded,
set sail for Italy on one of the big liners,
being kissed good-bye at the pier by an affectionate Italian prima-donna.
W. M. WALKER.
PLAY THE GAME

By A. B. Lowe
When you're in the game, be fairPlay the game!
Bluff won't get you anywherePlay the game!
Fast and furious tho' the paceWear a smile upon your faceyou can surely win the racePlay the game !
Never quail when duty callsPlay the game!
If the burden on you fallsPlay the game!
'Tho your heart be meek and mellowNever show a tinge of yellowYou can match the other fellowPlay the game !
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HEAVEN

Such is the Name Given Florida by the Well-Known Health Specialist
T IS indeed a very easy and pleasant
task which SUNILAND has laid upon
me--that of still further eulogizing the
State which I have so recently chosen
for a burial place. I not only want to live
in Florida, but I want to die there also.
Of course I hope I shall not get kicked
over into the Real Heaven until my hundred
and forty-four years are up (it has always
been my desire to live an even "gross" of
years) so, when my allotted 5,449,420,800
heart beats are over and the old pump has
stopped, I want 'em to lay me away in South
Florida, where I still will be before the
public, for in ninety-six more years (when
my span of life is over), the whole public
will have come to South Florida to livethat is judging from the way the East,
West and North are pouring into the State,
burning the bridges behind them and forgetting the past.
Thousands have made an initial prospecting trip to Florida to see if the climate,
prosperity and health conditions were as
represented and advertised with the result
that most of them went back home, sold
out, packed up and t:eturned to South Florida as soon as posstble. Others are coming just on. "hear say" and ~ever care to
return to kiss the dear relatiVeS agam or
see their own native State.
The writer recently read a very interesting book in which the author claimed
that asthma and catarrh were greatly aggravated by the taking into the lungs of air
that was heavily loaded with carbon-monoxide gas which comes from the burning of
soft coal. He stated that in cities all winter
long, both indoors and out, that people
were breathing this gas from furnaces and
were slowly but surely undermining their
health.
I have personally examined the lungs of
people during autopsies and found great
quantities of actual hard balls of soot completely stopping up air passages·. I declare
that I do not see how the owners of these
lungs lived as long as they did; doubtless
they were shallow breathers anyway and
then to think of fully one-third or more
of the air passages of their lungs being
blocked by portions of carbon ne:;trlY the
size of peas, no wond~r they died .and
during the years of dechne were so miserable and wretched and tired.
.
The sunshine and freedom from cold m
South Florida make furnaces and soft coal
fires unnecessary, hence catarrhal and
asthmatic troubles quickly improve after
folks come to Florida. Florida is a "white
collar" state-! mean you do not have to
change collars twice a day in the winter
to look neat, like you do up North. Wherever you find a "white collar" locality you
find health for you know you are free from
breathing this most poison gas, carbon
monoxide. I cannot think of many "white
collar" states to name, can you?
I have spoken of the advantage of health
conditions in Florida in the winter, now
let us turn to health conditions in the summer-the most delightful time of all in
Florida. We all know that germs and
scavengers appear where there is filth.
There must not be much filth in South
Florida as where I live, at least (now don't
you wish I'd tell you where that is?) we
do not have flies! I have heard of many
other localities of the state that make the
same boast. When I say no flies I mean
few flies. Wouldn't you say, "no fli.es" too
if you had seen less tha~ six or eig!tt all
summer long? Well that IS my expenence,

I
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honest Injun, cross my heart and hope to
die (as all of the children used to say when
we were growing up in Indiana.)
A fly, according to a Government report
has one bad habit besides walking on our
food with his dirty f eet-namely: he vomits
every other time he eats; furth ermore, he
alternates his meals feasting on refuse one
time and on perfectly good food the next
time. Enough has been said-draw your
own conclusions. Now do you wonder why
Florida is so free from tuberculosis and
other communicable diseases? Give me a
"flyless" state for health. I can name all
the "flyless" states in the Union on the
thumb of one hand, can't you?
The large ~ t and most important organ
of the body is the skin, there being from
sixteen to eighteen square f eet of skin
surface on the average adult. There are
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seven million pores and three million sweat
glands, and also two hundred miles of
capillary blood vessels. An active and
useful skin is the greatest health asset
one can have. The active skin throws off
three times the impurities daily that the
lungs and kidneys do. Hence the necessity
of living in a climate both winter and
summer where the awful toxins of the
human body may be thrown off thus every
second of the time. Florida furnishes just
such an all year climate; and furthermore
it has the kind of soil to promote health.
It is a known fact that people live longer
in a moist climate than in a dry onestatistics prove this despite the fact that
our Colorado friends would like to have
us choose their state as a home. It is also
a known fact to students of health facts
that the combination of a rather moist atmosphere and a sandy soil enables the
human body to retain its magnetism and
electricity, while a rather moist climate
and a clay soil actually induces these life

elements to escape. Despite the careful
and scientific dietetic habits of people
living in such states as these, they are
never entirely well. They never have abundant life and they become easy prey to
tuberculosis due to the fact their very life
forc es are mementarily being abstracted
from their bodies.
Last year I spent nine months in one of
these southern clay soil, black muck states
studying health conditions and despite my
superior knowledge of how to stay well
I was the whole time not up to par and
no member of my family was well. That
state has an ideal climate but the combination of the atmosphere and soil conditions
is all wrong. I must confess I never saw
so many lazy people in my life. I got lazy
myself. I am through with that state forever; it's Florida for me.
Why not arrange your affairs and move
to South Florida for your health's sake?
If you are running a grocery, dry-goods or
hArciware store, can't you run one in Florida as well as in N ew Hampshire where the
thermometer r egistered 32 degrees below
zero last winter?
.W ho is going to sell groceries, dry-goods
and hardware to the ever increasing thousands who are moving to Florida from
every state in the Union-California included. Had you ever thought of that?
Suppose you want to quit business entirely-isn't going to Florida a better excuse than to admit that you have stuck
to your desk ten years too long and lost
your health and .had to go? Hadn't you
better make this step while you are in
health than to be whipped into it later.
Why not listen to reason? Don't say you
can't come to Florida for you can!
I've had enough of heaving ashes from
my Chicago furnace ; I am through feeding
it coal. I shall never go around again with
icles on my moustache and never again
shall I wade in snow with feet like blocks
of ice-"them days are gone forever."
One other thought and I am through.
In war time and in times of industrial
strife-coal-miners' strikes, railroad strikes
or general upheaval-where could one be
more happy, contented, and independent
than in South Florida? Here coal is not a
necessity and food is everywhere at hand
in the form of fresh vegetables, poultry,
oranges, grapefruit, pineapples, coconuts,
strawberries, and the lakes and streams
are teeming with fish.
Now folks, don't put off starting Heavenward till you are so old and decrepit that
you can hardly walk-come before you
get old-come while you still enjoy frolicking for that's what we do here in Florida
-just play and have a good time. Even
our work in this Suniland, where we are
continually meeting newcomers from so
many states, is a joy to us. The continued
touch with new people makes our tasks
easier.
Florida is the playground of our nation
and you should be here to get into some
of the games. Life is too serious not to
have some time to play after you have
become grown up. Life is indeed so short
that when there is a spot on earth like
South Florida, where there are so many
beauties and so much happiness, why spend
your life amidst unpleasant surroundings
where so many people are disgruntled and
discouraged. Can you answer me? How
do you expect to get to Heaven without
first entering the ANTE-ROOM-THAT,
FOLKS, IS SOUTH FLORIDA.

Florida At Its Best
HERE is very little need nowadays of trying to
.lure
1beauty,
the motorist to Miami with stories of its
tropical scenery, good roads, charming winter
climate, outdoor sports, and other winter delights.
There are not many who have cars and the time for
touring who have not already spent at least a part
of the winter season in Miami.
But this year there are better reasons than ever for
your trip : Miami with its rapid growth has more attractions-more golf courses, hotels, fine apartments,
golf tournaments, horse racing, yachting, fishing, and
bathing-and all of the other things that go with
enjoyable outdoor winter sport.
Motoring at Coral Gables is also a favorite pastime.
You will be quite well acquainted with this beautiful

property before reaching Miami. The signboards
that greet you frequently along the way will arouse
your interest and create an irresistible desire to visit
Coral Gables as soon as possible.
Coral Gables is Miami's most beautiful suburb. Thi.s
winter it will have two fine golf courses, two Country
Club3, two hotels, open-air bathing in a $200,000
Venetian Pool, and dancing every evening with Jan
Garber's Victor Band.
Ther e is no suburban property in the entire South
which hoias so much in charm and beauty, so many
dedghtful boulevards and avenues, and so much in
varied amusements for the motorist.
You will not see Florida-or even Miami-at its best
until you have seen and enjoyed the beauty of Coral
Gables.

E:DRAL &ABLES
Aiam/:S Jlfas!er Su!Jurb
GEORGE E. MERRICK, Owner
Executive Offices: 158 East Flagler St., Miami
Florida Offices: Jacksonville,
West Palm Beach, Daytona, Orlando,
Tampa, St. Petersburg, Sanford, Lakeland, DeLand, Eustis
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Tallahassee Prepares for Centennial
By
LORIDA under five flags will be the
motive of the Florida Centennial Celebration to be held in Tallahassee,
from November 9-15. One hundred years
ago, the first state congress was assembled
by Governor Duval in a log cabin on the
southeast corner of the present Capitol
square, and this event is to be commemorated in a fitting birthday party which will
draw visitors from all parts of Florida and
the Southland.
Florida, while in truth one of the
younger states of the Union, being admitted in 1845, has had a colorful history
and Tallahassee has had an important part
in this romantic background of the commonwealth. By r eason of being the capital,
because it is centrally located geographically, and because of its prominence in the
state's history, it is logical that the state's
one hundredth birthday cake should be cut
in this city.
Ceded by Spain in 1819, the first meetings of the t erritorial congr ess in Florida
were divided, one session for the ea st ern
part being held in St. Augustine, that for
the western part at P ensacola. The incongruity of this arrangement if Florida
was to continue as a single unit was soon
apparent and commissioners from both
P ensacola and St. Augustine wer·e selected
to choose a permanent capital accessible
from all parts of the public domain.
On a high cliff overlooking Lake Lafayette some five miles from the present city,
Commissioners Simmons and Williams met
the Indians of this r egion and announced
that they had chosen the r ed clay hills of
Leon County as the site of the seat of
government. In 1824 the r egion they selected was surveyed and a cabin built.
Other cabins sprang up a bout this crude
statehouse and Tallahassee came into being.
H er e on November 8, 1824 thirteen men,
formin g the first united t erritorial assembly, met, heard the governor's address and
enacted laws.
One of the interesting f eatures of the
celebration is a reproduction of the original
Capitol on the exact sit e where it stood
one hundred years ago. The log structure
will be true to the plans of its builders of
another century. It will be u sed as a
r egistration and information headquarters
during the celebration.
All about Tallahassee are recollections of
the past when the green and yellow banner
cf Spain and the fleur-de-lys of France
flew over the palmettos and live oaks of
Florida. Tradition has it that the very spot
where Simmons and Williams met Enemathla, the fi ery Indian chieft ain and his
men, was a favorite camping ground for the
bearded pioneers of De Soto and Menendez.
More tang ible than these legends are the
ruins of Fort San Luis and St. Marks, all
points of inter est which cent ennial visitors
will wish to see.
South of the city, between Tallahassee
and the Gulf, where the St. Marks river
passes under a natural bridge, the State
legislature has erected a handsome monument in honor of the old men and college
students who repulsed an attack by F ederal
forc es during the War of Secession and
thereby saved T allahassee from capture.
Florida's capital has the distinction of being
the only state capital unoccupied by Northern troops. Traces of the old earthworks
are still visible and patriotic societies have
erected other commemorative tablets near
the spot.
The St. Marks Railroad, the first rai lway
in Florida and the third built in the United
States, is still in operation and r ecalls the
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days when Tallahassee and its port, St.
Marks, was one of the greatest cotton cent ers of the world. A locality so rich in
tradition offers much for the visitor interest ed in the passed glories of the Old South
and its bright prospects for a rich and
happy future.
In the Episcopal cemet ery lie the remains
of a nephew of the gr eat Napoleon and a
grandniece of George Washington, the
prince and princess Achille Murat, two of
the long list of distinguished people who
have made this city their home.
So much for the historical background
against which the centennial celebration
will be set. It will be graphically embodied
in a pageant to be produced by the students
of the Florida State ·college for Women on
the beautiful campus of that famous institution under the direction of Miss Mary
Hollingsworth, professor of dramatic art.
The pageant is f rom the pen of Reinette
Gamble Long, the nom de plume of Mrs.
R. L. Hunt, a great g-randaughter of Governor Richard Keith Call, a close friend of
Andrew Jackson, who built the St. Marks
Railroad and who also built in 1836, the
picturesque Southern home where, Mrs.
Hunt now lives.
The five-flag motive will be marked in
the pageant- Florida under Spain. France,
England, the Confederacy and the Stars
and Stripes. each being the subject of a
griouing episode. Mrs . Hunt, a writer and
nainter of not e and an authoritv on early
Florida history, has built a splendid production which will be g iven to the public on
an elaborate scale.
Parades, football games between college
teams of national prominence, exhibits of
art showing the effect of the various nations on the art of the state , military exhibitions, athletic contests which will constitute a veritable "Florida Olympic", water
carnivals and scores of other entertaining
divertisements are being plann ed.
All Florida manufacturers and all Florid a
growers are being asked t o make exhibits
and every county in the st at e is expected

to have r epresentation in a variety of ways.
Twenty-two committees are actively engaged in preparing plans, data and in carrying out arrangements for the event. These
are under the leadershio of the executive
committee which is headed by Capt. R. A.
Gray.
Appreciating that the Florida Centennial
Celebration was an occasion much larger
and more important than a mer e fair or
carnival, the Inter-Ocean Syndicate of
Chicago, one of the oldest and best known
publicity organizations in the United Sta t es,
was r etained to give Tallahassee and the
centennial a place in the national limelight. As a r esult, the centennial is being
made known to all the nation.
In the same way, Ellwood Dillin, president of the Atlantic Amusement Co . of
Chicago, was retained as director-in-chief
of the celebration. Mr. Dillin, a veteran
of the amusement industry and well known
in Florida where he has staged a large
number of pageants, carnivals and festivals,
has assumed full control and is personally
directing a large force of float builders,
costumers · and t echnicians in preparing
Tallahassee to be host to t ens of thousands.
The housing problem will b e settled by
establishing both Pullman and t ent cities
during the week of November 9-1 5 and by
the citizens throwing open their homes to
the throngs of visitors.
The location of the capital on the Dixi"'
Highway, the Old Spanish Trails and the
North and South National Bee Line insures
a monst er attendance of automobile touri sts
from the North and West . Special rates
are being made on a ll Southern railroad
lines and the entire st a t e is cooperating
heartily in supporting the celebration.
It is ind eed an " All Florida" birthdav
and all Florida is rising to the occasion
with commendable enthusiasm. It will,
without doubt, be one of the largest events
of its kind ever held in the state, and alr eady Florida's scatter ed sons a nd daught ers, wher ever they may be, ar e planning
to r eturn for the holiday.

Spanish Garden on Clear water Bay

Exceptional Opportunity Open For
Life Insurance Men
The Florida of today offers a wonderful field for the sale
of life insurance.

The prosperous condition of this state

together with its phenomenal growth creates an exceptional opportunity for the building of a life insurance
agency. A connection with this fast growing and progres~
sive Company, which has the backing and support of the
most influential men in the State of Florida, is an oppor~
tunity worthy of the most careful consideration.

If you

live in Florida today, or intend to move to Florida and
enter the insurance business, a contract with this Com~
pany will prove your most valuable asset.
Full particulars can be secured by addressing:
SUMTER L. LOWRY,

Jr.

President.

DUNCAN B. CURRY
Gen. Sales Manager.

Victory National Life Insurance Co.
TAMPA, FLORIDA
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MUNICIPAL IMPROVEMENTS
Take the Florida cities which are
progressing most rapidly-the cities
in which there are the greatest evidences of growth and attendant
prosperity-and you will find communities which are indulging in what
advocates of rigid economy would
be inclined to term "wild extravagances" as expressed in their publicity budgets and their budgets
covering the cost of municipal improvements. But the money thu1<
spent is making these progressive
cities more comfortable, more beautiful, and therefore more attractive
to prospective residents. The result
is that people of ample means flock
to such progressive cities to enjoy
their comforts, their beauties and
their attractions. The city or community which does not r ecognize this
fact is more than likely to be left
behind in the rapid development of
Florida.
AUBURNDALE-Money on an issue of
$290,000 worth of bonds for street improvements, waterworks and sewer extensions, is expected to be received within the
next few weeks, thus making it possible to
begin work immediately on the improvements which should make this city one of
the best paved municipalities in Florida.
KISSIMMEE-A bond issue of $350,000 for improving the streets of this city
and extending the sewer system was carried by the freeholders of Kissimmee by
a large majority.
FORT PIERCE-Work is expected to begin within the n ext few days on the municipal improvements, aggregating $500,000
made up as follows: Water filtration plant
and pumping station, $125,000; sewer extension, $100,000; viaducts over or under
railroad, $35,000; concrete bridge over
canal, $25,000; street paving, $75,000;
municipal park, $40,000; fire station, $10,000 ; city hall, $50,000; municipal docks,
$20,000; and seawall, $20,000.
FORT MEADE-The half million dollar
bond issue for Special Road and Bridge District No. 2, was passed with only 66 votes
in opposition. The money will be utilized
to construct about 40 miles of modern
hard surfaced road which will lessen the
distance between Tampa, Fort Meade, A von
Park and Sebring.
SEBRING--Work is expected to begin
soon on the municipal improvements covered in the $300,000 bond issue voted 60
days ago. Surveys and specifications for
the golf course and recreation park have
b.een completed to faci.itate rapid constructiOn so they may be ready for next winter's
visitors. Other improvements are a municipal pier and light, water and sewer
extensions .
. KEY WEST-This city is consid ering
Itself exceedingly fortunate in marketing
its r ecent $60,000 bond issue to R. M.
Grant & Co., of New York, at 105.83,
which price is much better than the $200,000 issue sold last year at 103.50.
WEST PALM BEACH-"Westport" has
been selected by E. J. Hess of West Palm
Beach as the name of the townsite he is
laying out at the bend of the West Palm
Beach canal 19 miles east of Canal Point
and 22 miles west of West Palm Beach.
The site is on two navigable canals-West
Palm Beach canal and the "cross" canalat the point where they meet, with the
Conners highway on the north and the
Belle Glade road on the south. It is on the
muck soil side of "the edge of the Glades,"
in a locality where there is prospect of
much settlemer.t next winter.
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OLDSMAR-Construction of the Hotel
Lafayette, $1,000,000 hostelry, will be
started, it has been announced by Charles
P. Bland, president of the Oldsmar Land
Development, and Harry E. Prettyman,
head of the sales organization, as soon as
engineering plans are received here. The
site was cleared several months ago and
all :preliminary preparations were made for
begmning work. The hotel will fac e the
Bay and will be reached by the Lafayette
Boulevard , now being paved. Much work
has already been done on the 18-hole golf
course adj oining the hotel grounds and the
work will be continued so that the co u r ~':!
will be r eady when the first unit of the
hotel is completed.

N EvV INDUSTRIES
MIAMI-Thomas de Pamphilis, of Coral
Gables, has organized the Florida Silk
Producing Company with $250,000 capital
to set mulberry trees on 120 acres of land
and establish at Coral Gables a plant for
2,800 trays of silk worms. The company
will also establish stations throughout Florida where silk-worm eggs will be supplied
to feed on worms and mature mulberry
trees. The operations of this concern will
be watched closely by many interests as the
successful production or raw silk in Florida
would mean another great industry for the
state.
TAMPA-Plans by the Deep Sea Canning
Company to erect a large canning plant
here for the manufacture of fish chowder
and other sea food products are well under
way. U. J. Marshburn, of Tampa, who
heads the company, has been conducting
experiments for the last two years at a
small plant o:ri Anna Maria Key where he
perfected a process for combining sea fish
and vegetables into a chowder that can be
canned and transported throughout the
world, keeping for an indefinite length of
time as fresh as when first placed in the
can. Stores in Bradentown, Palmetto and
other nearby towns, at which the new
product was tried out, report ready sales
and many repeat orders from customers

who are recommending the product in the
highest terms. Machinery and equipment
will be installed in the plant for the production of 15,000 cans of chowder per
week at the start.
LEESBURG--The Florida Moss Products
Company here is again expanding its plant
to take care of increasing business. This
concern was started tJ,_ee years ago with
a small capital and has been increased from
time to time until it now has a capital stock
of $150,000. It is one of the most important factors in the industrial life of
Lake and Sumter counties, paying out from
$10,000 to $15,000 a month for green moss
throughout the summer. Additional machinery will take care of the increased demand for its product. Formerly the company sold most of the balled moss to
furniture factories but now it is supplying
automobile manufacturer s exclusively.
CLEARWATER- The Florida Citrus
Canning Company will erect a large plant
here at once for canning grapefruit under
the Langley patented process. This company has been successfully operating a
small plant at Sarasota and their success
with that plant encouraged them to build
a large plant here. In the Langley process
the fruit is not cooked, but pasteurized by
heating to about 150 degrees and holding
at this t emperature for a fixed length of
time. In this way the flavor is not altered,
the natural tang of the grapefruit being
r etained. No sugar is used at the time of
canning but is supplied the same as on
fr esh fruit at the time of eating. The
capacity of the plant will be 18,000 cans
per day.
WINTER HAVEN-The first glove and
apron factory in Florida has been established her e by E. D. Priest. For the present
only one style of canton flannel glove and
a fruit picker's apron will be manufactured.
Later additional machinery will be installed
and various styles of gloves, aprons and
other products will be turned out.
ST. PETERSBURG--The Crystal Ice
Plant, erected by C. D. and 0. J. Wood,
of Graham, Texas, at a cost of approximately $200,000 has started operations and
is now helping supply tl-.e needs of this
city. The Wood Brothers searched the
Southeastern States for some months before
they selected St. Petersburg. as the best
location tor their new plant, which has a
capacity of 70 tons daily. Thirty men and
eight delivery wagons are employed. The
slogan selected by the Wood Brothers is:
"We Freeze to Please".

A Picturesque Spot Amon• the Lakes in Lake County

HIALEAH

"The Fastest G rowing Suburban Town in Florida"

Th e Administra t ion Build ~ n z ~f th e Curtiss-Bright Pro perties at

H ia lea h

Winter Sporting Center of the United States
A handsomely illustrated booklet sent free on request.

CURTISS-BRIGHT COMPANY
Hialeah, Miami, Florida.
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Geo. T. Pinder
5 1 1 Cleveland St.

C learwater, Florida

Bobbitt & Keppie
REAL ESTATE
and RENTALS
Ten years in Clearwater

Real Estate, Rentals, Loans,
and Investments

Specialist in Orange Groves
and Acreage
A ll inqumes will receive our prompt and car efu l attention .

If its a house, vacant lots, groves or acreage,
I h ave it.

Write or wire me for any information

'!

References: Bank o f Clearwater; Guarantee
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.;

Title & Trust Co.

I

desired , a nd receive an immediate reply.

I

CLEARWATER, FLORIDA
SERVICE MY MOTTO.
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THE VALUE AND USES OF CITRUS FRUITS
N NOVEMBER comes the most distinctively American of the year's feastilThanksgiving-and in Florirla we have
more reason for thankfulness this
month and every other month than the
people of any other state in the Union.
Our wonderful climate affords not only
comfort and beauty, but gives the perfection of citrus fruits, and they, in turn,
furnish-as storage batteries of sunshine
and vitality-the priceless possession,
health, which means happiness and true
wealth.
Although we have this constant cause
for thankfulness, even in Florida we do not
use enough oranges and grapefruit. They
with our climate make more remarkable
cures than any medicines, but this is not
always recognized since they cure somt"times partly through mental channels, into
which, as well as into the body they pour
sunshine. So before discussing the details of the Thanksgiving dinner let us
think a moment more about the benefits
of Florida citrus fruits, and, not waiting
for January first, make one of the best
resolutions we could possibly registerto use more oranges and grapefruit than
ever before.
This month we shall particularly consider the orange as a cause for daily
Thanksgiving and as a food. With the
orange, as with the grapefruit, it is
better to eat it uncooked or to simply
drink its fresh juice. It has been proven
by experiments at our ,s tate College for
Women, at Tallahassee, as well as at
other colleges, that children increase in
weight more rapidly and substantially
on orange-juice than even on milk. And
for adults there is nothing which can
take the place of thoroughly ripened
oranges in the diet.
Numerous suggestions are being made
for the shipment and use of fruit too
ripe for shipment, which should be considered and followed whenever possible. This
fruit should be bought at wholesale and
served to school children at the many
schools where noon-day meals are now prepared for them. And, even if they have
not full-fledged lunch opportunities, they
should have and might have oranges served
them. For the hea1th of our Florida children this should be done and, for the
benefit of the community and state thi~
should be urged, from an economic 01
financial standpoint. Because, while it is
right that we should advertise the wholesomeness of our oranges for the benefit of
those who need them in other states, it is
of the most vital importance that we interest our own communities in the use of
fruit which cannot be shipped and I urge
every reader to take this matter up at once
with the proper authorities in their communities.
Children do not need to be urged to do
their part. They love sweet drinks and
are extravagantly fond of ices-the simole
juice, merely cooled or frozen into orangeice, proves both popular and hea.thful. I
cannot understand why school authorities
and mothers do not consider our Florida
oranges more seriously from a health
standpoint and I cannot understand why,
from an economic stanclpoint and the ad-
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vertising point of view, our local Chambers
of Commerce do not have committees to
see that hotels and restaurants serve Florida citrus fruits not only temptingly and
daily but in abundance, and generous portions at a reasonable price. It is enough to
cause wonder, if not disgust, at the absurdly small portions which are served at
many Florida hotels and restaurants, at
their lack of variety and attractiveness and
their fabulous price. This is a matter which
the Chambers of Commerce and the
Women's Clubs, have an opportunity to
rectify if they have the proper community
and Civic pride and a high ideal of what
true service to mankind means, since our
Florida fruits stand for health.
For the festival dinner of November,
turkey of course is first thought of but
g uinea-fowl, duck, chicken or goose are
delightful substitutes.
If one is fortunate
enough to have game
it may make for a special feeling of thankfuln ess, yet one may

Grapefruit" and are suggestions for the
whole month and year.
Sealdsweet Orange Soup
(four portions)

*

1% cups orange juice
1
cups boiling water
2 'h tbsp. sago or tapioca
'4. tsp. salt- sugar
Add salt and sago to boilnig water; cook till
clear; add juice; sweeten to taste. After heatin~
juice do not boil; merely heat through.
Sealdsweet Orange Julep
1
quart orange juice
sprigs of mint
1 'h cups chopped mint
1 cup sugar
1
pint charged water ice
juice six limes
Mix fruit juices and sugar with chopped mint
and let stand on ice one hour. Add charged water;
pour into glasses half-filled with ice ; place a s prig
of mint in each g lass and serve at once.
Sealdsweet Orange and Persimmon Cup
2
cups orange pulp
1
cup persimmon pulp
% cup grapefruit juice

preserved ginger or figs
Break orange pulp into bits; mix with persimmon pu lp and grapefruit juice; chill. Serve with
bits of g inger or figs.
#

Sealdsweet Hot Orange Punch
1 % cups orange juice
% cup orange marmalade
3 'h cups water
'h lb. s ugar
1
tbsp. black tea
1,(, tsp . grated nutmeg
~4 tsp. powdered cinnamon
1
tsp. graded orange rind- s alt
Make a sy ru p of s ugar and one cup of t he
water. Bring rest of water to boil in separate
vessels and pour upon tea, steeping three minutes. Mix marmalade with spices and rind; add
juice, then strained tea and hot syrup; (salt to
taste); set back to steep ten minutes; strain
and serve.

Sealdsweet Orange Ice (one quart}
2% c ups orange juice
%. cup sugar
~~ tsp. salt
Dissolve sugar in juice; add s alt. Freeze.

Nothing can take the place of oranges in the d ie t

be very festive indeed with a piece de
resistance which is not fowl, but may be a
fittingly frilled meat-roast or one of our
fine, big, baked Florida fish, either with
or without Florida oysters. Besides one's
choice of these, perhaps p:receded by a
Florida citrus-fruit soup, one may have
Florida sweet potatoes, also some type of
squash, and in some sections there will still
be green beans of some kind with tender
fresh radishes. In November our mouthmelting Florida lettuce is ready and, as we
all know, one may have New Zealand
spinach here the year round, so, as Floridagrown pecans, pumpkins and peanuts offer
variety with our fruits to "top off the
table," one may have a most bounteous
feast and gladsome feast entirely from
Florida products.
One of the most attractive dishes for a
Thanksgiving dinner is the Roselle which
is known as the Florida cranberry. The
Roselle makes a beautiful jelly and sauce,
rivaling the cranberry.
Recipes for preparing the Roselle follow
herewith, with others appropriate for
Thanksgiving dinner.
The orange recipes here given, which are
simple, easily prepared and all tested, are
from the Florida Citrus Exchange booklets:
"Florida Food Fruits" and "Home Uses for
Juices of Florida Sealdsweet Oranges and

Sealdsweet Orange Sherbet (one quart)
1% cups orange juice
'%, tsp. Ealt
1
tsp. lime juice
%,. cup sugar
unwhipped white 1 egg
Dis solve s ugar in juice; add salt and egg; fre .:- ze.
Sealdsweet Orans-e and Fig or Peach Soup
Make as for Orange Soup, su b s tituting %.. cup
of fig jam or peach syrup for sugar. The3e may be
served iced if preferr od, in stead of hot.
Sealdsweet Orange and Banana Punch
12
3
6
3

oranges
grapefruit
bananas
limes

'4.

cherri-e s
orange pulp
sugar
tsp. salt

Mash bananas with juice from fruit; add broken
pulp of two oranges for each quart of punch mixed
and lh cup of cherries: sweeten to taste; pour
upon ice and serve.
Sealdsweet Hot Orange Posset (three pints)
1
1

pint orange juice
pint milk
'h lb. sugar.
1
tsp. soda
4
"ggs
'h tsp. orange rind grated
1
tsp. nutmeg
salt to taste
Mix juice with sugar and heat slowly.
Beat
eggs with milk; add rind, salt and soda (dissolved
in tbsp. milk); stir into juice mixture; when hot
r emove at once and serve.

We Specialize In

Nebraska Avenue Frontage
The shrewdest buyers in Tampa are buying Nebraska Avenue prop~
erty. We have handled successfully more Nebraska Avenue property
than any other firm in Tampa. Consult us for good "buys" that are
certain to increase largely in value when State Road Number Five is
opened in the next few months.

Hillsboro Highlands

Probasco Manor

Tampa's highest and prettiest
subdivision, facing a quarter of a
mile on Temple Terrace Highway. Probably the best immediate future of any property
north of Tampa and almost certain to increase quickly illl value.
All modern improvements to be
included.

Faces a quarter of a mile on
beautiful Temple Terrace Highway.

Fully up to the standard

of Hillsboro Highlands.

It is an

investment unequalled both for
present and future.

No finer

property in all Florida.

Probasco Realty Co.
203 Madison Street

Tampa, Florida
(In Gas Co. Building at corner of Madison and Tampa Streets)
Ground Floor Office
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.:iealdsweet Orange Lac to Sundae

*

1-1 / 3 cups
cup
% cu p
1 / 3 cup
1,4 t sp.

(one quart)
orange j uice
clab ber or sou r milk
sugar
1 egg yo lk
fruit p ul p
sal t
ras pberries

Blend j uice, clabber, sugar, Ealt and beaten egg yo lk : half-freeze: add fruit pu lp , fini s h freezing.
Serve topped wi t h raspb erri es.
Sealdsweet Grape fruit and Orange Sherbet

(one quart)
1
cup g rape fruit ju ice ge latine o r egg
1
cup orange j uice
s alt
2 / 3 cup sugar
Dissol ve s u g a r in juice ; add prepa red gelatine
or egg with sal t. Freeze.
Scald sweet Orange Cherry She rbet (one quart)
1 14, cups orange juice sa lt
1/ 3 cu p ch e rri es
1;2 cup sugar
ge la tin e
Prepare gelatine; add '4 t s p . s a lt : add sugar
Ui 3: olved in jui ce : hal f-freeze; a dd cru s he d cherri es
and fini s h proces s .

The Sweet Potato

The sweet potato has more fu el value
than th e Irish potato because of its greater
content of fat and starch. Its digestiv e
r eaction is alkaline r a th er than acid, which

gives it gr eater value. Experiments have
bee n for some years made in th e laboratory
of the Florida State College for Women
(Home Demonstration Division) with our
Florida sweet potatoes and recipes issued
by th e (Extension Service) College add int er est to this particular one of our state
product3. Recipes are also give n from
"Dishes and Beve rages of the Old South,"
a book of g r eat charm in both a culinary
and literary way by Martha McCulloch
Wiiliams.

Mash boiled or baked sweet potatoes
smooth, sea soning th em well with sa.t,
pepper, cinnamon and a little nutmeg, and
melted butter . Bind with a well-beat en
egg, flour the hands, and roll th e mashed
potato into balls th e size of large walnuts.
Roll th e balls in fin e crumbs or sifted cornmeal, drop in dee p, hot fat, fry crisp, drain,
and use as a garnish to roast pork, roast
fowl or broiled ham.

* * *

* Sweet Potato Souffle

*Candied Sweet Potatoes

Boil m edium potatoes of even size till
a fork will pierce-steaming is b etter
though a bit more trouble-throw in cold
water for a minute, peel, and brush over
with soft butter, then lay se parately in a
wide skillet, with an inch of very rich
sy rup over th e bottom and set over a slow
fir e. Turn th e pota to es often in th e syrup,
letting it coat all sid es. Kee p turning
th em until candied and a little brown. If
wanted very rich put butter a n d le mon
juice in the syrup when making it. Blade
mace also flavor s it very well.

*Potato Balls

* * *
Scald one cup of milk and dissolve in it
two tablespoons of sugar and one-half t easpoon of salt; add two tablespoons of
butter; and stir till m elted . Add to one
pint cooked , mash ed potato and b eat till
smooth. Separat e two eggs ; b eat yo lks and
add to potato; add one t easpoon nutmeg.
Beat egg-whites stiff. Cut and fold them
lightly into the potato and pour the mixture into a butter ed baking-dish. Quickly
arrange marshmallows one-half inch apart
(Continu ed on page 88)
• Dis h es and Beverag es o f t h e Old South : M artha
McCull och William s, M cBrid e, Na s t & Co.

ROSE GROWING IN FLORIDA
E IT FACT or fancy. I firm ly believe
that the thin g most n ecessary fo1.·
success in rose growing is a sincere
love of the rose as well as a love fo r
the work required for its care. It has we11
been said: "If you would have roses in
your garden you must have roses in your
heart", and you will agree that there is
an indefinabl e charm about roses grown
by a tru e lover, utterly lacking in those
which, like Topsy, "just gr ew." Consequently I attribute a great measure of my
success with roses to the fact that I have
always had, as did the late John Davey,
the fri end of trees, an intimate personal
f eeling for every g-rowing thing and a
ruling passion of my life has been a love
of roses.
As a tiny girl living in the Northland
I well r ememb er how eagerly I used to
watch the slow development of the leaf
and bud of a favorite Scotch rose. When
on a sunshin y morning I found it in th e
full tid e of bloom, how I stood before it
in wondering and worshipful adoration,
eagerly asking my mother if fairi es r eally
lived in the heart of a rose ; and thankfully
I was not disillusioned.
To one so blest with a love of nature,
it was joy unspeakable when the opportunity came to move to Florida, long to
m e the land of h eart's desire-the land
wher e roses bloomed th e year 'round and
where I expected to find every home typical of the rose-embowered bungalows so
artistically depicted on the Florida postcard. Alas! roses wer e almost the exception.
My disappointment was as keen as had
been the joy of anticipation. I found artificial and even paper flow ers in some of the
best hotels and r estaurants. Y e Gods!
paper f lowers! in a country which th e
Creator has so ri chly blest and whose very
name means a land of flower s.
Right her e I wou ld say that I would
favor a jail sentence for any one using
artificial flowers--especially paper onesin decoration, and particularly would I
have this apply to hotels and restaurants.
I know how great was my disappointment
per sonally, and times without number have
I heard the cry from tourists: "Why does
not Florida have more flowers, especially
roses, as we see enough of th em to know
that they could be raised in profusion and
perfection."
While I was a bit disheartened, but
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remark: "Roses can't b e raised on low
ground or n ear salt-water."
Controverting that statement and apparently wide-spread . belief, I can say that
roses planted more than three years ago
are flourishing, blooming and budding. My
own garden, in Oldsmar, is in the part of
the state known as flat-wood s land, with a
soil bord ering on a sandy loam and having
an altitude that will permit of r ea sonabl e
drainage. It is also within four blocks of
Old Tampa Bay, and at one time during a
storm was inundated with water fr om che
bay, but I did not lose one bush from th e
e ff ects of the enforced bath. This confirm ed my b elief that roses adapted to a
locality will live on . and on enduring many
hardships.
I know of a rose bush more than tw e nty~
five years old that flouri sh ed and brought
forth buds and blossoms in perfection of
bloom, within three hundred f eet of th e
Gulf of Me xico, also of other bushes that
are twelve years old and, contrary to a ll
prophesies, still in th eir prime.
The cultura l directions which I now follow and commend are as follows:
In setting roses, if they are to b e set
as sing1e specime ns, di g a hole two f eet
dee p and two f eet square. Fill with earth
and cowpen manure- equal parts-adding
to this a liberal quantity of bone m eal
(there is little danger of using too much
bone meal as it is slow in action). Pre pare
this not less than six weeks in advance of
setting.
In setting bush es, trim carefully all injured roots, place th em in th eir . natural
position, a n d plant the graft or union of
root stock and bush three or four inches
below the surface of the soi l. Right here '
I would urge the setting of two-year-old
grafted stock, and from all I have learned
from study, observation and experience, I
believe it unwi se to try an d grow roses
You can ::row ros ~s iike ~.:h : s
on their own roots.
Make certain that your foundation is
such varieti es as Killarney, Paul N eyron, rig ht. As on e rosarian said to me: "It is
better to have a one dollar rose in a t en
Safrano, Eugen e Marlitt, Reine Marie
Henriette, Marechal Neil, Frau Karl dollar hole than to have a ten dollar rose
Druschki and Bon Silence. The stock was in a one dollar hole."
As your roses grow and bloom (and you
th e same as the first planting-two-year
may be sure th ey will if you have done
grafted roots.
Again was I r ewarded with a wealth of . your work well) you should fertilize them
bloom and much beautiful foliage but, often-once every two months is not too
notwithstanding the evidence of my lovely often, barring the months of June, July
littl e rose garden, I too often heard the and August. Roses are like human beings

nothing daunted, I began a rose garden
choosing th e fo llowing varieties : Radiance,
Maman Cochets, Reve d'Or, Solfatare,
Winnie Davis, Kaiserin e Au g usta Victoria
Chrometella. Th e y wer e two-year grafteu
roots, and soon th ey exceeded my fond est
expectations in the rapidity of g rowth and
profusion of blooms. I soon had beautiful
roses-quantities of th em.
My first effort was so successful that th e
followin g year I added to my collection

The Gateway to Florida's
Incomparable Scenic Highlands
IS

HAINES CITY
Situated at t he Northern Entrance of the Flamingo
State's Most Beautifu l Section, HAINES CITY is
- On e of Florida's Most Progr essive Communiti es.
- In Polk County, th e Most Productive of All Citrus
Counties.
- In a Vast, F a r -re aching Land scape of Nat ural
Beauty and Color, wher e th e Work of th e Mast er
Plann er and Painter is Caref ull y Preserv ed.

Awake to the Possibi li ties, the Attractions, and th e
Advantages, as well a s the Responsibiliti es , That Must
Indirectly Govern the Progr ess of Every City, HAINES
CITY has
- Bank Deposits of $1,250,000.00.
- During September and October, 1924, the Greatest
Acti\'ity in Every Line That Has Ever Been Seen.
-A Resid ent Popu lat ion of 2,500-500 % Increa se in
5 Years -All Commun it y-Building Citizen s.
- Six Hotels, Three of Which W er e Built in 1924.
- - A Golf Course and Country Clu b which will riv al
An y in th e Sta t e, U nd cr Con struction; Every
Other Outdoor Spor t .

For Information Write

Haines City Chamber of Commerce
Haines City, Florida

Rex Saffer, Secretary

FLORIDA KEYS
"THE EMERALD ISLES OF THE TROPICAL SEAS"

Lying between Miami and Key West, traversed by the Florida East Coast Railway, and
soon to be connected by causeways and bridges, thus extending the Dixie Highway
from Miami to Key West; they are the Fisherman's and Yachtsman's Paradise.
Recognized as the best fishing grounds in Florida, they are the favorite habitue of hundreds of beautiful yachts and cruisers.
And the climate is unsurpassed, for regardless of the wind's direction, there is always a
sea breeze tempered by the warm Gulf Stream.
Many beautiful properties , on the Bay and Ocean, can still be purchased, in various
sized acreage. Prices range from $200.00 to $600.00 per acre, and on reasonable terms.
Free booklet of information on the Florida Keys, will be mailed on request.

EMIE RSON REALTY COMPANY
I

Brokers:
Every co-operation given you
Ask questions

Developers:
We have large and small tracts that are
ripe for development

21 N. E. First Ave., Miami, Florida
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Where the Fish Stories Come From
Always the best fish stories come out of Lake
County. The tales these freshwater fishermen
tell in this alluring lake and hill country of
Central Florida would move Ike Walton and
Ananias to tears.

Here the tales are wildest

because the fishing is best. The big ones start
the stories.

lt"s a cold-blooded minnow caster

whose imagination can't be stirred to fishy
fiction by a string of big fellows.
Cast or troll for the fighting big-mouth bass
in the teeming Lake County lakes and streams.
It's

an

out-doors sport that can't be beat.

Twelve-fourteen-sixteen pounders!

Whop-

pers! The fighting finny tribe of Florida!
Come for a catch.

Catching fish in Lake

County is like getting Florida sand in your
shoes.

You come back for more.

your blooming bait if you don't.

We 'II eat
And once

you:re here, you stay.

Lake County
Fourteen Hundred Lakes
And Five Thousand Hills

For information and booklet write: S. F. Wood ,
Sec'y County Chamber of Commerce, Tavares, Fla.

Florida

Business

Exchange

(Free Information Bureau)

With Three Well Equipped Operating
Departments: Business Opportunities;
Improved Farms, and Large Acreage.
Business Opportunities in Nearly
Every Town and City in the State.
Stores of Every Kind and Nature;
Hotels, Rooming Houses, and Apartment Houses.
Improved Farms: Consisting of Pecan
Groves; Chicken, Truck and Dairy
Farms.
Large Acreage Dept: Cattle Ranches,
Colonization Tracts and Timber
Lands. Properties for Sale, Rent and
Exchange. Call on or Write Fred S.
Gray, of C. M. White & Co., 232 W.
Forsyth St., Jacksonville, Fla.
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Suniland-FLORIDA, the Playground
of the Rich; the Paradise of the Poor.
There is a better opportunity for you
in FLORIDA; come and be one of us.
Send today for free booklet "Largest
Orange Tree in the World," and fall
list of homes, groves and farms. We
have one for you .
·

Tampa-West Coast Realty Co.
Incorpo:-ated
Qppo, ite P. 0. "Since Before the War"

TAMP A, FLORIDA

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNILAND Magazine.

in that they need rest and relaxation. In
applying the fertilizer be careful to keep
it away from the trunk of the bush, remembering that the roots extend outward in
proportion to the branches and the small
fine roots at the outer edge are the ones
that best take up plant food.
The varieties that I have so far found
most satisfactory are named in the order
of their choice: Radiance, Maman Cochets,
W. R. Smith, Reve d'Or (a climber which
I think would be hard to overestimate),
Eugene Marlitt (fine for color but not for
cutting), Kaiserine Augusta Victoria,
Chromatella, Killarney, Minnie Francis,
and Laurent Carle.
I believe it is unwise to raise hybrid
perpetuals in Florida where we . can have
all of the constant bloomers and tenderer
varieties.
Do not be afraid to venture, fearing
failure. Roses will bloom for you as they
have for me. And so I urge you to buy
roses-buy many and then some more. I
am writing with the definite hope that my
experience will prove an inspiration t o
those who are now hesitating, and if perchance but one rose blooms where none
ha'S bioomed before I shall feel content. I
want to urge you to help in blazing the
way for more and better roses for our fair
state. It can be made not only to blossom
like the rose but with the rose, which has
ever been the emblem of joy, love and
purity.
The rose lovers should start a campaign
to popularize the rose in Florida. Haven't
you noticed in motoring through the state
how few people realize the possibilities of
the rose in landscape gardening? So many
varieties can be used to advantage in roadside plantings, and such spectacular effects
may be obtained with the "rosification" of
our highways as is being done in other
states . Edward Bok began the practice of
planting roses along railroad embankments
by inducing the Pennsylvania railroad to
allow him to plant trailing roses along its
right-of-way near Marion station, a suburb
of Philadelphia.
Florida cities should also estabiish municipal ros e gardens in their parks as have
cities in other states. In Hartford, Conn.,
the Elizabeth Park Rose Garden is only
one and a quarter acres in extent, yet it
contains 116 rose beds with some 300
varieties and 1,500 separate plants. It
attracts about 100,000 people a year, according to the Superintendent of Parks,
who says it is doubtful if any other acre
attracts so many visitors. In his opinion,
as an advertisement it gives the city a
greater return than is expended for its
upkeep. Portland, Oregon, claims the prize
for municipal rose gardens, having one co:1taining 14,000 plants in 1,200 separate
varieties.
A great advantage of municipal rose
gardens would be that visitors from many
states wouid be taking notes of the roses
they like best, enabling them to know the
varieties to plant in their own gardens.
Thus would we be passing on the subtle
refining, spiritual influence of the rose, for
does it not speak a language all its owna language indescribable in its beauty.
When we wish to express a thought or feeling that lies too deep for words, how better
can we convey our meaning than through
the medium of the rose; when great joys
come to our friends, we take them a gift
of roses; when shadows fall athwart their
lives and the land o' the leal beckons loved
ones, again do roses act as a messenger of
love and sympathy; and so every home
should have its rose garden, insistently calling to the tired business man and woman
to come and dwell apart, for there is more
of heaven in the peaceful beauty of one
rose, than in all the disputations of the
marts of trade.
-By ALMA G. ALLEN

Would YOU like to know about the remarkable opportunities for
investments in Real Estate in and around the rapidly growing City of

TAMPA, FLORIDA?
Some Interesting Facts about Tampa
H e re a re a few
r emarkable c ity
fou n dation upon
i s being rapidl y

of the r easo n s fo r T ampa bein g s u ch a
toda y, and they also indicate the solid
w hi c h the G r eater T ampa of the futu re
built :

First of all TAMPA is a stable, growing, year-around
city. Its industries and general business makes it a good
business center. In addition to this, it has all the attractions that go to charm the tourist, or "winter visitor".
It is this rare combination that insures unus ual values in
real estate.
Tampa is the industrial center of South Florida.
Tampa is the world's greatest Havana cigar producing
center. More than 600,000,000 cigars are made in Tampa
every year. I n 1923 Tampa cigar manufacturers paid the
United States government a lmost $5,00 0,000 for revenue
stamps.
Tampa exported more than 25,000,000 fee t of lumber
in 1923.
Tampa has 80 acres of public parks worth $2,000,000.
The Tampa Clearance House reported $156,764,841.87
in clearances in Tampa in 1923.
Tampa's annual building activities aggregate $4,000,000.
Tampa ships more phosphate than any other port in the
world. A total of 1,031,346 long tons were shipped during 1923.
Tampa ships 2,500 carloads of oranges, grapefruit and
other fruits every year.
The assessed value of private property in Tampa is
close to $50,000,000. The assessment is based on onethird actual value.
Tampa has a population of 124,000 and is growing
fast. Tampa has doubled her population in the last four
years.
Tampa has 150 miles of permanently paved streets
within the city limits, and there are 400 miles of good
roads surrounding the city.
Tampa is destined to be the metropolis of Florida.
Tampa real estate is increasing in value by leaps and
bounds.
Tampa's weekly cash payroll is $700,000 or more than
$35,000,000 a year.
Tampa has plenty of money, plenty of opportunity,
and a live wire population.

The follo w in g is a partia l lis t o f developments, ach ievemen t s a nd plan s; a ll of which have occ urred, or will occur
w ithi n this present year. We nev er k new a ny one city to
accom p lish a s much in the s a m e leng th of t ime. C a n y o<J
n ot p lai nl y see w hy a ll this dev elopmen t w ill result i:-~
increased real e s t a te va lues; in w h i ch y o u can s ha r e 1

Tampa has passed a bond issue of $3,00 0,00 0 for stiJI
further improvements.
Three beautiful bridges are to be immediately constructed across the Hillsboro River.
One of the South's largest and finest auditoriums is to
be constructed.
Bayshore Boulevard, one of the world's most beautiful
drives, is being lengthened several miles.
Miles of additional paved streets, water and gas mains
are under construction.
Municipal docks and the estuary for deep sea-going
vessels were completed last month.
A new short and direct line railroad from Tampa to
Palm Beach and Miami is now under construction.
Tamiami Trail, extending across &tate and through the
Everglades, is almost completed.
Gandy Bridge, which shortens the distance between
Tampa and St. P et ersburg from 60 to 18 miles, will be
open to the public in November.
Funds are being raised for a new railroad to extend
direct from Tampa to the Middle West.
Building permits so far this year closely approach the
$5,000,000 mark.
Numerous hotels and apartments are now being built.
A one-million-dollar merger of boat llnes was effected
last month.
Plans are complete for establishing a system o£ refri gerated vessels to carry Florida fruit and vegetables •lirect
from Tampa to various parts of this and other countries.
A large c o rpo ra t ion h as b een o rgan ize d t o o wn an d

import mahogany and other lumber from South America
to Tampa. This assures several furniture plants and
other industries.
Development of three beautiful islands in Tampa Bay
is under way. This alone is a $3,000,000 project, not
counting a million and a half dollar hotel to be built on
one island.
Numerous beautiful residential sections have been laid
out and are rapidly being built up with handsome hom e~.'
Hundreds of thousands of dollars have been arranged for
by mortgage and insurance companies, to be invested in
Tampa mortgages and securities. This is a great incentive
to rapid development.
A large life insurance company has just been organized .

These are some of the larger items. We could add dozens of smaller
ones, all of which go to help make a city great and prosperous
Sizes of Investments

MAIL THIS COUPON

We have properties to offer parties desiring to invest
anywhere from $100 to $1,000,0 00. Our offerings include
business property, apart ments, residences, acreage for
subdivision, orange groves, farm lands, etc. The best
way is to write us how much you would be in position to
invest in cash and how much it would be practical for
you to pay by the mont h, or the year. This information
will enable us to writ e you intelligen tly as to the particular property that will conform to the size investment
you wish to make.

Lloy d -Skinner Rea lty Com p any,
108 Eas t L a Fayette Street ,
T a mpa, Flori da.
With the unde r s tanding that I will be placed u nder n o
obligations whatever, you may s end me further information
r eKar d inl' r eal estate in v estmen ts in Tam pa.

My Name is ___ --------------- ··--··---- -

Lloyd.. Skinner Realty Co.
108 East LaFayette Street
TAMPA

Str eet.. .... . . -· __ . __ .. ___ ... __ --·. _.. -· _... _
CitY··········· ·········-····· ·········

State .. ... .. ·-··-··

FLORIDA
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JUST LOOK

They All Flock to Suniland
(Continued from page 35)
enjoyable one. Everywhere you will find
a welcome for th e motor tourists, either
in mod ern touri st camps, or at hotels to
suit the size of every man's pocketbook.
And on the Flo1·ida limited trains you can
have maid service, a complete barber shop,
and even have you r clothing pressed whlle
your train flashes past the Southern village
depots.
Whether you live in the East, Norch
or Middle West, you can board one of
the palatial Florida Specials any day during the tourist season in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, Cincinnati , ::it.
Louis or Kansas City, and in from thirty

to forty-eight hours you will be in Sunny
Florida-far from the slippery ice, snow,
and piercing cold weather.
.Just picture yourself seate d in on e of
the splendid dining cars carried on all of
the Florida Specials, speeding to Palm
Beach, Miami, Orlando, Tampa, St. P etersburg, Sarasota, or wherever your destination may be, a nd having the waiter bring
you a fresh pompano, new strawberries, an
iced grapefruit and other Florida delicacies.
You will put the same question to your
wife and family t hat many others do every
winter"Why haven 't we come to Florida be ..
for : ?"

Just Look What Vanart D :d to Me

"Had my Kiddygraf taken. Had lots
of fun and didn't cry, either." Pictures
of the babies and kiddies at Vanart's.

Kiddygraphs of the Kid dies
We'll make portraits of you, too,
Style and finish always new .
If you want the superfine,
Try me once and you are mine.
Union Station at Jacksonville, through which pass 16,000 people daily d u ring the winter

5 01 ~2 Franklin S t .

R oom 2 1 0

W . F. S. B ldg.
T AM P A , FLO R IDA

STEAMSHIP TICKETS
Europe-California-West Indies

A. L. ERICKSON, A gent
516 Central Avenue

St. Petersburg, Fla.

LIZOTTE & WRIGHT
R e alty Brok e rs
273 Central Avenue

St. Petersburg, Fla.

We Tell the Truth
And Try to Make You B elieve It

HUNT I NG GROUNDS-20,01)0 acres or
more for sale. Well stocke d with wild animals. Price on request. Also fin e fishing
on same tract, Gulf, bay and river.
Graham Securities Co., Inc., Box 2503,
Tampa, Florida.

See Mr. Cosgrove
St. P eterburg Florida
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When the Heart Calls
(Continued from page 29)
allers a-quollin an' a gwin e on, mos' lak
possum an' houn'. Natually Missus love
Marse Chan an' Marse Chan love h er, but
dey jes' natally doan' n eider one un' erstan'
one'n'er."
The old man shook his head over this
point which h e had n ever succ eeded in reasoning out.
"Marse Chan war high-spirited an' want
his own way, an' ole Missus want hern .
'Sides she ain't nuver b een de same sence
de hosses run 'way and th'ow 'er on 'er
haid: Marse Chan insis' he doan' want to
stiddy law an' he doan' want to go inter
business. Fack is he war a 'culiar sort o'
boy, allers a-roamin' throo de woods,
watchin' de birds an' rabbits-even de
snakes.
"An' white folks, Marse Chan sure know
how to shoot, but bimeby he git so simplesetic h e kain't kill nuthin' Iessin' he cry.
Den he sot out to makin' noises lak de
birds make. Hit beat my time how h e cud
call de whippowill an' de 'will's-widder', de
doves, de ducks, de wil' turkeys prezackly
lak dey do, an' make 'em come to 'im so's
he kin make frens outen 'em.
"But h e ain't nuver studyin' to do
nuthin' else, fur as I could see, an' all de
time Missus war a-worritin' an' a-fussin' at
'im, a-callin' 'im wuthless, shif'less baggage
an' other names. I'se 'sprised Marse Chan
stan' fur long as he do.
"An' he war de outreadinest man ever
you-all did see, wif his nose in a book 'twill
late night an' early mornin'. All dem
books you-all see in dar war hisn."
The old man h esitated, and the four of
us cast guilty smirks at one another b etwee n our orange-eating.

"Lak I say, hit war all along ob me dat
Marse Chan come down yere. J es' bekaze
Marse Chan lak me, seems ez iffen ole Missus doan' lak Isom no more. Marse Chan
tell me t er do one ting, an' Missus com~ n
'long an' say do anudder, an' natally I do
what Marse Chan say 'kaze he b e my
marste r.
"Ventually Missus up an' have me stropped, and dat bring on a scan'lou s ruction
'twixt de two. Late dat night Marse Chan
call me sof' lak : 'Isom, Isom, doan' make
no noise. Put on your clo'se, 'kaze we's
gwine so uth.'
"I gits up an' we goes to de dock where
Marse Chan already hab his sail-boat pack'
wif his belongin's. Hit war all in de boat
an h e ain't nuver let on nuthin' t er me
'bouten hit.
"I speck we war on de way four, mabbe
fi' days, a-takin' turns at de tiller whilst de
udd er sleep. Bimeby I ups an' ast him:
'Marse Chan, where yo u 'Jow we headed
fur.' 'Isom', he say, doan you know y ou
ain't sposed ter ast questions? 'Pears ter
me you mighty brash in dis yere day an'
time.'
"I begins to 'speck we's gwi n e t er de
house in Floricly whar his uncle die, an' dat
the nigge r s t ell me is ha'nted. Dey doan' ·
talk 'bouten hit 'cepen when de screech-owl
sit on top'n de cabin a-given' a pusson de
creeps.
Den dey u st er say, sca'ed-lak:
' Lord he'p u s, dat's de ghos' dat kill Marse
H enry.'
"I axed Marse Chan please lessen us go
somewhar else, but h e on'y smile, sad-lak,
an' say: 'Boy, ain't nuthin' dar ter b e
sca'ed ob,' an' we k eep a-gwine. ' Pears
dat Marse Aleck H enry, Marse Chan's
uncle, will de place to Marse Chan when he

IDA INFORMATION
What Do You Want to Know About Florida?
THE INFORMATION BUREAU of

SUNILAND MAGAZINE
IS AT YOUR SERVICE

You

can obtain reliable information on anything pertaining to
Florida from our Information Bureau. This service is absolutely FREE to our readers and they need not hesitate to ask
for whatever information they may desire from time to time.
In requesting information please remember that Florida is a
large state, and that its products and conditions v ary greatly.
North Florida differs from South Florida ; the East Coast presents
somewhat different conditions from the Wes t Coast.
So be specific in your questions. Don't ask general questions ;
tell exactly what you want to know in as few words as possible.
We will give you the information direct if possible, otherwise
your inquiry will be referred to some authority or reliable source
of information.
Always send a stamped and addressed envelope with your
inq umes. Ad d ress your inquiries:
Information Bureau, SUNILAND Magazine, Tamp a , Florida
Here are some of the subjects on which we can supply reliable
in fo rm ation:

Best Railroad Routes.
Rail and Pullman Fares.
Hotels and Their Rates.
Automobile Routes.
List of Tourist Camps.
Golf Courses for Tourists.
Tourist Amusements.
Automobile Regulations.
Fishing Localities.
Hunting Grounds.

Business Opportunities.
Real Estate and Homes.
Investment Opportunities.
Citrus Fruit Growing.
Truck Farming.
Grape and Berry Growing.
Banana Gr owing.
Poultry Raising.
Dairying.
Opportunities for Young Men.
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Write 'Em a Real
Letter
We can do it for you with the Hooven Automatic Typewriter.
Every one a duplica tion of expert typing. They are personal letters,
command attention and get results. The best advertising there is.
These letters are .read, y ou can count on that.
Write for particulars or mail your letter with stationary a nd mailing
list with any instructions, we will do the rest. We can also furnish
classified mailing lists at very reasonable prices.

The HOOVEN LETTER SHOP
Th e Service You Have BPen Wai. il]JL For
110 Lafayette Street

TAMPA, FLORIDA

Telephone 4840

Everybody Reads

The Florida Titnes--Union
FLORIDA'S BIG NEWSPAPER
Published D aily and Sunday
at Jacksonville, Florida

Double Leased Wire, Associated Press
World News Service Leased Wire
Full Report N. Y. Stock Market
Special Correspondents throughout Florida

DELIVERED ANYWHERE, 20c A WEEK

SEE US ABOUT

Coral Gables Re-Sales

Miami Beach Properties

at a savtnc of from ts to 4o per r.ent on
LOTS AND HOUSES

See or write us for location and prices

and Acreage

Service with Courtesy

Davis-Bennitt-Curnin-Pagel Co.
Phone 8411.

141 E . Flagler St.
Branch Office- Central Bldg., Coral Gables

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNILAND Magazine
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die an' it be hisn to do wif as he lak. Dey
tell me dat Marse Chan , an ' Marse Henry
faver, bof in looks an' ways; dat Marse
Aleck Henry war beckoned inter de ribber
by a lady ghos' an' drown ed. Hit war sure
a 'cuiiar famb ly."
Noticing my restlessness, the old man
stopped and scratched his h ead. "I done
tol' you-all hit war a long story."
"I think we had better come back and
let you t ell us the rest some other time,"
I said rising. I had been watching Dess
narrowly as the old darkey proceeded and
had been struck by the almost feverish
brightness that came into his eyes when the
tale bordered on the supernatural.
"Go ahead, Uncle," Dess commanded.
"You can go back to the ship if you wish,"
and turned testily to me.
" We1l, bos3-men," the old man resumed,
"bimeby we gits yere . An' it sure war a
lonesome place fur dis yere nigger. In
dem days dere wan't a passel ob folks in de
whole state, let alone dese parts. Wan't
nobuddy fur mil es 'roun, an' yere we war
on dis islan', de ribber dere, de ocean dar.
Lonesome wan't no name.
·
"Trubble war Marse Chan doan know
whatten all he's doin' wif dat strong haicl
ob hisn, but we stay on an' we stay on .
Daytimes we wuks wif de o'ange trees, or
we hunts an' fishes . De wells dey already
dug jes' as you sees 'em. Bimeby Marse
Chan brung udder niggers fum Titusvil,e
ter he'p in de wuk. I' speck he boughten
'em thar. One mornin' de're all gone ;
nary a nigger on de place, 'scusin me.
I reckon mebbe deze gwine t er jine de injuns, 'kaze slaves got dat habit. Dey knows
dey kain't be cotched in de Ebberglades.
"Arter dat Marse Chan taken to let de
place alone, 'scusin' a few trees 'roun' de
house. H e read more an' write in his book,
or wander 'roun on de beach or throo de
woods wif his haid down, a-studyin' an' ameditatin'. He taken to hearen' voices;
Many's de night when Isom war in de room
a-lyin' on de floor so's ter be close by, he
say : 'Isom doan' you hear nuthin'? Doan'
you hear 'er a-callin' me? I hears 'er by de
ocean an' by de ribber.' 'No marster,' I
tells him, ' I doan' hear nuthin' 'cepten de
wind in de trees.' Sometimes I hear de
waves poundin' on the ocean-side, low an'
quiet-lak.' Den he turn again to his wor k.
"One night a turrible storm come up. De
lighten' flash, de trees bend an ' flail 'round.
De win' whistle on de ribber lak bullets,
an' de ocean boom, boom, lak cannon.
'Twar lak an' army on bof sides. De whole
house shake. Marse Chan smile an' say ter
me 'Isom, I doan' reckon we have to pick de
o'anges fum de trees arter dis.'
"Marse Chan be thar a-studyin' when a.l
of a sudden he jump up wild-lak. 'Isom,'
he says, 'I hears her a-callin' me, I'se
agwine out ter save 'er.'
"I gits on my knees an' begs him not
to but he shove me 'way. 'l'se a-gwine too,'
I says. 'No,' say Marse Chan, 'you stay
right her e,' an' in a whisk he war gone. I
goes an' looks outside; I goes out in de
woods, white folks, fur de life ob me I
doan' see how a man stan' up in dat win'
an' rain. But Marse Chan wan't nowhur
t er be seed . I comes back t er de house an'
waits. In de mornin' I goes out t er fin'
him; I hunts all de mornin' whilst de storm
still ragin'. De storm die down an' Isom
still a-huntin' Marse Chan.
" I goes 'way up de beach, a-callin' his
name, an' bimeby 'long to'ards noon I sees
three masts a-stickin' outen de ocean an'
rockin' back an' fo'th, so I knows dere war
a wrack. I runs on an' ob a su ddient I
comes on Marse Chan, a-crouchin' down on
the beach.
" I stop quick. Marse Chan war holdin' in
his arms de mos' beautiful lady I ever seed;
her clo 'se and her pretty hair war very wet.
An' Marse Chan look up at me lak a sick
dog. 'She's daid, Isom,' he tells me sorrow-

Last Large Close-In

~
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Memorial Highway Acreage
320 acres fronting ~4 mile. on Memorial Highway, and one mile on Michigan
Avenue. North line adjoins Rocky Point Acres. West line runs within 231
feet of the Rocky Point Golf Club. West line runs to within ·600 feet
of Old Tampa Bay.
This is the last large, close-in acreage available on Memorial Highway, and is in direct line with the logical trend of development.
Splendidly suited for subdivision, plans for which are on file
in our office.
Adjoins land held at $2,000 per acre. Present price $1,000
per acre. Call, write, phone, or wire

J·B
Jones·Blank Be.alty Co., Inc.
REALTORS
202 Madison Street

'~
~ ~I

Tampa, Florida
Phones 3892 and 3872

A SUGGESTION FROM TARR'S
for Small Apartment or Breakfast Room
FLOOR CovERING

FURNITURE

for every room and

of the better kind

at any price you
want to pay
Our Interior Decorator is at your
service

You should see the
New Fall
DRAPERIES

SEVEN PIECES AS SHOWN $211.50
Old Ivory enamel finish with antique mahogany tops and chair
seats this will make, with proper floor covering and draperies,
a most attractive room. We invite your inspection of this and
other attractive home furnishings we are showing for Fall.

Estimates furnished
without obligation
on window shades,
awnings, sleeping
porch curtains and
LINOLEUMS

Tarr Furniture Company, Inc.
"Interior Decorators and Furnishers"

Tampa Street at Twiggs

Tampa, Florida

Phones 3643-4986
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Hotel Hillsboro
n Top

o' the Town"

Tampa's Leading
Fireproof, uf/1 1 ear 'Round Hotel

Year after year guests return to the Hillsboro
Hotel.

They are coming to us this fall in

greater numbers than ever, and we are glad
to welcome them. It is our wish to extend
them the best quality of Tampa Hospitality.

Battle Creek Bath Department
in the Building
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ful-lak,' She die right yere in my arms."
"Well, we taken de lady back an' bury
'er in de yahd. I doan' reckon you-all seen
de tom'-ston e yet. Marse Chan turn very
sick an' when de boat dat come fur de
o'anges come by, I have de capting write
home to ole Missus so's she kin come down,
an' he'p take keer Marse Chan, 'k aze he be
ravin' outen his haid, a callin' all de time
fur de lad y. Befo' Marse Chan die, he
ca'm down an' write .his will makin' me a
free man, an' t ellin' me to stay yere on de
place an' not let nobuddy come in der
house. 'l'se gwine ter die, Isom,' he tell
me, an' I cry's an' axed him not to leave
Isom alone dere.
He smile an' say we
meet again, an' den h e gib m e de papers,
a letter to ole Missus, an' de will.
"Missus come down yere a-weepin' fur
her son. I show 'er de paper, I show 'er
de tom'-ston es side by each udd er an' she
doan' go in de house. So dere ain't nobuddy been in dere fum dat day 'twill t erday. Now, l'se gwine t er git you-all some
fresh eggs to ca'y back wif you-all. "
"I pres ume you still have Marse Chan's
will?" Dess asked intently as the old man
fin ished .
"Y as, sah, l'se g ot it, I takes better ke er
of hit, nur ennything I got in de worl'.
Effen you-all lak t er see hit, I kin fetch
hit out."
H e w ent into the house and come out
shortly with a faded and yellow-stained
piece of foo lscap, which he passed to Dess.
"Eighteen fifty -nine, I see the date is,''
said Dess after h e had opened the screed,
"Shall I r ead it awud ?"
We nodd ed for him to go ahead.
"In the name of God: Amen,'' he comm enced, "I, Chandler Livingstone, being of
a sound and disposing mind and aware that
I stand on the threshold of a full er,
sweeter existence than I have known on
this unhappy planet, do declare this my
Last Will and T estament.
" 'I do h er eby give and grant to my
faithful body-servant, known as Isom Livingstone, his full and complete freedom,
with this condition: that h e remain in Fwrida on my estate as long as he shall live,
and in order that his authority to do this
shall not be questioned, I hereby g ive,
grant and b equeath him a life-estate in the
said property, known as the Livingstone
Estate. I give the said I som strictly in
charge to remain on the place and, after
I have departed, to allow no one to enter,
or disturb the contents of the house. My
spirit will constantly revisit this spot, ancl
it is my wish, addressed to all to whom
these presents shall come, that my homest ead be r espected as that of a living m an.
"CHANDLER LIVINGSTONE,
Octob er lOth, Anno Domini 1859
"Addendum.
" There is no death. The spirit is freed
like a bird from its chafing prison. The
material body of Marie Buencamino lies
buried according to the custom of mortals,
but her lovely ethereal self is beside m e
as I write these facts, and presently I go
to join h er in the spirit world .
"For many years past Marie and I have
held sweet converse, sometimes she appeared in visions, sometimes her voice reached
me like a wave from a distant shore. In
many and devious ways she has communicated with me, though often imperfectly,
bound about as I have b een with human
limitations.
" On September 18th of this year in the
midst of a t errific hurricane, she appeared
and called m e insist ently. I hurried in the
direction whence these sounds came, reckless of consequences and was led up the
beach where far at sea I could see a ship
fixing rockets and making other signals of
distress. How I managed to breast the
win d and stumble over the sand-dunes will
ever remain a mystery to me.
"When dawn broke the ship had sunk,
but almost at my feet, clinging to a piece

15 Miles of Gulf Frontage
accessible to Tampa
-----!

It is our belief this is the only tract on the Gulf Coast that is acces~
sible to Tarpon Springs, Tampa, St. Petersburg and Clearwater,
which is available at pre~development prices.

DESCRIPTION
30 miles of hard road frontage .
town.

Tract surrounds a small thriving

Railroad within short distance.

Not over I S% waste land

which would be considerably reduced through development.

Soil

well adapted to citrus and avocado culture, grape vineyards and truck .
farming.

Nearly 20,000 Acres

An ideal location for a town as it has a rich back country and
several excellent beaches.

Price $30.00 per Acre
Reasonable T enns

McMaster and McMaster
Tampa, Florida
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"A City of Glorified 0 pportunity"

Most rapid develo pment on the
West Coast of Florida.
A city of thriving business, beautiful homes, and all-year-round outdoor sports.

We Specialize
m City Properties, b oth business

and residence
Investment opportunities in this
section are unsurpassed. An invest ment now-with the Winter season
just beginning- should turn with
excellent profit before the close of
the season.
Call, write or wire at once-time
is money.

WARREN & WOOD
Realtors
S a r asota

Florida

Before disposing of your

get in touch with

S. ]. Sligh & Co.
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

We have been paying the g rowers
money since 188 3

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNILAND Magazine.
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of wreckage exhausted and half-drowned,
was Marie Buencamino. I worked hard to
resuscitate her and finally my efforts were
r ewarded. She opened her eyes and
smiled; then spoke to me. Her mortal
memory was gone, but with a rush of tenderness we r ecognized each other and in a
f ew short minutes that remained to her on
this earth we plighted our troth and appointed a rendezvous beyond. Marie tells
me, with nods and smiles as I write this,
to say . . . "
Dess folded up the paper. "That's all,"
he smiled, "the handwriting tails off here.
Marse Chan evidently became too weak to
write any more."
THE END

TEST THE NEW
AND ONLY PRACTICAL
METHOD OF TEEING

Always insure a clean, long d rive-lowerinc your score at least five strokes. In stantly a d justable to any hei~rht desi red
(hi~rh, medium or low).
Ideal for
~rraaa or l'raaalesa Teeing.
REDDY TEES keep hands, clothes and
8'rips c lean-they are far superior to the
old dirty, unsanitary sand method-they
offer the only practical u p -to-date
manner of Teeinc.

A N arative History of Tamp a
(Continued from page 23)
Tampa 's present-day business men wer e
youths.
Permits for new buildings within the
city limits of Ta mpa, issued up to the last
day of September, had r eached, for the
year, the sum of more than $4,000,000.
Sales of r eal estate in Tampa and Hillsborough County during the summer that
has just passed have a veraged not far from
$2,000,000 a month.
Last year the cigar factories of Tampa
made and sold more than 500,000,000 clear
Havana cigars. This year the output of
these factories will go far beyond the 600,000,000 mark.
From the port of Tampa is shipped more
phosphate rock than goes out of any other
port in the world. Within a radius of 100
miles of Tampa are located rock and pebble phosphate mines comprising more than
half of the world's supply of this vital f ertilizing element.
Tampa's fin e cigars and Tampa's phosphat e have carried the name and the fame
of the city to the uttermost corners of the
world, borne by Tampa-owned ships. From
the village of Civil War days and the litt.e
town of Spanish-American war t imes, with
not more than half a dozen industries,
Tampa has grown t o the proport ions of a
metropolis, sustaining innumera ble commercial enterprises, having more t han
five hundred indust r ia l a nd manufa cturing
plants, a nd with a volume of imports and
exports that give the city the r ank of the
seventh port of the United ,states.
However, these are events and developments of today, with which the historian
has little to do ; they ar e known of all who
live her e. Realizing, however , the giant
strides that have been made by the city in
the last decade, it is not diffi cult to visua lize the Tampa of a decade hence-a city of
more than a quart er of a million popUlation.
OIL FROM TH E TUNG TREE
A NEW FLORIDA INDUSTRY

That the production of oil from the Tung
tree is destined t o become one of t he gr eat
industries of Central Florida, and perhaps
of the entire state, is the prophecy ma de
r ecently by B. F. Williamson, manager at
Gainesville for the Alachua Tung Oil Com·
pany.
Mr. Williamson bases his prophecy largely upon the fact that his company has purchased several thousand acres of land near
Gainesville for the purpose of setting out
several million of these nut trees.
The Chinese wood-oil, or Tung-oil tree,
he says, is one of the most interesting of
the plants from foreign countries which
have been introduced in the United States
by the office of the Department of Agriculture. This tree is the source of the oil
which has come into wide use in the paint
and varnish industry and its propagation
in Florida will be watched with great int er est. The oil is one of the best drying
oils known .

Once Used--Alwags Used
These are not the statements of a mere
"AD" writer, they did not ori~rlnate with
us-they are all facta, actual facta ~riven
ua by Champions, Pros and Golfers ~ren
erally who are using REDDY TEES-and
what's more, they are unanimoua in aayinl' they would not play without them.
Put up in neat, handy little boxes
(a bout site of ordinary cigarette
package) of 18 TEES
each, far 2:;c. Get them
from any Pro. OT Dealer
or send us $r .oo for
4

boxes

NIEBLO MFG. CO.

I
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3 8 East 23 rd Street

Suite 314

-- - - -NEW YORK CITY

ACREAGE
I Specialize in

EVERGLADE
MUCK LAND
AROU ND HIAL EAH

In close proximity to Miami
Jockey Club Race Track and
fr om Miami to Lake Okee·
chobee on Miami River

Price $50 per acre, up
Tracts from One Acre
to

100,000 Acres

W. E. McGEE
205 N. E. Firat Avenue- Dial 8717
Miami, Florida

Don't Overlook

The Fastest Growing City
in

The Fastest. Growing State
Opportunities Unequaled for
Safe, Wise, G rowing Investments
Consult Any or AU of Us
C. P. Weidling
Lea Jeffery
W . N. Coon
Q. M. Gornto
Needham Realty Co.
Wm. W. Clark
Reed & Osborne
Broward Realty Co., Dania
H. J. J elks, Pompano

R. A. Horton
R. A. Bryan
L. A. Holland
D. W. Haley
Austin Realty Co.
F . W . Ormsby
W.E.Day

Ira S. Dresbach
M.A. Hortt
C. C. Ausherman
Wheeler & Thompson
McAdams & Durham
A. J . Oates
Hurst Realty Co.
W. F . Sunkel
S. H. Wimberly, Davie

THE BR01WARD COUNTY REALTY BOARD
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA.
"The Next Big City"
Pure Water-Navigable River-Big Harbor-Fertile Soil

8%

FIRST MORTGAGES AND
FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS

8%

Secured by Improved City Property.
Our First Mortgages and First Mortgage Bonds
are conservative and afford a good investment
for your surplus funds

PALM BEACH GUARANTY CO.
Second Floor Guara nty Building

West Palm Beach, Flor ida
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FERTILIZERS
Insecticides,
Hardie Sprayers.
and Accessories
One noticeable fact about fertilizers is that once a grower tries
GULF BRANDS he almost always becom es a steady customer
and a booster for GULF BRANDS.
Growers who bought GULF BRANDS fifteen years ago are
still our regular customers.

THE GULF FERTILIZEll COMPANY
603 Citizens Bank Bldg.

Tampa, Florida

W are ho u s es at Lakeland, Bra d e ntow n , W inte r Haven, L a k e W a le s , a nd
stoc ks a t variou s oth er points

F a ctory Phones

53-9 14

Tampa Pine Products Co.

P . 0 . Box
2 710

Capitalized at $100,000
O ffi ce Phone

L.

J~

O ffice:

2 501

Mount z, Mgr.

3 0 5 Fra nk li n S t r ee t

T AMP A, F L ORIDA
M a nuf ac tu r ers :Mount z 0 ~ 1 fo r E czema, Cut s, Bru ises,

Burn s, Sores.

It's

44

Sure Cure."

Manu fac ture r s : D e ·Ka P r oof Wood Prese r ve r , N o n·acid
T a·r, Pine Ta r, R e tort Turp e ntin e, P in e
Oil Charc oa l.

T ampa P ine Prod uct s Company is splitting up th eir land near Tampa in to sm all
farm s at t he low price of $5 0 per a cr e.

T hi s is t he best land for t he mo n ey in

this part of F lorida and wi il not last long at th ese prices on t erms. It is exceptiona ll y good farm , citrus and winter vegetab le la nd.

Everything in Florida Real
Estate for Sale
We w a nt listings of all kinds of
Florida property ; nothing too
large or too small.

AU-Florida Realty Company
223 West Fo-rsyth St.
Jacksonville, Florida

Winter in Florida
For best information on Cottag es,
Acreages and W a terfront Properties on Florida's West Coast,
Write

Square Deal Realty Company
565 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, Florida

In writin g to a dve rtiser s p lease menti on SUNILAND M agazine
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Confessions Of An Ex,Rum
Runner
(Continued from page 2 5 )
on e very ship that enters the port. Naturall y, we have to close our eyes to a lot
of thin g-s, and co ul d have th is time. Your
shi p had t he bad luck to be pick ed on to
pay th e penalty. H ave a cigar?"
Mac told me t he story when I came into
hi s office t hr ee or fo u r wee ks later. " The
H arps hav e b een r evenged," h e told m e.
"Stafford" was sent t o t he " boneT HEyard"
a nd Hildebrand and
knocked

I
around in J a cksonviJ!e layin g pla n s for
g etting in a cargo of whisk ey and gin,
w hic h we both agreed wou ld be a fin e div ersion and e ntirely worth while. W e kept our
eyes open for an auxiliary scho one r that
wou ld fit all th e specifi cations of a good
rum-ru n n er, bu t fina ll y we decided that w e
d idn't hav e t he n ecessary fu nds, a nd tha t
we had be tter take a fl yer at bringing in a
f ew booze cargoes in t he doub le bottoms of
a big ship b efor e mak ing our selves w h ol esaler s on our own ac co unt. I managed to
get another comm a nd, t he "Laboro mmi,"
an oi l-b urning, r eciprocating-engin e job,
abo ut the size and type of t he " Stafford."
I join ed h er in Jacksonville, with Hildebrand, w hom I sign ed on a s my first officer.
I want to say r ig ht h ere that Ja cob
Hildebran d, of Sweden a n d Rum Row, is
one of t he f ew me n I wo ul d tr ust with life
or w ife. H e is true blue , like t he st eel of
his native land. It se ems to me t hat a ll
other men in t he world are sim ply pieces in
t he ga me, either pawn s or h or sem e n , u nd erlings or equals, and t h oug h I have become
fair ly intimate with h u ndreds of oth er me n ,
Hr ldebrand is t h e only one I have mad e
fa::<t to, our very souls bei ng la shed togeth er
wit h double li n es. W e h av e been t hro ugh
hell toget her , J ake an d I h ave , and believe
m e , h e is a fin e lad, a two-fist ed , hairychest ed sailorman of th e old wood en ship
and iron m e n days.
Back to my story. W hen we boarde d th e
"Laboromm i" she was loading t u rpentine
a nd rosi n for H amburg, a f ull ship-load.
J ake and I inspected t he do u ble bottoms,
enthuse d over t he possibilit ies of t h e de ep
tank, a n d forthwith began a stu dy of t he
balan ce of t h e saloon officers, both deck
a n d "black gang." I put my 0 . K. on th e
chief engin eer soon after I m et him. It
do esn 't take long to size u p t he aver age
seaman, seeing t hat t hey do n't wear th e
mask of landsm en . T o m y way of t hinking
there are only two classes of de ep-sea
sa ilors -t h e dec e nt kind and th e rotter s.
A co uple of looks and a f e w min ut es of
co nver sation and I gen erall y have them
placed.
The old Chi ef a nd m yself are sti ll bu ddies . nn d I h ear fro m hi m every now an d
t h en . U nd er stand on e of his dearly-b eloved
und erli ngs plan t ed a wad of opium in. h is
coat 0n his last trip from t h e Orient and
t h en inform ed t he inspectors when t hey
r eached Baltimore . Dirty sha me, bu t th e
Chief got out of it som eh ow. Chief will
tak e a fl yer on a car go of booze every n ow
and th en, but dope is ou t side of his li ne and
I am prou d of t he fact that the n um ber of
A merica n officers wh o will bring t he fi lt h y
stuff into t his co un try is mig hty sm all.
I n H a mburg we bo ug ht a fi n e a ssortme nt
of w hiski es a nd gin s. W e fo und a ll m akes
a nd brands, E ng lish a n d con t in enta l, to be
ha d aft er a little childish bantering with
t he cu st oms g uar ds. W e ha d g iven m ost
of the crew shore leave, so that n on e of
t he m wo ul d kn ow what we were up to,
becau se if they find out they w ill eit her
brea k into it or t urn a fe llow u p w hen h e
strikes port. On e of t he other is boun d to
h appe n . In th e good old days whe n t h e
li qu or t r a de was legit ima t e, an d schoon er s

were still going around the Horn to give
their wine cargoes an expensive shaking, I
learned something about the stowage of alcoholics. You want to put them just as
far away from the crew as is possible and
batten them down with all the dogs and
padlocks and heavy cargo that can be safely
piled on them, because those hounds have
·a sixth sense which leads them unerringly
· to a drink, and one drink means a multitude.
As our ship was loading for several
American coastwise ports, Baltimore, Norfolk, Savannah and Jacksonville, consignments of our private cargo for anyone of
these ports had to be placed where it could
be gotten at conveniently out of an open
hold; and in this the nature of the cargo,
whether hides, beet pulp or potash weighed
with us in making a decision, for we intended to hide our stuff away where it
would be a hard job for the inspectors to
find it, but not to have it so overburdened
with heavy cargo that we couldn't get at it
ourselves.
I will certainly remember the muggy
night in Hamburg when the Chief Engineer,
Jake and I worked like niggers clearing
away beet pulp so that we could finally get
at the manholes, unbolt them and stow our
liquor in the coffer-dams. It was hot as
molten lead down in the hold as beet pulp
is tremendously heating. The men were
ashore and the half-starved shore watchman was being treated to a lingering feed
in the galley. Finally we got our stuff
all stowed out of the way and after the
crew returned at midnight, the lines were
cast off and we departed.
Jake and I enthused over the possibilities of rum-running on the trip over. We
really became over-confident and this
nearly led to our downfall. But of this I
will tell in my second installment next
month.

LANDS

The Oaks
Under New Management

To Investors, Speculators and
American or European Plan

We have several hundred thousand
acres for sale in Da<ie, Palm Beach,
Glades, Highlands, Osceola, Collier
and Charlotte Counties.

"In the Beautiful City of Oaks"
Lands are still cheap, but going
fast.

"Nature's Beauty Spot"

We have tracts from one section
to 100,000 acres.
One of the best commercial and

The first railroad in Florida begun in
1831, and the third in the United States,
is still in existence, with trains making
trips over it three times a week. The road
extends from Tallahassee to St. Marks. It
was built in the ante-bellum days when
Tallahassee was one of the great cotton
centers of the South, and when St. Marks,
20 miles distant, was, according to historical records at the capital, the greatest
shipping port in the world.
"Much of the cotton from Western Florida, Alabama and Southern Georgia was
sent to Tallahassee and by rail to St.
Marks," according to Mrs. Jane Brevard
Darby, granddaughter of Governor Richard
Kieth Call who built the railroad. "Some
was delivered by plank road direct to St.
Marks, but much of it was transferred
here.
"St. Marks has disappeared and Newport,
another thriving city prior to civil war
days, on this railroad, is no more, but the
railroad, now a part of the Seaboard Air
Line, still serves the lumber woods lying
between Tallahassee and the Gulf, twentyfive miles distant.
It is said to be the
oldest railroad in the United States still in
operation. Certainly it is the oldest which
has not been reconstructed.
"Tradition has it that the first engine
did not stop at the terminus, but was run
into the river at St. Marks. Without heavy
hoisting machinery it remained there for
years, while horses and mules pulled the
carloads of cotton up and down the line.
That this was the only motive power for a
long time is certain. The length and
weight of the rails resemble a toy line in
comparison with those in use on the great
modern systems."

WE HAVE THE PRICES

tourist headquarters in this section

Pierce &Stevenson
Wholesale Lands Exclusively
BARTOW, FLORIDA
307 First National Bank Building

Member A. A . A.
FIRST RAILROAD IN
FLORIDA STILL USED

Realtors:

J. G. Jeffcoat, Sr., Proprietor

Miami, Florida

17,000 Acres in Hillsboro County
In Tracts of 10 Acres and Up

Scores of beautiful lakes adjoin my property

Soil

IS

especially adapted to Fruit and Vegetables
Write, wire or call

BOB WORTHINGTON
511 % Franklin Street

--::--

Tampa, Florida
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COMPARES OUR LAKES
WITH THOSE OF SCOTLAND

15,000
ACRES
9 Yz

miles from Tampa Court

House.

Good farm, grove and

truck land.

Adjoins $400 land.

The only close-in tract.

$35.00

James L. Rodgers, a native of Scotland,
and an old resident of Miami, recently
purchased some property in the Scenic
Highlands section, after visiting that part
of Central Florida which is undergoing a
most rapid development.
"In the few days spent in the Ridge
country I found a subtle, winsome charm
more akin to many of the Scottish 'lochs'
than anything I have seen in many a year,"
he said in an interview. "From a point at
the north end of Lake Caloosa, adjoining,
so I am told, property owned by Hon. William J ennings Bryan, there spr ead out before me in our beloved Florida sunshine a
scene which sent a thrill through every
fiber of my being. My surprised old eyes
were at once gazing with rapture on the
glories of Bonnie Loch Lomond in its
replica-its double-Lake Caloosa.
"Born in Argentina, spending my boyhood on one of that country's far spread
'estancias'-large stock ranches-my Scottish father sent me to the homeland of his
forefathers to acquire a higher education
and in the British Isles I spent my youth.

You Can Own
An INCOME PRODUCING
HOME in FLORIDA.
GRAPES PRODUCE large
profits in eighteen months
after planting. F L 0 R I D A
GRAPES are the first on the
market assuring top prices.
ROGER W. BABSON, the
famous business authority who
owns a large development near
Hesperides, Polk, Co., Florida,
has stated that the grape industry in Florida is destined to
rival the citrus industry which
runs into millions of dollars.
THE PUTNAM VINEYARDS
offer you an income producing
home on reasonable terms with
personal responsibility.

Per Acre
$1 00,000 Down

LAMAR RANKIN
Tampa, Florida

MORGAN
ART SERVICE
DEJIGNJ- LETTERING
ILLU.ITR~TION./' 1>\ND
BOOKLET PREP~R~TION

"71rf ror7fc/Jlerlisins
PHONE
16 .. uc::PIS BUILDING

74-037
T PIMP Po.

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNILAND Magazine.
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"During long vacations I wandered
around satisfying a penchant for seeing
historic spots, and beautiful scenery. Since
then in many portions of the United States
and some foreign countries I have gazed
upon much beautiful scenery.
"True, a cynical fastidious analyst with
a mania for detail might say that soil and
grass and trees around our Florida lakes
are entirely different, but the pictorial 'tout
ensemble' is so wonderfully like with its
girdling hills and woods and groves, that I
experienced a heart and soul thrill I was
not expecting to find in this section, although I am by now a veteran Floridian,
and long posted on the characteristics of
the Ridge country.
"Were I a realtor in this section in view
of what I myself have experienced, I would
aim to bring as many wealthy Scotsmen as
possible to these parts and take them out
in the splendours of the early morning to
Lake Caloosa, a walk around Lake Wales,
and give them a look, and think. The deed
would be done in nine cases out of ten
and without expenditure of breath and
speech."
In the October issue of SUNILAND a number
of exceptionally fine photographs were used to illus trate th e New Smyrna story, "The O ld es t Settlement in the United States!' Through an o vers 'ght
these photo.-raph s were net credit ed to Mr. Van
de Sande, w ho made them, and SUNILAND takes
this opportunity of correcting th e error.

Our booklet will tell you how
to enjoy health, happiness and
prosperity in the hill and lake
section of beautiful Polk County two hundred and fifty (250)
feet above the sea.
Write for free booklet today.
Special inducement for those
who will assist in building a
medium sized hotel.
A few lake shore Villa lots,
high banks, all improvements,

$1,500.00.

Wm. Dudley Putnam
Owner
Hesperides, Lake Wales P . 0., Fla.
(Correspondence solicited with northern
representatives)

Printing
for the Florida Trade
N THE MATTER of printing, specialists are
just as necessary as in any profession. When an
individual or an organization specializes in any
particular phase of any field of endeavor--efficiency is attained and production costs reduced.

I

In printing for the Florida trade the Tourist News Preas equipment is operating day and night-twelve months in the yearspecializing in publication and color booklet printing of quality.
The Tourist News Press prints the "Tourist News," "Pinellas
Record," "Seeing St. Petersburg," "Packing House News," "SuniIand," Telephone Directories and Chamber of Commerce booklets
for St. Petersburg and many other Florida cities.
Beginning about November lst, production schedules will be advanced so that the Tourist News Press will be in a position to handle
another publication and a few more high-class color hooklet jobs.

Publication
and
(olor 'Booklet
Specialists

If you use printing for the Florida trade-publication or color
booklets, direct mail advertising-eonsult the Tourist News Preas.
Write, wire or phone and a representative will arrange to meet you
in your office or ours.

TOURIST NEWS PRESS
Where

Eighteenth

Street crosses

Saint

Petersburg

Second Avenue

South

Florida

Dog-Gone!

GANDY BRIDGE
Will Open November 20
A million people will cross Gandy Bridge
every year between Tampa and St. Petersburg.
They all have to pass by our properties, known
as

GANBRIDGE CITY
Jommg the Tampa end of Gandy Bridge and
reaching across the Ridg elands of lnterbay
Peninsula to beautiful Bay Shore Boulevard
and Ballast Point Park.
No more valuable properties exist in South
Florida.
We will gladly send you full information
on request, or will tell you a ll about it when
you come.

PIET VLAG
618 Tampa St.

Tampa, Florida

The Peninsular Telephone Company
~

IS

keeping apace with the remarkable growth of

Tampa and its Trade Territory by the provision
of additional facilities during the coming year
which will cost almost two million dollars.
THIS COMPANY'S local exchanges and toll lines
serve the cities and communities in the Counties
of Hillsboro, Polk, Pinellas, Pasco, Manatee and
Sarasota.
Through connection with the lines of the Bell T elephone Company and American Telephone a~d
Telegraph Company, telephone communicatiot:l to
all .c ities of importance throughout the country is
available from any station of

The Peninsular Telephone Company
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(Continued from page 50)
This was a good idea. Hydrastis reached out to a basket in front of him, and
handed Gabriel what looked like a rather
large plum. Then Hydrastis, in flowery
language introduced the dog. Then the
crowd waited. But-no music came!
The darkies were silent for a moment.
Then"Make him sing ! Make him sing!" burst
from a score of throats. The dog remained
silent. With so many eyes upon him, he
displayed the t emperament of a prima
donna, showing unmistakable signs of stage
fright. He attempted to crawl off of the
show case but was detained by a trembling
hand thrust out by Hydrastis, who was trying to look at Gabriel at the same time.
Gabriel was shaking something that he
held in his hand, and making unintelligible sounds.
"Make him sing! Make him sing!" The
cries were resumed.
Hydrastis shook the dog, as though expecting that such action would force music
f rom the canine throat, but the only r esponse was a howl of fear. Then"Yo' cheatin' us! Dat dawg caint sing!
Whut's de matteh heah ?" coupled with
dark threats, were uttered loudly by those
who had paid their good money to witness
and hear the marvel.
Hydrastis had a big idea. Leaning over,
he open~d th t'l dog's mouth, then examined
its throat minutely. Then he announced
to the irate gathering in a hoarse voice:
"Ah's sorry, gemmum, but ouah dawg
has developed a sudden attack of larynlaryn-well, a sudden attack of throat disease. Gemmun, ouah wondeh dawg has
los' his voice!"
'Wondeh dawg! H eck! Gib us ouah
money back. Yo' strange niggehs don'
need t' think yo'all c'n fool us dat way!"
asserted a burly black who pushed his way
to Hydrastis' side. The demand became
universal.
"Gib us ouah money back! Gib us ouah
dimes, or we'll push yo' faces in!"
" J es a minnit, jes a minnit," Hydrastis
pleaded. Painfully, still r egarding Gabriel
with that wondering look, he r eached into
his pockets and produced that handful of
dimes that had nestled there.
"We ah glad t' gib yo' yo' money back,"
he said, but his tone of voice belied his
words. "Heah yo' is. One at a time,
please, gemmun," as the crowd surged forward. In an indescribable short while all
the dimes in his pocket had disappeared,
and the customers, with catcalls and jeers,
had passed into the night. No one was left
in the store except the doy, Lacey Johnson,
and the two partners. Hydrastis turned on
Gab e.
"Whut in de debbil is de matteh wif
yo'?" he asked.
Gabe still waved the thing that he had
held in his hand. In half a moment he
managed to sputter.
"Ah asked yo' fo' some fruit Ah could
be chewin' when Ah was doin' mah ventrillyquism, so dey wouldn't ketch on. An
whut did yo' gib me, yo' dang fool?
W-w-whut did yo' gib me? It was a-it
was a-a green pussimmon !"
Completely knocked out at this report,
Hydrastis grabed for the counter in front
of him. For a long while the two partners,
speechless, eyed each other. Theil. they
observed for the first time that a stranger
had entered the room. The newcomer was
a white man, with an unlit stogie separating his teeth. One thumb, thrust in the
· armhole of his vest, exposed to view a large
and shiny badge, with the word "Detective" engraved thereon.
"Did you boys happen to own this dog?"
he asked.
Hydrastis started to answer in the af-

firmative, when he bethought himself of the
badge. Then he knew that he did not own
the dog. In fact, he had no idea who did
own the dog.
"Whut dawg does yo' mean, boss?" he
asked, his voice trembling.
"This dog here on the counter."
Hydrastis looked at the animal as
though he had never seen it before.
"Naw suh, naw suh. Ah nevah seen
dat dawg until dis minnit. Gabe, how did
dat dawg git in heah? Scat, houn', an'
git out."
"Just a moment, just a moment," the
officer growled, sweeping the thoroughly
frightened dog into his arms.
"I thought maybe you boys had found
this dog, but as you say you didn't, it's all
right. You see, he belongs to a rich Northern woman who is down here now, and she
offered a r eward of fifty dollars for his
return. I was goin' to have her give you
the money, but as you never saw the dog
before, I'll take him myself."
Suiting his action to his speech, the arm
of the law stalked from the place. Gabe
turned to Hydrastis, and then both turned
to Lacey Johnson. It is well to draw the
curtain at this point.
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GOLFERS!

I'

C H R I S T M A S GIFT

1l·

For the Whole Family

JP>UTT=TlE§T

II

Patented Jan. 1st, 1924

.1'

THE ONLY REAL SCIENTIFIC PUTTING GAME
Played e verywhere-in homes
-at c I u b s-in
leading hotelsat r e sorts-on
trans-Atlantic
steamers-etc.
Fascinates while
it teaches both
distanc e and
a1ignment - . t)l.e
most natur,al
game for points
of real putting
practice.
PUT-TEST im' ·'"
proves your game
as surely as prac: ,.
tice on the greens ·•
-you Jearn to

I,
i

PINEAPPLES LURE LARGEST
CANNERS TO FLORIDA
The California Packing Corporation,
which packs the famous "Del Monte" brand
of canned fruit and vegetables, has turned
its attention to Florida as a field for the
extension of its pineapple operations. It is
said that this company has reached the
limit of expansion of its pineapple canning
operations in Hawaii and looks with favor
upon South Florida as the section of the
United States best adapted for the successful production of pineapples on a large
scale.
The first experimental work on growing
smooth cayenne pineapples on a large scale

Here's an Interesting
and Instructive

A s tandard re g ulation pu
g r een without di ~ fi g urin g the floor

I

I

II

s h o o t straight
and with much
m o r e care - it
helps lessen your
score.
F u 11 y endorsed
by Pros and
Amateurs.
Adult Board $5
-Full Juvenile
s e ts, P u t t e r,
Board and Ball,
$7. (Beat Daddy
at his own game).
Sent to any address on r eceipt
of price. Returnable if not satisfactory - money
r efund ed.

PUTT-TEST MFG. CO.
New York City
227 Fulton St. , Suite 600,
Correspondence solicited with dealers and agents-good territory now
I

~ --

TARPON SPRINGS
"The Venice of the South"

VISIT

AVALON HEIGHTS
Bartow's Fastest Selling Subdivisiqn

WE HAVE
waterfronts and large and small !·
acreage for development purposes.
Also groves and city business
and residence properties.
was begun last summer near Stuart in
~alm Beach County. The Florida Growers,
Inc.,· of which Carroll Dunscombe is president, received last August direct from
Hawaii a shipment of cayenne slips which
have been planted on one acre. A check
of the results is being kept so that the cost
of growing these pines can be obtained and
comparisons made with the production cost
in Hawaii.
The situation which has now come to a ·
head has been developing for several years.
The California Packing Corporation has
gradually extended its pineapple plantings
in Hawaii until all the available acreage
there has been absorbed. At present there
is no frost-proof land in Hawaii where
pineapples can be raised.
Pineapples have been raised for a , number of years along the East Coast, and
more recently in Highlands County in Central Florida, but this is the first instance
where one of the larger packing companies
has taken an active interest in develoP.ing
this coming industry.

Located within an 8-minute walk
of Post Office and Court House which
is located in the heart of te city.
A val on is the highest section of
Bartow and is very desirable residential property.

TITLE GUARANTEED
BUY A LOT BY MAIL

Price $300.
Let us know your wishes, or come
and see us

·· C. N. HALL
Tarpon Springs, Florida

keliable Realty Company
562 'Central Ave ..

ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA
We Specialize in Acreage
Large or Small Tracts

$10. d~w~ $10.
~er ~onth.
~~

'

G. 0 . .DENHAM
Bartow, Fla.

The Beautiful "City of Oaks"

FLORIDA LANDS-2 to 60,000 acres for
sale at $6.00 to $22.00 an acres, 14 to lh
cash. Some coast, some hill.
Graham
Securities Co., Inc., Box 2503, Tampa,
Florida.
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The Massage from Garcia

Investments
In Tampa
i?
values in Tampa are
PROPERTY
going up steadily and surely.

Every day's transactions bring new
surprises in realty valuations and
profits. The growth and development of Tampa will be very rapid
during the next decade because of
the numerous projects and immense amount of development already undl>rway and being plam.;:J
in Tampa and throughout the
whole southwestern section of
Florida which is tributary to
Tampa.
Everyone who invests in Tampa
real estate now will share in the
prosperity of the next few years
and will enjoy the profits from
.the increase in values. To procrastinate in the matter of owning a part of one of the fastest
growing cities in the United States
iS' to steal a great deal from your
own future. Invest in Tampa now
and let this investment take care
of tomorrow.
The L. W. Lee organization is in
touch with most of the real estate
and investment opportunities in
Tampa. No matter what you are
loooking for-business property,
acreage, apartment house sites,
subdivision property, large or
small investments-we have it or
can find it for you.
Make our office your headquarters
when in Tampa. We are always &'lad to
show visitors what we have to offer.

L. W.LEE
Real Estate and Investments
504

Franklin Street

TAMP A, FLORIDA
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In the section of Tampa known as "Ybor
City" there is not only a large Spanish, or
rather Cuban population, but several
thousand Italians as well. Many of the
latter have places of business, and among
them are several barber shops. A reader
of SUNILAND has sent in the fohowing
version of the "bobbing" craze as given by
one of the Italian barbers:
Longa whila go jus' Papa come to da
shop for da shave, da sham-poo, da massage of da face, an' da haircot. He come
alone by heesself. Now weeth alla thees
bobbeda hair beeziness da whole dam'
familee mus' take a da hand. Theesa day
Papa he come, Ma-ma he come; alla da
keeds, he come. I try to do whatta thees
one say an' whatta that, but eet ees no go.
Eet ees worse a lak da leeg of a nacion to
starta deespute.
.
Ma-ma he say he wanta da sheengal bob.
Papa he say "thata look 1ak 'ell; thata fine
for da flap but no for ol' wooman !"
Ma-ma he starta da fight an' get verra mad.
Whatta do! I taka no chance. I geev
Ma-ma thees sheengal bob laka whatta he
say. Then come da little keeds. Uno! Dos!
Cinco! Ma-ma he say: "Geev da boy da
haircot; da gurls da sheeka bob."
But how can I say theesa boy, thata
url? AHa da keeds weara da pants now.
geev all da sheeka bob. After longa
whila I feeneesh an' am exhaust. Papa he
paya da beell by da union price wheech
maka heem to be exhaust !aka me. An' da
whole dam' familee exeet by da fronta
door excep' Papa. He come back. He climb
eento my chair weeth da smile thatta no
come off. He say:
"Geev me da shave, Garcia!"
I shave heem. He snooze !aka een da
nighthorse sayeeng: "Eef da wooman come
een again, geev heem da shave all so!"
When he wake op, he say: "Geev me da
haircot, Garcia!"
Eet ees admirable!
"Sheengal bob? No! Haircot!"
An' when I haircot he em, he say:
"Sham-poo, Garcia!"
An' so all so I sham-poo he em. W eeth a
happee laff he snuggle eento da chair again
an' say: "Me an' you, Garcia, we on'erstan' da seetuation. You mus' be da
marreed man !aka me, Garcia! Give me da
face massage!"
Ha! Ees eet poseeble? Do he get da
massage from Garcia?
He do!

Unusual
Development
Opportunity

for
Quick
Sale
few miles out of Tampa,
having several beautiful
lakes within its bound-

f

* * *
Vive La Florida

They tell this story on a prominent St.
Petersburg real estate man who has a
propensity for boosting Florida upon all
possible occasions.
It seems he was attending the funeral of
a distant cousin in New York State. Fol-

con~iderably

less than
$100.00 per acre
a very short time.

Do Not Hesitate
Reasonable Terms
Call, write, or wire.

M£HA}TtJ>
l

•~msr£.l'-

'Q.EAL. ESTATE

TAMPA. FLORIDA

Your Money
Earns

8%
In Florida
If y ou desire Investments in

First Mortgage Loans
Residences
Business Properties
Acr eage

• • •

" Show N o P art ia lity"

The story is told that when the Tampa
Bay Hotel was complet ed and ready for
business Henry B. Plant was in the North.
A full corps of servants was on hand and
every arrangement had been made for the
entertainment of a vast number of guests
even to the hiring of a well known band.
No guests appeared on the opening day.
On the second day when no guests showed
up the manager became concerned but the
band played on. On the third day there
were still no guests and the band wasted
its tunes on the empty halls. After several
more days and only two guests had appeared the manager wired Mr. Plant to the
effect that an enormous expense was being incurred; the band was p1aying and
there were as yet only two guests.
The
reply which was not long in coming was as
follows: "Show no partiality, hire another
band."

* * •

We will be pleased to serve you

Personal A ttention
given to all transactions.

lowing the funeral service the officiating
parson invited anyone who might desire to
offer t estimony as to the virtues of the deceased to do so. Several glowing tributes
were paid and then our friend from St.
Petersburg arose and said: "I really didn't
know Jim except through correspondence
and therefore I cannot say anything about
him from personal knowledge but if you
don't mind while I'm on my feet I would
like to say a few words about Florida."

Your

request for information will
have immediate atten tion

Quality Fruit
and
Fertilizer
The

gro wer

w ho

pro duces

a

larger percentage of fi rst quality
frui t w ill greatly increase his profit
per acre.

Orange Belt
Brands

S a t a n in F lo r ida

Of fertilizer will increase the texture,

A preacher in Florida r ecently came forward with the declaration that Satan was
not mentioned in the Old T estament
"Well, what of it?" asked some one of
a fri end who had told him of this statement.
"He claims," continued the other with
reference to the preacher, "that as there is
no mention of the devil in the Old Testament, there cannot be a devil."
"That's no proof," said the friend. "The
Old Testament does not mention the Florida Green Fruit Shippers, but they are
here."

sugar, juiciness and color of your
It will produce more first

fruit.

quality fruit and with larger returns.
Our

fi eld

service

department

of

seasoned, experienced and practical
fi eld men is at your service.

A call

places you under no obligation.

• • •

A Last Farewell

The Oldest Real Estate Firm m
the City of Tampa
Established 1887

Beckwith &
Warren
Company
REALTORS
Real Estate and Loans
Firat National Bank Building
Tampa, Florida

To be at the same time rude and polite
is an achievement of great difficulty. In
this relation an Orlando friend of ours tells
of a French gentleman who had spent a
few weeks in Florida and had just paid a
very large hotel bill. He was indignant,
but his native courtesy was unimpaired.
"Send ze proprietaire to me," he said to
the waiter, and presently the host ent er ed .
Monsieur was all smiles.
"Ah, let me embrace you!" he cried.
"But why do you want to embrace me,
sir? I don't understand."
"Ah, Saire, but look at ze bill!"
"Your bill! Yes, but what of it?"
"Ah, Monsieur, zat means zat I shall
nevaire, nevaire see you again."

LYONS FERTILIZER
COMPANY

* * *

N o t Ou t an Hour

Shortly after Tampa's motor ordinance
went into effect, a policeman hailed a lady
driving a limousine on the boulevard and
ordered her to r eport at nine o'clock the
next morning.
"The very idea! Why?" exclaimed the
lady.
"I'm sorry, ma'am," insisted the bluecoat; "but you were going forty miles an
hour."
"Impossible!" exclaimed the lady indignantly. "Why, I haven't been out an hour
yet."

Eighth

Floor,

Florida

Citrus

Ex-

change B u ildiag
Tampa, F la.

"Quality Fertilizer for Quality Fruit"
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The Florida Home

17,000 ACRES

'Do
rou

(Continued from page 68)
on the top with raisins in between; place
in a moderate oven and bake till the
souffle is set and the marshmallows toasted
delicately.

WITH

8 Miles Frontage

* * *

Roselle-To Prepare the Calyx

on

Know

In preparing for cooking take the pod
between the thumb and forefinger of the
left hand, stem end up; cut off the stem
and the basal end of the calyx to where
the seed-pod is united with the calyx, when
a slight pressure with the fingers holding
the pod will force out the seed-pod. After
preparing in this way the calyx may be
used.

Gulf of Mexico
3 miles to good town
16 miles of paved State Highway
runs through this tract

that there is no
place on the
globe more favored than Florida-Palm Beach
County especially?

* * *

Roselle Jelly

The price will sur prise you

Break burr from the seed-pod into small
sections, measure, and for each measure
of fruit allow two measures of water. Boil
ten minutes. Cover vessel and set aside
until cool. Pour into a flannel jelly bag
and press until no more juice can be obtained. Determine amount of sugar to be
used by the pectin test. * * Boil until the
jellying point has been reached, which is
indicated by the flaking or sheeting from
the spoon. Extreme care must be exercised
at this point, because over-cooking will
cause it to syrup.

Write, wire or come

Price-Odom
Realty Company
Tarpon Springs

Florida

* * *

Many men realized from twenty to
forty per cent this season simply as
a result of buying and selling through
this office.
Do not wait until next seasonpick up the bargains NOW.

Roselle Sauce (Table Talk)

SUNILAND MAGAZINE

Wash the calyxes; put two cupfuls in a
saucepan; add one-half cup of cold water
and a scant half cup of sugar. Cook, stirring constantly, about five minutes or until
soft. Then turn into earthen bowl. Or the
roselle may be chopped fine after washing
and cooked with a very little hot water and
sugar. Eat cold.

Three Months for 25c
Your
Send
dres se::;
months '

If you are looking for a profitable
investment or a home in which to
live, tell us about it and we will provide the property and give you terms.

friends will like SUNILAND .
us $1.00 with four names and ad·
and we will send each a three
trial subscription.

L. E. BRIGGS
RENTALS
Phone 1363
108 S. Olive St.
West Palm Beach, Florida

Are You a Developer?
We Have 1000 Acres
m

choice

plots

of

various

sizes,

including-

LAKE AND RIVER FRONTAGE
HIGH ROLLING LANDS
CLOSE-IN SUBURBAN LANDS
FRONTAGE ON PAVED HIGHWAY
With city water and electricity available within onehalf mile

ABSTRACTS
AND

TITLE INSURANCE
GUARANTY TITLE COMPANY
407 Twiggs Street

For the right men we have the right proposition

Tampa, Florida

WRITE US, OR BETTER STILL
"COME AND SEE"

PROMPT-ACCURATE-COURTEOUS

LAKE BUTLER VILLA CO.
JOHN K. CHEYNEY, Pres.
Tarpon Springs
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Florida

MELBOURNE
The Midway City
We are specializing in city lots and improved property in Melbourne,
Florida consisting, ~n our judgment, the cream of choicest selections
with the addition of possessing that rich asset of constantly increasing
values and intrinsic worth.

The Woodroffe
Company
Melbourne, Florida .

Delightful, health- giving climate.
Glorious ~unsets, moonlit bay. Come
and enjoy South Florida Fair~ Gasparilla Carnival, hunting, fishing, golfing,
band concerts, innumerable games and
recreations.
Tampa's metropolitan atmosphere
will please you. Largest resort in
America's playground, and the fastest
growing city in the South. Excellent
opportunity for investment. Ships of
seven seas meet in Tampa's port.
Write for illustrated literature.

Tampa Board of Trade
Box 3025

Tampa, Florida

\

\

Delightful, health - giving climate.
Glorious ~unsets, moonlit bay. Come
and enjoy South Florida Fair~ Gasparilla Carnival, hunting, fishing, golfing,
band concerts, innumerable games and
recreations.
Tampa's metropolitan atmosphere
will please you. Largest resort in
America's playground, and the fastest
growing city in the South. Excellent
opportunity for investment. Ships of
seven seas meet in Tampa's port.
Write for illustrated literature.

Tampa Board of Trade
Box 3025

Tampa, Florida

